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Sediment 97 


Introduction 
This contribution is taken from a long chapter in Unravelling Genesis, a book that will be 
released in late 1990. Its main contention is that our planet is not an untouched body, but 
undergoes sudden massive physical and organic changes as it circles its galaxy. From these 
habitual encounters, it is argued, evolution proceeds. As the earth makes repetitive 
passages through a massive sun-circling meteoric shower, it acquires foreign earth-girdling 
layers of crust. The large amounts of debris are chemically indigestible to the biosphere 
and immediate genetic change takes place, triggered electrically by the encounter itself. 


The research for the following article did not come from any original discomfort with 
modern geological theory, but from a persistent ancient sacred tradition that the earth was 
originally brought down from the sky. These puzzling yet widespread notions of heaven
borne, life-giving and continent-generating soil led me to re-examine the doctrine that the 
earth's crust is formed solely by internal processes. 


Developed in the late eighteenth century, this long-standing model of crustal 
development, known as the Rock Cycle, perceives the earth as a huge heat machine slowly 
building up and pushing around continents for the purpose of recycling them as material 
for new crustal uplift. Modern geologists, whether speaking of isostacy, continental drift, or 
plate tectonics, still unquestioningly hold to the governing tenet of internally generated 
crustal development. The doctrine is challenged, at the conclusion of this article, on a 
single issue - the solution to a widespread but little understood phenomenon commonly 
called a cyclothem. First described in the coal-bearing formations of the American mid
west, it is, as the name suggests, a repetition or "cycle" of multi-layered minerals, each cycle 
repeating itself, in the same order, as much as one hundred times or more. The proposed 
solution to the origin of cyclothems, based on conventional geological methodology, is that 
they are annual glacial outwash, that is to say, the yearly residue of extremely dirty 
retreating continental ice sheets. 


The process of building a cyclothem, in my hypothesis, begins with the earth's 
passage through a large stream of space debris. Much of these earth-girdling depositions 
stayed where they fell, forming great sandy deserts and fertile plains. Some of these 
materials were cemented into place by chemical reactions and formed rock; some washed 
down to the sea, coating river valleys with mud and filling estuaries with kilometre-deep 
deposits of sediment. In the higher latitudes, large accumulations of minerals, 
hydrocarbons and water were frozen into continent-sized icy formations. These great dirty 
ice sheets formed cyclothems as they retreated, filling the adjacent water-filled basins with 
an annual deposit of minerals graded according to their ability to precipitate and settle in 
these quickly filling lakes. 


The claim that geological eras are quickly deposited space debris not only violates the 
current model of crustal formation, but also undermines the rock cycle; which dictates an 
organic origin for limestone and coal, presently considered the products of decaying 
animals and forests respectively. 


The radical nature of this idea, if it is to be considered by those unfamiliar with the 
details of petrology, sedimentology and the history of structural geology, requires some 
background which is provided in the following pages_ 
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TIlE CONTINENTS 


The Surface of Things 
Sediment is the geological term for the particulate matter which, in loose and solid form, 


comprises most of the earth's crust, The word sediment comes from the Latin sedimentum, 


meaning that which is settled, The sediment itself, according to the accepted scientific 


explanation, comes from the water-borne deposition of distinctive layers of chemically 


eroded particles, which eventually convert to rock, 


All sediment is considered to be the product of weathering, the slow breakdown of 


sedimentary and igneous rock, principally by chemical erosion, This process, presently 


observed in such diverse phenomena as the leaching of Hawaiian lavas by lichens, the 


hollowing of limestone caves by organic acids, and the erosion of Egyptian monuments by 


damp desert sands, may be seen in general physical terms as the destabilizaton of the 


earth's surface, 
Geological theories, such as those explaining the accumulation of sediment, include 


only those forces that operate within earth's biosphere, Though geologists recognize tha: 


earth travels through the universe like other members of the galaxy, they see the earth as 


essentially isolated from its cosmic environment. Geology assumes the contribution froI:i 


the cosmic environment on earth's geological processes is negligible, 


The accepted earth-bound model for the continuous growth and shedding of tb.e 


earth's outer crust is called the rock cycle, a theory with its roots in the seventeenth century 


Inspired by observations of erupt ing, volcanoes and vast tracts of frozen magmz. 


exposed at the earth's surface, nineteenth century natural philosophers evolved the visi 


of the earth as a benign heat machine, building the earth's surface from below, Original:l 


the power source was conceived of as vast underground burning caverns, which ejected la 


and pushed the crust upwards to provide the prominences which in the course of geologi 


time would crumble and flow down to the seas, There the rocks would form and, throu_ 


some sort of process, be levitated and recycled. New theories have now evolved to expl 


the growth of continents, such as plate tectonics and sea floor spreading. But these new 


theories have done nothing to alter the basic premise of the rock cycle. The earth is still 


the minds of geologists, an isolated body, continuously recycling its crust through the ages.. 


Scale of Deposits 
Unlike the ancient mythographers, modern lyricists have never waxed eloquent 


sediment - perhaps it is hard to get excited over a material that civilized people considt= 


contaminant. Yet the sheer quantity of the stuff, particularly when its subtle produ 


techniques are considered, is overwhelming. The prodigious deposits of sand, silt, ~ 


clay, and collections of larger rocky rubble that blanket the globe are routinely comp 


in their many categories, in thousands of cubic kilometers. 


Loess, for instance, a silt-like material that covers the globe with its fertile blaci:. 


lies in northern China in hundred meter thick deposits and forms the banks of such _ 
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rivers as the Rhine and Mississippi. Kansas alone has approximately 236 cubic kilometers 
of loess, left behind by retreating ice sheets of the last glacial period. Sand, another 
category of sediment, is not only the chief constituent of deserts, but lies in kilometre deep 
heaps at continental margins and underlies a substantial portion of agricultural land. The 
Navaho sand formation in the Grand Canyon area covers 40,000 square miles and averages 
12,000 feet in depth. It is considered to be the product of the relentless erosion of colossal 
pre-historic mountains of sandstone, which towered over the plains in heights twice the 
average depth of the present sand formation. 


The Rock 
Under the vast accumulations of disaggregated materials are their progeny, the rocks. 
When sediment and sea are removed, over two thirds of the crust consists of sedimentary 
rock. The individual thickness of each stratum varies, and each layer is considered to 
represent a different ecological regime and earth age, its history and duration essentially 
determined by the time it would have taken to deposit the rocks of which it consists. 


However, the thickness of a particular stratum can vary considerably. For instance, 
the Jurassic limestones of the Paleozoic era range from one hundred feet thick in England 
to seventeen thousand feet in western Ireland.' 
These variations are unexpected under the conditions of uniformitarianism, which states 
that geological processes of the past were uniform. 


TIlE BEGINNINGS OF GEOLOGY 


The Neptunists' Early History of Sediment 
The role of sediment in the history of geology is rather a peculiar one. Western science at 
its inception was inextricably bCil und to religious dogma, and it was impossible to speculate 
on any matter concerning the earth sciences without reference to the canons of the church. 
No one seemed t6 be immune. Aristocratic philosophers could not calculate the age of the 
earth without their ears cocked for the protests of the church. Even the august Compte de 
Buffon had to placate the theologians at the Sorbonne, who did not take lightly the 
millennia he posited for the cooling of a molten earth. 


As geology matured, later developments, such as structural geology, inherited these 
Biblical views. Early geologists viewed the differently texturM<! layers of the earth revealed 
by outcrops and canal excavations as the direct result of Noah's great flood. These 
peculiar strata were presumed to have been either settled or precipitated from the product 
of the Lord's watery wrath, an ocean that completely encompassed the globe. 


Theories to explain the emergence of the post-deluvian world, complete with 
continental land masses, varied since getting rid of so much water was difficult. Some 
suggested the oceans drained into great subterranean caverns opened by the deluvian 


'Corliss. 
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upheaval and one scholar went so far as to suggest that a passing comet was responsible for 


scooping up the surplus water. 


The Neptunists 
In the 1700s, science and religion began to separate and attempts were made to drop some 


of the more dogmatic Christian elements from the nascent discipline of geology. A 


movement began, taking its cue from the stories of a global deluge, that acknowledged the 


importance of alluvial processes. But its followers concentrated on the importance of 


categorizing the earth's riches. These scholars were dubbed the Neptunists. They were the 


early eighteenth century proteges of Gotlieb Werner. A scholar and bureaucrat, head of 


the Bureau of Mines in Saxony, his knowledge of geology came from an intimate 


connection to the minerals the miners of his kingdom extracted from the bowels of the 


earth. Though Werner never published a theory of his own, his students developed the first 


widely accepted stratigraphy based on his teaching. The doctrine was based on a global 


flooding and recognized three distinct crustal regions: the primary, secondary and tertiary. 


The primary layer was a crystalline core, which supported the global ocean. The sediment 


that settled out of this ocean formed the secondary layer, and the tertiary layer represented 


the later erosion of the continents: "At bottom the primordial (original rocks), succeeded 


by the sedimentary beds and the final alluvial layer. "2 


The Plutonists 
Neptunisi thought dominated continental European geology in its early years, but was 


eventually opposed by a band of English contrarians. The official opposition to the 


Neptunists became known as the Plutonists or Vulcanists. They took their theoretical lead 


from an English gentleman named James Hutton who conceived of the earth as a 


ponderous but benign heat machine. The e&sential mode of sediment production was water 


and erosion. "Streams wear down the continents and deposit their waste in the sea. 


Subterranean heat causes the outer part of the earth to expand in places, lifting the 


compacted marine sediments to form new continents. The history of the earth is the 


repetition of these cycles of denudation and rejuvenation of the lands.'" 


While neptunists and plutonists waged fierce ~ttles over their particular theories of 


crustal formation, they overlooked a broader area of agreement. Both groups not only 


agreed, but assumed unquestioningly, that the earth's own crust provided the grist for the 


earth's sedimentary mill. Werner never claimed that precipitation was the only factor in 


'Mott T. Greene, Geology in (he Nineteenrh Cenrury: Changing Viewa of a Changing World, (Ithaca· 


Cornell University Press, 1982), p. 41[?]. Later another layer, called the transitional, was intercalated 


into the scheme between the primary and the secondary. Note that "Werner never published his 


own version of a Neptunisttheory ... 'the onion skin myth' of an earth created entirely by successive 


universal preCipitations of rocks from chemical solutions or suspensions, as Ospovat has noted, is 


utter invention, when applied to Werner." 


'Britannica/86, "Geochronology," p. 577[?]. 
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the manufacture of rock, but once the battle lines were drawn neither party was looking for 
compromise. The neptunists became totally dedicated to a wholly precipitated earth 
mantle. All the rocks which formed the dry land, the neptunists decreed, were laid down 
under water. Even streams of lava which were seen to flow from an active crater were 
regarded only as portions of sedimentary rocks which had been melted by "the fervent heat 
of the burning inflammable materials that have been kindled underground." 


This intellectual monomania prevailed until Werner's most influential protege, 
Leopold von Buch, took a field trip to Norway. There he found to his astonishment that 
granite, which he had been taught to regard as the oldest chemical precipitate from the 
universal ocean, was laid out before him as frozen streams of volcanic magma. Neptunist 
doctorine became too big a pill for Buch to swallow, and he defected. 


Mott Greene, the historian of this period, reports that this blow was final: "his faith 
in Werner's order of the succession of the rocks in the earth's crust received a further 
momentous shock. After his defection, Plutonism came to the front where it has ever since 
remained.'" The recent theory of plate tectonics, which posits the driving force of 
hypothetical rivers of magma, is simply a reconfiguration of Hutton's ponderous heat 
machine. 


Essence of the Debate 
Despite the debate's focus on the nature of granite, the issue of whether it is magmatic or 
sedimentary has never been satisfactorily resolved and still resurfaces to plague geologists. 
The battle, however, was not fought over granite, but for the defeat of one's enemies and 
the privilege of defining the nature of the universe. 


The role of sediment in science has never been better exemplified than in geological 
theory. From the very beginning the masks of comedy and tragedy hung over the proposed 
narratives of the earth's evolution. The Biblical epic of the deluge was the inspiration of a 
number of secular earth forming narratives that were either sad or happy. Until the advent 
of Lyell and Darwin and their enforcement of the doctorine of- infinite geological time, 
scholars were not reluctant to see the marks of catastrophe in the development of the 


'Greene reports that as early as 1814, the unreconciJable differences existed between the two 
camps, as stated in the lament of Giovanni Brocchi: 


When one shows them [the Vulcanists] that the rocks they call lavas alternate at Aix, 15 or 20 
times with calcarious strata, when one shows them several places they are full of marine shells, 
which are found in the most perfect state of preservation, when one points to basalts 
emplaced upon a substance as combustible as coal, [carbon fossil] as had been verified on 
Mount Meissner in Hesse, and when one finally considers that these striking facts have not 
made the least impression upon them and that they follow their own course with indifference, 
one is forced to conclude, that such changes of mind are extremely difficult; so difficult that 
one despairs of them. [Greene p. 58; quoted from Stanislov Meunier, 1911 L'evolution de 
theories geOlogique] 
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earth's crust; it was still subject to dramatic protocols. 
The neptunists, in their acceptance of the deluge and the Lord's rainbow promise, 


saw the process of earth building as essentially finished. The plutonists, armed with 
Hutton's perpetual heat machine, perceived crustal development as a cycle of constant 
rebirth. 


The plutonist victory over the neptunists permanently embedded the rock cycle into 
the structure of geological theory, 
diverting attention from issues of chemistry and erosion to questions of structure and 
crustal dynamics. Now, in the closing decades of the twentieth century, as new theories 
challenge the dominant plutonists, we see just how firmly their hold is on the geological 
mind. This group saw internal heat as the machinery of earth making, and preferred to see 
rock as a product of cooling magma. (The ruling neptunists thought lava was formed by the 
burning of coal deposits underground.) Lava and other molten rocks were therefore a 
superficial and young formation, unable to supply the raw materials for large scale 
sediment production.' 


IGNATIUS DONNELLY 


Atlantis 
One of the best sellers in the United States in 1882 was Atlantis, The Antediluvian World. 
Its author, Ignatius Donnelly, a well-known western radical and four-term congressman 
from Minnesota, presented a new approach to the legendary lost continent.' 


Donnelly judged his market well, for the subject seems to have an inexhaustible 
charm for the public. The phantom continent was usually marked on medieval maps, and 
in the 18th century the historicity of this legend was seriously debated by such savants as 
Montaigne, Buffon and Voltaire.' 
Donnelly'S Atlantian theory was quite. ambitious, for he not only saw the lost continent as 
geographical fact, but also as the region where man first rose from the state of barbarism 
into civilization. Moreover, he believed that the destruction of Atlantis was preserved in 
the myths and legends of the few individuals who escaped the cataclysm, and that a clore 
reading of these stories could lead to its discovery. 


'Greene, p. 47[?]. 


'Born in 1831, he published his flrst book after a career as promoter, publisher, prairie radical, 
and three-term congressman from Minnesota. When Donnelly's plans for Nininger City, a western 
Utopia, failed in one of the many fmancial panics of the nineteenth century, he turned to politics and 
became the lieutenant-governor of Minnesota at the age of 28. 


Donnelly went on to publish novels on radical anti-capitalist themes and became the leading 
proponent and publisher of Bacon-mania, the theory that Francis Bacon was not only the author of 
all William Shakespeare's works, but those of Marlowe and Montaigne as well. 


'Britannica/86, "Geochronology," p. 858[?]. 
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Ragnarak 
Encouraged by the critical and financial success of his first literary effort, Donnelly wrote a 
sequel examining the cause of the island's destruction and proclaiming its present location. 
The Destruction of Atlantis, Ragnarok: The Age of Fire and Gravel, claimed that the 
instrument of catastrophe was no mundane phenomenon, such as earthquake or invasion, 
but the earth's encounter with the tail of a great comet which, in the course of destroying 
Atlantis, covered most of the globe with its debris. 


The Drift 
Donnelly identified much of the fallout as what we now call sediment and was then called 
drift. This term was used by contemporary geologists, and was derived from disappearing 
beliefs that the huge collection of fossiliferous and mineral detritus blanketing the earth 


llS the residue of Noah's deluge. 
He described this material in his effective folksy prose: 


Upon the top of the last of this series of stratified rocks we fmd the drift. What is it? Go out 
with me where yonder men are digging a well. Let us observe the material they are casting 
out. First, they penetrate through a few inches or a foot or two of soil. Then they enter a vast 
deposit of sand, gravel and clay. It may be 50, 100, 500, 800 feet before they reach the 
stratified rocks on which this drift rests. It covers entire continents. It is our earth. It makes 
the basis of our soils, the railroads cut their way through it, our carriages drive over it, our 
cities are built upon it, our crops are derived from it. The water we drink percolates through 
it. On it we live, love, marry, raise children, think, dream and die, and in the bosom of it we 
will be buried.' 


Donnelly had access to essentially two theories to account for the drift: the 
tunist's deluge and glaciation. He found them both wanting. The glacial hypothesis, 
. ed by observations of the ability of the great Alpine glaciers to convey large amounts 


• ;febris for many kilometers was adopted by geologists with unabiding distaste for 
:::Jica1ly inspired geology, and won a questionable place for ice as an important 


ibutor to the mechanical production of sediment, a position it has not yet conceded 
ro the new chemical weathering schooL 


Donnelly carefully analyzed both approaches to the problem of sediment production 
;-ejected them as incomplete. Neither flood nor ice could lift the boulders and other 


-==ts of the drift to the tops of the highest mountains. Neither could these agents 
,.;:;;;=1 for their reduction, order and distribution. He concluded that water and ice 


be associated with the distribution of sediment but not with its production.' 


::OSmic Grinder 
:''-:=-Ilv. 's principal insight was that the world's extensive deposits of rocky debris, sand 


~c-=ok, p. 2[?]. 
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and clay, which became known as till, were the products of a unique magnetic grindin_ 


machine found in the wake of a comet's head. Most drift, particularly the rocky tills strev.n 


around the landscapes of many countries was in Donnelly's day considered to be principa~ 


the product of glacial grinding. Contemporary geologists, however, had already noted some 


inconsistencies relating to the theory. "There is something very peculiar about the shape or 


the stones," said the highly respected Geiky. "They are neither round or oval like tbe 


pebbles in river gravels or the shingle of the seashore, nor are they sharply angular like 


newly fallen debris at the base of a cliff, although they more closely resemble the latter than 


the former. They are indeed angular in shape but the sharp corners and edges have 


invariably been smoothed away . ... Their shape, as will be seen, is by no means their mas: 


striking peculiarity. Each is smoothed, polished and covered with stria or scratches, some 


of which are delicate as the lines traced by an etching needle, others deep and harsh as the 


scores made by the plough upon a rock. And what is worthy of note, most of the scratches. 


coarse and fine together, seem to run parallel to the longer diameter of the stones which. 


however, are scratched in many other directions as well. "10 


Geiky also noted the difficulty of tracing the till to existing glacial formations: ..... ]1;0 


till or drift is now being formed by, or under, the glaciers of Switzerland. Nevertheless, ti!: 


is found in that country disassociated from the mountains ..... 


Donnelly not only rejected ice as the creator of till, he attacked the essentia. 


mechanism of erosion as the producer of sediments. He pointed out that the tail of a large 


comet was not only suited for marking the larger fragments of till but also segregatin" 


particles into the anomalously segregated clay deposits. 


In the author's words, comet: 


debris arranges itself in a regular order, the largest fragments are nearest the head, the 


smaller are farther away, diminishing in regular gradation until the farthest extremity. The 


tail consists of sand, dust and gasses. Through the continual movement of the particles of the 


tail, operated on by the attraction and repulsion of the sun, the fragments collide and crasr. 


against each other. By natural law each stone places itself so that its longest diamete 


coincides with the motion of the corneL Hence, as they scrape together they mark each othe: 


with lines or stria lengthwise of their longest diameter. The fme dust ground out by th= 


perpetual collisions does not go off into space but pack around the stones. But still govern": 


by the attraction of the head, it falls to the rear and takes its place like the small men of 2 


regiment in the farther part of the tail. 11 


Donnelly's mechanical/gravitational hypothesis for explaining till stnatlons anc 


particle separation of sediments, is open to criticism. The gravitational relationships 0.


such a heterogeneous mass of debris are still unpredictable. His observations concerning 


the magnetic properties of clays, however, are another matter. 


Clay, which is a wide classification, covering all heterogeneous finely ground up rock. 


"Ragnarok, p. 72[?]. 


lIRagnarok, p. 73. 
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::s inexplicably organized into iron rich and iron poor beds. It was already known in the 
2: thor's day that the colour of clays was due to this peculiarity. Mica and hornblende 


ntain considerable iron oxide, whereas feldspar yields only a trace, or none; therefore, 
- ys that derived from feldspar are light coloured or white, while those partially made up 
::Jf decomposed mica or hornblende are dark, either bluish or red. Donnelly observed: 
-rile particles ground out of feldspar are finer than those derived from mica and 
::ornblende, and we can readily understand how the great forces of gravity might separate 
one from the other, or how magnetic waves passing through the comet might arrange all 
the particles containing iron by themselves and thus produce their marvelous separation of 
the constituents of the granites which we have found to exist in the drift clays." 


Donnelly's Contributions 
Donnelly did not explain how the larger grinding stones of this extra·terrestrial mill 
originally broke off the comet's nucleus. Moreover, the nature of the cosmic debris 
fo llowing a comet's tail is still not well known. We have not yet. for instance, found any 
remains of the most intense meteoric showers, which appear to be completely consumed in 
their passage . through the earth's atmosphere. He did, however. suggest plausible 
explanations for some contemporary geological enigmas: 


1. the uniquely generated and oriented striated tilL 
2. the strangely unfossillized nature of many large unstratified beds of sediment. 
3. the occurrence of clay beds organized according to particle size and iron content. 


DONNELLY'S COMET 


The Giant 
Ragnarok's comet has bee n contemplated more by catastrophist literature and cinema than 
by modern astronomy, and most astronomers would argue that we have no evidence that 
come ts grow to that size. Nonetheless, comets, as astronomical phenomena, have always 
been in a class of their own, their appearance prior to the age of Newton. a bad omen. 
Donnelly's contention that a single comet could cover the entire earth with its debris was. in 
any era, an unsettling idea. 


Donnelly painted a bleak picture of its destructive power, which ended the "Golden 
Age" at some indeterminate era. The drift, he wrote, "marks probably the most awful 
convulsion and catastrophe that has ever fallen upon the globe." Accompanying these 
deposits of "continental masses of clay sand and gravel" were convulsions which produced 
"cracks and fissures which reached down through many miles or the earth 's crust to the 
central fires and released the boiling rocks imprisoned in its bosom." He cited the Grand 
Canyon and Scandinavian fjords as examples of formations wedged apart by the act io n of 
cooling magma in gaping tears in the earth 's crust. 


The Atlantian disaster, according to Donnelly, was not the only encounter the earth 
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had with comets. "We find that all through the rocky record of our globe, the same 
phenomena which we have learned to recognize as being peculiar to the Drift Age are, at 
distant intervals, repeated. The long ages of the Paleozoic time passed with few or no 
disturbances, the movements of the earth's crust oscillated at a rate not to exceed one foot 
in a century. It was an age of great peace. Then came a tremendous convulsion." 


Drawing on the mythological and physical record, Donnelly posed a question only 
now being asked by teday's astronomers. "Can it be that there wander through im
measurable space upon an orbit of such (great length) that millions of years are required to 
complete it, some monstrous luminary so vast that (its tail) 
showers down upon us deluges of debris while it fills the world with flame?" 


Donnelly was confident that analysis of comet debris would be a key factor in 
identifying the errant giant comets of the past but was somewhat naive concerning the 
interest of future scientists in this question, feeling that no secret could escape discovery 
when "the world's intelligence is brought to bear upon it." In expressing this pious notion, 
Donnelly displayed a poor'understanding of the degree of scientific interest in earth history. 


1833 
Ancestral fears of comet-borne cataclysms are well documented by today's science writers, 
particularly when the return of Halley's comet is imminent. What is less apparent was the 
collective concern of earlier astronomers regarding their unpredictable nature. The leading 
figures of the early Royal Society of England, for instance, were obsessed with the question. 


Until very recently the protection of the earth from external forces seems to have 
been an unstated responsibility of astronomy, and it has never been better demonstrated 
than in Edmund Halley's idolatrous ode to Isaac NeW1on's Principia Mathematica, a 
publication which Halley patiently extracted from NeW1on's reluctant hands. This 
document, now some two and one half centuries old, organized the physical laws which, 
despite the theories of Einstein, still rule the pragmatic aspects of the physical sciences. In 
case anyone still harbours any illusions concerning the quest by early natural philosophers 
for order in the universe, Edmund Halley's ode should lay the controversy to rest: 


.. . The sun 
Exalted on his throne bids all things tend 
Toward him by inclination and descent, 
Nor suffers that the courses of the stars 
Be straight, as through the boundless void they move, 
But with himself as centre speeds them on 
In motionless ellipses. Now we know 
The sharply veering ways of comets, once 
A source of dread, nor longer do we quail 
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Beneath appearances of bearded stars." 


Contemporary Views 
The trouble caused by the predictions of comet-borne catastrophes in Donnelly's day 
continued, despite the work of Halley and Newton, into the succeeding century. 


The panic that followed the extraordinary leonid meteoric showers of 1833, 
exaggerated by ancient fears of global upheavals, occurred in Europe and North America 
among primitive and civilized societies alike. During these displays, the Pawnedd priests in 
Nebraska calmed the tribe by pointing out that the north star's unwavering position 
guaranteed that the end of the world had not yet come. 


Europe and America were no less concerned that year with potential comet-bourne 
calamity. Biala's comet was due to cross the earth's orbit during its next return in 1841, 
though nowhere near the earth itself. Nonetheless, the nervous populace had to be 
reassured by Herschel, the Astronomer Royal. 


Potential cometary impact was, therefore, not a novel idea in Donnelly's time. What 
made his thesis so radical were the extraordinary claims that he made for the scale of these 
comet-borne materials. His arguments, however, are as cogent and unanswered today as 
they were over a century ago. 


TIlE REJECIlON OF RAGNAROK 


Publisher's Rejection 
Despite the great success of Atlantis, Harper and Bros. passed up Ragnarok on the grounds 
that it would offend the scientific community." Scribners, Donnelly's second choice, also 
rejected the book. They sent the manuscript to a New Haven scientist, who reported the 
theory to be absurd. "Well written, but ridiculous. . .. Worthy of Jules Verne." But 
Donnelly refused to concede defeat. "I believe that 1 am right, and if not right, plausible, 
and that the book will be a success." Although he lacked confidence in New York 
publishers, having been rebuffed twice, and convinced that they would submit the text to a 
scientist "who would get mad at the idea of an extraterrestrial origin of anything found on 
earth from the soul of man to a paving stone," Donnelly finally found a publisher for 
Ragnarok. 


While not rivalling the public success of Atlantis, the sequel developed the argument 
of meteoric impact cogently. The second part, burdened with his relentless desire to prove 
the reality of Atlantis, however, was less convincing. The manuscript's editor, who enjoyed 
the book, agreed, wondering how distinguished scholars would react to this type of 
speculation. The editor need not have fretted, for there is little evidence that the academic 


"Edmund Halley in Newton, Sir Isaac. Newton 's Principia. Vol. 1 (ed. Rorian Cajori) University 
of California Press: 1934. pp. xiii-xiv. 


13M. Ridge, Ignatius Donnelly, The Portrait of a Politician, pp. 206-09. 
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community made a serious attempt to criticize any part of Ragnarok. Donnelly, desperate 


for peer recognition, pressured his publishers, who owned the successful Popular Science 


Monthly, to review the book. The editor's written rejection included the following 


gratuitous comment: "There has not been any extended attempt to refute the position of 


the author of Ragnarok, nor is it probable that there will be, because the minds that have 


been taken with that work are in a very unpromising condition to reason with, the book 


being absurd." 
Although Ragnarok went into nineteen editions, Donnelly became resigned to the 


limited intellectual concerns of his countrymen. Their genius, he concluded, "was practical 


rather than speculative or philosophical." 


Academic Rejection 


Donnelly was not an obsessive catastrophist; he was more interested in reconstructing the 


legendary Atlantis than in destroying it and may have failed to recognize other reasons for 


the rejection of his ideas, for he was ignored by neither the public nor the popular press. 


The only resistance he met with was from the scientific community, which was only 


giving Ragnarok the traditional greeting it gave to all bad cosmic news. Even if the book 


had been written in a traditional scholarly style, it is unlikely it would have received much 


scientific recognition. Donnelly was not only without formal credentials in an age which 


was becoming more professional, he was making pronouncements on the state of the 


universe, which was a great provocation to astronomers. Donnelly, on a relatively 


intellectual plane, was, perhaps unknowingly, fighting a rearguard action in an academic 


controversy that had been going on for centuries. Not only was he putting forth a 


psychologically abhorrent argument, he was advancing evidence which could not be 


integrated with the current models which had already been fashioned for the earth sciences. 


It is difficult to believe Donnelly's naivete in expecting a fair hearing from a 


professional group notorious for its own internecine intrigues, for he was a battle-scarred 


politician. Despite the popularity of his books and his image as a sage, he had to join the 


long line of amateurs, innocently venturing into the professional scholar's only to be reviled 


or ignored by traditional science. 


UNIFORMITARIANISM 


The battle lines over geological and evolutionary theory had long been drawn by the time 


Ragnarok had been published. 


Despite the attempted interference of the church, geological thought was not 


essentially influenced by religious dogma. Nineteenth century geologists, whatever their 


private thoughts, usually admitted the workings of a benign divine Christian hand, whether 


addressing university, church or the public, but once the threat of excommunication 


receded, the power of the established dogmas and the collective respect for cosmic quiet 


became apparent. 
Professional science, in retrospect, was on the road to an ordered, peaceful universe, 
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and those who sought to challenge this view had a hard row to hoe. 


Competition 
The controversies of the eighteenth century had receded, and memories of the conflict 
between igneous or sedimentary origins of rock had been replaced by a contest over the 
mechanics of earth formation, the bitterness of this conflict fuelled by personal, group, and 
nationalistic rivalries. 


Sediment, nonetheless, required some form of production machinery, and this 
constraint was never too far from the minds of nineteenth century geologists. Erosion, 
whether mechanical or chemical, required progressive crustal uplift, and competition began 
to uncover the best hypothesis. 


In England the ruling plutonists offered the body of work drawn from Hutton's vision 
of "a perfect machine working with no hint of senescence until God" chooses to ordain an 
endY 
Hutton saw the huge intrusive formations of igneous rock separating ancient strata as 
ample evidence of the driving force of his "ponderous heat machine, throwing up oozing 
magma that formed mountains that slowly and cyclicly wear down."" 


Hutton could not compute the time sequences of this machine, but stated "Time is to 
Nature, endless and as nothing." With all these vast resources of time of course, the 
formation of mountains was no problem at all, and the same forces that produced erosion 
produced uplift. Hutton's approach had a diplomatic element to it for, as Greene noted, it 
appealed to both structuralist camps: "The theory had the theological advantage that it 
seemed to accord with the accounts of the Biblical flood, while its geological rationality 
stemmed from the evident fact, also present in Huttonian theory, that sedimentary beds 
were created and cemented at the bottom of the sea."" 


As well as representing a fus ion between the warring structuralists, Hutton's theory 
was cyclical and therefore eternal. Moreover, it offered geological time, a tool which would 
be grasped with even greater fervour than he could have guessed. 


Prior to 1830, the catastrophists were still respectable, especially when it came to 
explaining the great concentrations of sediment. One historian notes: ...... The idea of a 
great flood or many such floods was particularly useful in explaining the distribution of 
enormous amounts of sand, gravel, rock debris and erratic boulders over much of the 
surface of Great Britain and Europe. The erosion cycle was not useful as an explanation 
for those materials, often consisting of rock with no petrological relationship, either 


''Hutton's Theory of the Eanh was published fIrst as an essay in 1788 and later expanded to a two 
\-olume work in 1795. John Playfair, a professor of Natural Philosophy in the University of 
Ed inborough,defended Hutton against the counter attacks of the neptunists and his illustrations of 
!be plutonium !beory (1802) is the clearest contemporary account of !be plutonist theory. (Britl86, 
"Geochronology," p. 752) 


"Britannica/86, "Geochronology," page unknown. 


''Greene, page unknown. 
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chemical or structural, to the country rock over which they were strewn, nor did they 
appear to be the result of local upheaval. Certain geomorphic phenomena (deep ravines, 
gaps in mountains, isolated buttes) also seem to be best explained by intense forces, 
especially flooding acting over a short time .... "" 


Greene gives the prevailing nineteeth century attitudes to catastrophism: "Most 
geologists in the 1820s believed that the earth had been subject periodically to episodes of 
great violence in which normal igneous and aqueous agencies were swollen to catastrophic 
proportions: great volcanic eruptions, huge floods and deluges. However, by that time, the 
invocation of these cataclysmic irruptions [sic) had little to do with biblical conformity, 
especially outside Great Britain. Cuvier employed them as an explanation for the periodic 
extinctions of whole classes of life forms revealed in his paleontological work, and many 
others followed suit."" 


Buch was able to show that many of the huge erratic boulders (large rocks found far 
from their suspected origins) on the north German plains had originated in Scandinavia, 
and he explained their transport by means of a catastrophic flood. Against this theory, 
other British geologists proposed a 'drift theory', in which the materials were transported by 
drifting icebergs during periods when the land, sea and climate allowed such a thing to 
happen. Eventually a more complete theory of continental glaciation would be brought in 
to explain the drift, but in the meantime, as Greene relates, in the 1820's and 1830's field 
evidence required geological action of an intensity far beyond explanations given by the 
geologists preferring a serene tectonic past. 


The real threat to a growing anti-catastrophist consensus was to be found in Europe, 
where Georges Cuvier was making discoveries in the Paris basin which alarmed the seekers 
of benign processes in nature. In his study of Cenozoic vertebrates, Cuvier was in the 
process of developing a system of classifying world ages, using fossils as the critical marker. 
He found that each distinct stratigraphic layer had its own suite of fossils. He carne to the 
conclusion that these ancient life forms expired in a series of great calamities. What 
concerned the opponents of Catastrophism were the "brief, convulsive and lethal 
episodes .... " that Cuvier claimed created these strata. 


Catastrophists now made the ominous claim that "beds in which the fossilized 
remains of marine animals and terrestrial plants were mingled seemed to attest the 
destructiveness and confusion of paroxysmal events." They saw mountains of igneous rock 
and concluded that "the magma that formed these masses must have burst through the 
Earth's crust."" 


In light of these harrowing visions, the geologists of the mid-nineteenth century were 
looking for a man on horseback, and he turned out to be Charles Lyell, the father of 
uniformitarianism. 


"Richard Foster Flint, Glacial and Pleistocene Geology, (New York: John Wiley), p. 148[?). 


"Greene, pp. 72-3. 


"'Britannica/86, "Geochronology," p. 751-2. 
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'-"'.,...,"" ~ll, who was to be the commanding figure of nineteenth century geology, made 


~bout what his scholarly mission would be. He prepared data for his monumental 
h":::;::I<!!J of Geology with the express purpose of proving that "the earth had been shaped 


beginning by uniform forces still at work, erosion by running water, accumulation 
"~a;:::=ient, earthquakes and volcanoes." Since he felt that such forces, through millennia, 


e the earth what it was, there was no need to imagine catastrophes. ~_ II saw the true plutonist legacy not so much as the rock/sediment cycle, but as 
s:;ccs concept of limitless geological time. Lyell had read Hutton's concession that the 
=IOCC of huge granitic formations would require ages to achieve. Hutton, contemplating 


-:cl: formations in his country estate, however, found "no vestige of a beginning, no 
~S?ect of an end."20 It was this element of Hutton's argument that Lyell took to his 
;aa ........ and the fate of modem geology was set. Lyell made no secret of his ambition to "free science from Moses." Stephen J. Gould 


:s a letter Lyell wrote to a colleague in 1829 stating, "My work will endeavour to 
=:';-:n>,h the principle of reasoning in the science that no causes whatsoever from the 
=~t beginning to which we can look back to the present ever acted but those now acting 


that they never acted with different degrees of energy from that which they now 
~.." 


John McPhee, in his excellent Basin and Range, has the following to say of the man's 
C1er and influence: 


Charles Lyell ... gave Hutton's theory and his sense of deep time their largest advance toward 
universality. In three volumes, he published a work whose fuU title was Principles of Geology, 
Being an Attempt to Explain the Former Changes of the Earth 's Surface, by Reference to Causes 
Now in Operation. Lyell was so anti-neptunisl, so anti-catastrophisl, that he out-Huttoned 
Hutton both in manner and in form. He not only subscribed to uniformitarian process - the 
topographical earth building and destroying and rebuilding itself through time - but was fmicky 
in insisting that all processes had been going on at exactly the same rate through all ages." revision of Hutton's catastrophic ideas was not onerous, for Playfair, Hutton's editor, 


already expunged such passages from Theory of the Earth, as "The theory of the world 
..::at I would here illustrate is founded on the greatest catastrophes which can happen to the 
:arth. That is (continents) being raised from the bottom of the sea and sunk again." In banishing "extraordinary causes," Lyell substituted as prime mover the earth's vast 
resources of internal heat "which caused earthquakes and volcanic eruptions, which in tum 
forced the earth up." He assumed that at some distance below the surface the earth was 
molten and under great pressure, and therefore capable of moving enormous masses of 


"Mysteries, p. 215. 
"Stephen J. Gould, The Panda's Thumb, page unknown. "'John McPhee, Basin and Range, (New York: Farrar, Straus, Giroux, 1980), p. 142. 
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land. Lyell had volcanic exhalations as a kind of safety valve preventing just the paroxysms 


Hutton spoke of. For him the earth was "steady, stable, self-perpetuating."" 


Lyell effectively brought together application of the sciences of chemistry, natural 


philosophy, mineralogy, zoology, comparative anatomy and botany to elucidate the history 


of the earth." 


Lyell's Influence on Darwin 


Principles of Geology became the most enduring and effective geological text ever 


published, and it even influenced Darwin's famous theories. Darwin took Lyell's three 


volume work on the Beagle, and he found Lyell's prescription of deep time relevant to his 


search for a theory of organic evolution. McPhee relates: 


When Darwin had first studied geology, he had heard lectures in Wernerian neptunism at 


Edinburgh, and they had very nearly put him to sleep. Now he was voyaging on the Beagle 


and developing his own sense of the slow and repetitive cycles of the earth and the giddyin.; 


depths of time, with Lyell's book in his hand and Hutton'S theory in his head. In six thousao.: 


years, you could never grow wings on a reptile. With sixty million, however, you could ha,." 


feathers, too." 


Profoundly deep and boundless time, the philosopher's stone of the sciences of tbe 


earth and genetics, had been found. It only remained for the English philosopher Willi -


Hewells to name the movement Uniformitarianism." 


In recapitulating the battles that brought the doctrine of uniformitarianism to !be 


forefront of earth sciences, Greene sees our legacy in this light: "the heroic juxtaposition . 


new and old ignores the complexities of the very period that gave geology its modern fOr:J: 


and aims, and it hides the emerging fundamental tensions in geological thought that a.--r 


pertinent even nOW."'7 


DONNELLY RECONSIDERED 


Bonds of the Past 


More than a century has elapsed since the publication of Ragnarok, and there has bee 


recent years a resurgent interest in the role comets play in extinguishing life in the rem 


past. Although little catastrophic research is done on the much more recent age of m 


"Greene, page unknown. 


''Flint, Glacial and Pleistocene Geology, page unknown. 


"McPhee, p. 143. 


"'Britannica/86, "Geochronolgy," p. 751[?J. 


"Greene, page unknown. 
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past. Although little catastrophic research is done on the much more recent age of m 
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the more ancient soils and stones of the age of the dinosaur have proven fertile ground for 
catastrophic research. 


If Donnelly's observations were valid a hundred years ago, then the data acquired 
since, pro or con, should be that much better. And so they are. We can not only scrutinize 
Donnelly's assumptions concerning till, sands, and clays, but also the world of sedimentary 
rocks which he overlooked. 


Towards a Cometary Hypothesis 
Donnelly's premise may be simply stated: The tail of a giant comet will disperse its 
materials over the earth's surface in a manner substantially different from the processes of 
ice, wind or water. If the earth's sediments came from the tail of a comet, the particulate 
matter will act in a manner consistent with materials moving through a magnetic vacuum, 
the tail shedding its debris through the earth's atmosphere in a manner consistent with the 
properties of that unique extraterrestrial environment. 


The following analysis of most of the earth's major sedimentary deposits and 
structures will show that they have little or no direct chemical relationship to their alleged 
sources. More to the point, important categories of particulate matter such as muds and 
limestones, in their broken, scattered, compacted and lithified form, will be shown to have a 
direct structural and chemical relationship to meteoric debris. 


But before re-examining Donnelly'S theories in the light of modern geological theory, 
we should make a preliminary examination of the use of sediments in analyzing the past. 


It is difficult to overemphasize the importance of sediment in evaluating the earth's 
history. The Britannica states "the proper sequence of the layers exposed in any particular 
outcrop· be it as extensive as the Grand Canyon or as limited as a small road cut· can be 
determined. ... As the only tangible record of a certain past interval at a certain place, 
every sedimentary outcrop is essentially the sole source of whatever is to be learned about 
that interval in that place."" 
But care must be taken with these records, and The Britannica points out one of their 
serious deficiencies: "Unfortunately, when the geologist finishes interpreting a single 
sedimentary outcrop, he has only the story of an unknown time interval from somewhere in 
the vastness of the past."'· 


Gaps 
The cautionary attitude of this standard reference work comes from its understanding of 
the disconnected nature of the geological column. Even the most conservative geologist 
concedes that, within a particular era, sedimentation proceeded at markedly different rates 
at different places on the globe. 


Nonetheless, these equivocations only mask the fact that entire eras with complex 
stratigraphical sequences are entirely missing from substantial expanses of the world's 
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surface. 
Compounding this problem are the present gaps in radiometric dating techniques, 


leaving us without a continuous or precise time record further back than forty thousand 
years. 
Moreover, if Donnelly's theory is right, attempts to objectively date the earth's rocks 
radiometrically can give us, in most instances, only the age of the meteoric debris that 
concluded and began evolutionary epochs. 


The Alien Crust 
A recent survey of the earth's rocks published by the American Scientist seems to confirm 
both the anomalous nature of the earth's rocks and the marginal use they may be in 
determining its past. "Crustal rocks appear literally to be a penultimate silicate froth of the 
most uncommon terrestrial elements ... "" The writer concludes: "Because the earth and 
oceans and air are extreme distillates and fractionates of the average original earth and 
very unlike it in composition and origin, it is obviously risky, if not misleading, to infer that 
superficial studies tell much of what we must know of time in the earth."" 


Bones 
So little do sediments and rocks by themselves tell us of the earth's chronology, that for 
some time geologists have depended on the remains of extinguished life forms to achieve 
coherent dating systems. 


We shall not challenge the paleontological approach to dating earth history, for it is a 
valid technique and can be used along with carbon 14 and other radiometric techniques for 
sampling the most critical physical element of our inquiry, the environment in which the 
fossil remains of our neanderthal and Cro-Magnon ancestors were found. They preserved 
the final organic development of a world age and described clearly the division between the 
chemical regimes of the past and the succeeding epoch. If the materials of eacq era were 
brought to earth in elongated sub-continental sized depositions, then it is natural that the 
world's sediments should be discontinuous both geographically and stratigraphically. This is 
only one of many important distinctions which separate cosmically derived and earth born 
sediments. 


Different Strokes 
The following pages will further develop the argument by examining the earth's major 
sediments, rocks, and minerals and demonstrate their relationship to extraterrestrial 
provenance. Should these arguments be persuasive, they will demonstrate the 
interdependence of the earth's sediments and its biosphere. 


This planet's life and the environment on which it feeds and replicates represents a 
co-evolutionary phenomenon. The food chain is a cycle that has vital links to the chemical 
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composItion of the local environment. If this environment changes radicalIy, and the 


genetic data bank of a species does not have the resources to adapt, that species wilI expire. 


The paleontological record obviously suggests this. If, on the other hand, life forms, 


particularily the specialized cropping types, can adapt to radicalIy altered circumstances 


then they should thrive and radiate throughout the new physical environment. 


The stones and bones of the geological column are not merely a calendar of timeless 


imperceptible changes in the life of the earth, but an invaluable record, frozen in time, of 


vast, rapid and interdependent geological and biological changes. 


THE REGOLITH 


The Grand Canyon 
Before looking into the make-up of the individual layers of the earth's strata, some 


philosophical reflection on the strata as a whole is warranted, for the whole idea of 


stratification seems to present an innate contradiction to the doctrine of uniformitarianism. 


When the tourist looks into the abyss of the Grand Canyon, he is asked to believe 


that the kilometre-deep strata, principalIy made up of sedimentary rock, are the product of 


gradual erosion. But is not the essence of stratification differentiation? If 


uniformitarianism implies repetition, what do these substantial layers of metals, limestones, 


coal beds and multicoloured silicates represent, if not distinct geological regimes? 


Geologists provide sophisticated concepts such as foliation and metamorphosis to 


explain what they consider to be slow transitions, principalIy caused by chemical rediffusion 


and relentless pressure. The problems with these theories, which we wilI deal with later, 


are that they do not get around a basic contradiction. The existence of distinctive strata, 


some thousands of metres thick, each member supposed to represent some unique set of 


unreplicable events, directly contradicts the doctrine of uniformitarianism. 


The Uniformitarian World 
In the uniformitarian world of geology, the processes we are instructed to observe in the 


interpretation of the formation of strata are of a seasonal nature. These yearly sedimentary 


depositions are recorded in the settling clay and silt of rivers and other catch basins, as is 


the yearly snowfalI that accumulates and compresses into measurable layers of ice in the 


alpine and arctic regions. These relatively thin pages of the geological record, however, are 


not the stuff of the Grand Canyon, with their hundred metre deposits of cemented silica 


and carbonate debris. The uniformitarianist time unit is idealIy an eternal cycle of the 


unchanging seasons, and if we accept this premise we should be gazing into a canyon 


consisting of a monochromatic walI of millions of thin, uniform, annual layers. Obviously 


other processes are at work here, for what we see is a bewildering array of multicoloured 


layers and boundaries. 


Missing History 
The sequence of rocks in the Grand Canyon's walIs is clearly organized in distinct steps and 
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not uniform layers. What is not immediately clear is that this sequence lacks long segments 


of earth history. The tourist passing by an outcrop in the canyon wall is advised by a brass 


plaque that the Ordovician and Silurian periods of the Paleozoic era are missing from the 


Grand Canyon sequence, a lacuna, by accepted chronology, of 100 million years." 


These gaps are called uncomformities, and are so common in the geological column 


that they are regarded as stratigraphical signposts rather than geological anomalies. 


Geologists claim that erosion has removed the missing layers, but the cleanliness of the gap 


belies this explanation. To some geologists, the existing layers appear to have been 


deposited successively. 


Certain similarities have also been noted by geologists. 


"An unconformity separating the oldest Pre-Cambrian from the latest Pleistocene may have 


the same physical appearance as one between the latest Pleistocene and the middle 


Pleistocene ... The fossils of the strata bounding an unconformity are the only indicators of 


time value ... " 33 


George McReady Price stated "Nature must have served an injunction on the action 


of the elements and they had to continue in the status quo for millions of years, the water 


neither wearing away nor building up over any part of this taboo ground during all this 


tim e. "3<4 


TIlE BEDDING PLANE 


The Most Commmon Feature 


What may be an even greater problem than the unconformities are the beds that separate 


them. Continental in breadth and hundreds of metres in depth, they strain 


uniformitarianistic beliefs and imagination. 


The author of the sedimentary section of a standard petrology text had the following 


to say of the most common phenomenon of sedimentary rock formation: 


Bedding surfaces commonly are generated by contrasting textures ... ; for example, the contrast 


between the very coarse texture of the conglomerate and the finer texture of an overlying 


sandstone. What mechanism produced the boundary between the coarser- and finer·grained 


layers? Was it a rapid decrease in stream current velocity; or a lateral shift in channel 


position; or the transgression of an offshore marine sand bar over a gravel beach? The causes 


of bedding surfaces are many, and often they are not understood. Their existence, however, 


means that something must have changed during the interval of time represented by the 


infinitely thin surface; perhaps a change in water chemistry caused inCipient cementation of 


the earlier sediment; or perhaps there was a change in water temperature reSUlting from a 


"From the creationist text Earth's Most Challenging Mysteries, page unknovm. 


"Earth '5 Most Challenging Mysteries, page unknown. 
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change in solar radiation; or perhaps a change in stream current velocity occurred as a result 
of a spring flood on April 7th of the early Middle Devonian. It is worth remembering that 
most of the time since the earth was formed is represented in the geologic record by bedding 
surfaces, not by rocks. Hence, the bedding surfaces we see in outcrops deserve careful 
examination. Their commonness should not make them less noteworthy." 


We will begin a close examination of these bedding planes with historical perspective 
on their explanation. 


TIlE PENNAPLAlN 


Oscillations 
The explanation of the origins of sediment, although established for purposes of teaching, 
are only partially accepted by the profession itself. We will, nonetheless, review the history 
of thought regarding sedimentary formation, as it illustrates the motives for modern theory. 


Since both major nineteenth century factions in geology believed that sediments were 
both produced and transported by alluvial processes, it was natural for them to attempt to 
understand the processes that deposited thousands of kilometers of thick bedded silts and 
sands and their lithified progeny. 


The first explanation to be proffered was that from time to time oceans gently and 
gradually crept over the continents, their currents depositing gravels and sands as they 
advanced and retreated. To accomplish this, however, it was necessary to make the 
continents rise and fall and the ocean floor to do likewise. The manner in which these 
alternating elevations and submergings of the earth's crust occurred led to extensive 
deliberations, and engaged the minds of the greatest virtuosi of the nineteenth century. 


An idea developed that continents were joined in some way, and then the oceans 
enlarged. From this emerged the concept of oscillation, or the impermanence of oceans. 
Greene considers this idea to be "one of the great generalizations of late-nineteenth
century European geology."36 


Isostacy 
The principle behind this particular form of earth movement was named isostacy, and 
though modified somewhat by the introduction of continental ice sheets as the source of 
sedimentary deposition, it has never been completely superseded by new tectonic theory as 
a motive force in sedimentary prod uction. 


"Ernest G. Ehlers and Harvey Blatt, Petrolo~: Igneous, Sedimentary, and Metamorph ic, (San 
Francisco: W.H. Freeman and Company, 1982), pp. 336·9. 


"Greene, p. 234. 
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The Davisians 
In the United States the chief proponent of isostacy was William Davis. The Britannica 


states, "The principal development of evolution by means of erosion was developed by 


William Morris Davis and his students between 1884 and 1934." The man published more 


than 500 papers on the subject. These papers form the basis of present geological dogma. 


They followed Hutton's idea that the earth had an organic soul and went through a life 


cycle. Davis developed the idea that there was a youthful stage where a mass emerges, 


probably from the sea, and then alluvial processes wore the penna plain down. Finally, in 


old age the land was entirely levelled. 


The Britannica, however, does not fully endorse the Davisian scheme and is critical of 


the school, finding that Davis and his colleagues, while paying a lot of attention to form and 


stage, paid little or no attention to the structure (rock type) and process." 


What the Britannica's writer had in mind are such structures as the so-called 


pennaplain of Basutoland in South Africa, "large portions of which still stand at an 


elevation of 10 thousand feet , almost untouched by erosion."" This idea, though never 


wholly accepted even during Davis' lifetime, is nonetheless the basis of most high school 


texts. 


Modern Tectonics 


THE ROCK CYCLE 
"Back to the Bowels of the Earth" 


Since experts still contend that erosion plays a minor role in the production of rocks, and 


some standard reference works still imply a larger role for the process, a review of present 


dynamic theory is necessary. 
Insofar as rocks are considered to be formed by erosion, heat, and pressure, they 


require transportation to the earth's basins. Transportation requires elevation, and 


elevation brings us to structural geology, one of the most active theoretical fields in 


geology. 


The Rock Cycle 
Sediments are produced, according to geological doctrine, by a rock cycle. The Britannica 


defines this process as "The idealized path traversed by molten material through various 


rock types and, ultimately, back to the bowels of the earth." The latest model for global 


techtonics is somewhat different from the formulation developed by Hutton and the 


plutonists, but there are points of commonality. 


11Britannica/86, "Geochronology," p. 750[?J. 
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Sediment as Fuel 
Originally sediment was seen, particularly by the plutonists, as some sort of driving 
mechanism, for it had to cycle itself back "into the bowels of the earth" before making its 
way to the surface again. It was the weight of these sediments pressing on the bottom of 
the ocean that moved the magma under the continents and up again. This idea has since 
been superseded by the plate tectonic theory, but its shadow is still to be seen in today's 
ideas of the production of the earth's sediments. 


The pressure of the earth's rising accumulation of detritus, presumably accumulating 
under the seas, is still considered to form the great accumulations of mud rocks that 
represent the majority of the earth's brittle rocks. 


Plate Tectonics 
The current tectonic model proposes the earth's own heat as the magma propelling 
mechanism, cycling such tremendous amounts of molten and slowly hardening rock that the 
earth's continents appear like mere cow chips on a stagnant pond. Under these 
circumstances the earth does not need sediment to fuel the old plutonist model of a 
rebuilding, revitalizing earth. 


Theory and Application 
It is hard to determine what purpose both the rock cycle and plate tectonics now serve in 
explaining sedimentary production. At one time it was important to establish uplift in 
order to explain sediment, for both the transportation and production of sediment were 
principally attributed to mechanical erosion. 


Weathering, the erosion of the earth's crust by water-borne particles, glaciers and ice 
wedging, is now considered to play a minor part in sediment production. Much of the 
earth's sediment is now thought to come from chemical action, principally on igneous rocks. 
This makes the problems of mountain building somewhat irrelevant in determining the 
source of. sediments. But the theory, difficult as it is to comprehend and justify, still 
remains in university texts. 


Even the most conservative academics such as Flint, the late dean of American 
geologists, admits "the circuit of the rock cycle that includes the mantle involves mysterious 
and little-understood processes."" 


The so-called rock cycle requires some critical analysis, for it seems to confer 
credibility to erosion as the sole cause of the production of sediment, a premise which this 
work attacks. We are still uncertain of the composition of the earth's interior, let alone 
how continents are formed, and this is relevant to an hypothesis that advances the idea that 
~trata are pushed into the crust by the weight of overburden. 


"flint, Richard Foster and Brian J. Skinner. Physical Geology 2ed. (New York: John Wiley & 
Sons, 1974), 75. 
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Up or Down? 
Compounding the confusion is the recent theory put forward by the plate tectonists which 
proposes that sediments are being shoved under the continents by the crust's spreading 
plates. 
Some petrologists, however, believe that continents are growing. Does this mean that the 
crust is growing from the bottom up? This contradicts the principle of superposition - the 
premise that sedimentary rocks form on the surface and then are submerged. Do some 
rocks come up and some go down? 


Fortunately, current doctrines of weathering have nothing to do with cycles of any 
sort, be they plates or sub-crustal magmatic currents. If, as argued by Donnelly, sediments 
originated exogenously, it would do little to invalidate plate tectonics or the rock cycle, 
both of whose basic movements theoretically should progress quite independently of one 
another. Simply put, the weathering of rock cannot logically contribute to the movement 
of continents. Sediment may be a byproduct of that movement, but it does not contribute 
to that movement. 


Metamorphism 
Before moving to the critical topic of weathering, the process which presumably accounts 
for the world's production of sediments, we must address ourselves to some further 
obsolescent notions on lithification, the process whereby loose and compacted grains' of 
sediment are finally converted to rocks of all types.The Britannica states that " .. .in 
the development of new minerals, under the high pressure and temperature of the 
metamorphic environment, changes of different sorts occur: the development of new 
minerals, enlargement of pre-existing crystals, and the re-arrangement of crystals into more 
orderly patterns." 


Although the Britannica allows that these processes are inferred rather than 
observed, and this work does not take exception to this generalization, we can be easily 
misled into assuming that "true rock" (limestones, sandstones, aragonites, etc.) is finally 
formed or lithified by this process. 


The next section will deal with the true source of sediment. 


WEATHERING 


Early Reservations 
Though the concept of sediment production by the erosion of continents is still the 
dominant academic theory, it attracted the skeptical geological mind even as early as the 
late nineteenth century. Greene reports that "Buch ... declined to accept erosion as a 
major factor in creating relief - for Buch, everything was a consequence of plutonic 
upheaval in some form . An inheritance of this conviction was the theory, still defended in 
the 1870s, that the deep Alpine valleys were fissures in the crust and certainly not the 
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product of the puny streams barely visible from the peaks they had supposedly created."'· 
Accounting for the enormous amounts of the world's sediments in the past has 


required the combination of geological time and alluvial erosion. The minor role of 
riverine erosion and the probable tectonic origin of such large depressions as the Grand 
Canyon, however, is a smaller problem than the one of disposal. Sediments, heaped in 
kilometre deep deposits around the continental estuaries, present a geological problem that 
has required the reintroduction of isostatic-like concepts. 


Deep Drilling 
Brian J. Skinner, in evaluating the results of the Glomar Challenger's deep sea drilling 
program, stated the problem. "Geologists are able to make very good estimates of 
deposition of erosional sediments into the world's oceans. The rate is such that the basins 
would be filled in tens of millions of years. Even allowing for adjustments of isostacy ... this 
was far shy of the number of the several billion years generally accepted as the age of the 
earth . "~l 


This "gross inconsistency" lasted for many years until plate tectonics came to the 
rescue, by reintroducing Herschell's nineteenth century theory of isostacy, with one 
embellishment. Instead of the pressure of sediment supplying the continents with elevation 
for creating and transporting sediments, plate tectonics would act as a global broom, 
sweeping the surplus sediment under the continental carpet. Skinner reports the insight. 
..... The accumulation of sediments near the continents no longer presents a problem. The 
sediments are continually scraped from the plate as it takes its downward plunge at the 
continental margin. The accumulation is presumably impacted into the continent and 
rebuilds and maintains it in some crude isostatic equilibrium."" 


It has apparently never entered the minds of geologists, that the apparent 
overabundance of the earth's sediments is due to the simple fact that the earth did not 
produce it. 


The development of ad hoc theories of sedimentary production 
through the centuries has led geologists to accept weathering 
as the self evident source of virtually all sediment. 


The Great Housekeeper 
The process has an almost idyllic quality when described by a talented academic hand. 


Weathering is seen by Flint as some modem day goddess - a perpetually restless 
housekeeper, ..... ceaselessly sweeping regolith (the layer of disintegrated and decomposed 
rock fragments, including soil, just above the solid rock of the earth's crust) off the non-


"'Greene, p. 197. 


~Brian J. Skinner (ed.), Eanh's History, Structure and Materials - Readings for American Scientist, 
"The Deep See Drilling Project, After Ten Years," p. 76[?]. 


"Greene, p. 58. (Quoted from Stanislov Meunier, 1911 L 'evolution de theories geologique.) 
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weathered rock below, .. and depositing it as sediment in river valleys, lakes, seas and 
innumerable basins."" 


This geologist sees sediment being transported "by every trickle of water after a 
rainfall and by every wind that carries dust. The mud on the lake bottom, sand on the 
beach and even dust on the window sill is sediment. ... When a thick pile of sediment 
accumulates, particles near the base of the formation become compacted. Eventually they 
become cemented together to form a solid aggregate rock."" 


The last line of this poetical description, almost an afterthought, reveals one of the 
most curious facts in geology, that most of the world's rocks are essentially cement, and 
thus require neither heat nor pressure to form. With the source, production and disposal 
of the earth's sediments still presenting problems, Donnelly's idea of an external origin for 
the earth's sediments does not seem wildly out of order in this century. 


RETURN TO THE DRIFr 


One Hundred Years 
There is little more that modem geology can tell us of the crustal origin of drift a century 
after the publication of Ragnarok. Drift and stratified till are gathered under one category 
called glacial drift, which "embraces all rock material in transport by glacier ice, all deposits 
made by glacier ice, and all deposits dominantly of glacial origin made in the sea or in 
bodies of glacial melt water, whether rafted in icebergs or transported in the water itself."" 
Though this definition embraces the transportation of the materials that preoccupied most 
nineteenth century geologists, it mentions nothing of the contribution made by advancing 
and retreating glaciers. 


It is still conceded that neither glaciers nor ice sheets are presently seen 
manufacturing this material. Present texts admit that it is not found where it should be, 
absent from glacial areas and filling valleys to the brim in tropical climes. Current texts 
repeat Donnelly'S assertion that the materials lack fossils and that water seems to perform 
a minimal role in its production. Flint, in a somewhat bewildering statement admits that 
the regolith (the earth's cover of unlithified sediment) did not contribute much to the 
formation of glacial drift. One assumes that he means that this class of sediment does not 
seem to be the product of observable mechanical or chemical breakdown of larger rock 
fragments. One can only assume that the rocky fragments created by the expansion and 
contraction of freezing water soaked in upland rock formations, the principal source of 
mechanically produced sediments, do not produce the peculiar geometry and markings 
found in tills. 


We are therefore still lacking an explanation of the origin of a class of material which 


"Source unknown. 


"Source unknown. 


"Fin!, Glacial and Pleistocene Geology, p. 108. 
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makes up a significant portion of the world's sediments. 


Jumbled Till 
Flint does make one striking point concerning the formation of till: one type can be 
distinguished from another. This is somewhat contrary to the glacial hypothesis which holds 
that the tills are gathered up and presumably jumbled together as the ice sheet bulldozes 
them. 


Transport: Alluvial and Airborne 
There would be no contradiction in this finding if the source of these materials were 
coherent streams of exogenous debris, laying themselves across the earth in continuous, 
discrete, graded paths. This grading effect has always been an important point of 
departure for geologists. All large accumulations of particulate matter passing through a 
resisting medium will be graded, in this case th~ earth being graded as it passes through the 
atmosphere. 


Wind-blown and river-borne particles, however, will vary greatly, for the density and 
chemistry of each medium is quite different. Gravels, being the most heavy sediments 
normally transported by alluvial processes, usually travel, at most a few hundred meters 
from the formations from which they are dislodged. However, eskers, a geological 
phenomenon which will be discussed in greater detail below, extend for hundreds of 
kilometres. This anomalous grading is relatively less dramatic than the propensities of clays 
to separate into iron rich and iron deficient clays. 


Magnetic Properties Revisited 
This grading effect, ingeniously explained by Donnelly's magnetic tail separator, can be 
further supported by other magnetically sensitive categories of earthy materials." 


One writer comments on the high ferrous content of some loams, which cannot be 
accounted for by the conventional wind-blown or aeolian hypothesis alone: "Weathering of 
minerals, loss of silica, relative accumulation of iron, does not satisfactorily explain this 
anomaly."" 


Even more unusual is the location of some of these ferrous deposits. The bauxites 
found on Hawaiian volcanoes are rich sources of iron com pounds. Once believed to be the 
product of the volcano itself, these deposits are now suspected to be of wind blown origin, 
dated to the period of a major geomagnetic event called the Gothenberg Flip just prior to 
the last major retreat of the great ice sheets. Volcanoes, which are known to be 
geomagnetic hot spots, particularly during eruption, could have served as an excellent 
"lightning rod" for a descending element of a great comet's tail. 


"Catastrophist Geology, 1970 and 75[?]. 


"Source Unknown. 
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THE ESKER 


Recent Arrival 
Donnelly was unaware of the esker, which was not well described until the end of the 19th 
century. There is little doubt, however, what his opinion would have been of this geological 
peculiarity. 


Eskers are elongated narrow sand and gravel ridges. Some of these formations are 
over 500 kilometres long and from 3 to 200 metres in width. The sides are generally steep 
and sometimes slicked with layers of clay. The geological consensus is that they are glacial 
in origin, and there is good reason to believe this, for they are found in regions evacuated 
by the great ice sheets and trend, in broad outline, parallel to the direction of flow of the 
latest of the former glaciers. 


Current Theory 
Though there is little debate over their connection to the retreating ice-sheets, the actual 
formation of eskers presents some difficulties. The geological consensus is that eskers are 
probably deposits made by streams flowing in ice tunnels at the bottom of ice sheets. Flint 
suggests that this would only work, though, if the ice sheets were motionless. "During this 
obviously warm wet period ... melt waters flowing from the surface of the glacier sought the 
lowest channels and thus topography influenced the course of the esker .... 


Topography is, however, the most important sticking point for Flint's hypothesis, for 
these sinuous formations, in the words of the author himself, "may climb up a valley, pass 
over a low divide, and descend the far slope..... In addition to hills and valleys, eskers cross 
rivers as well, straining the credibility of arguments that they follow present topography. 


We do not know what arguments may be put to deny their extraterrestrial origin, for 
this possibility is not mentioned by any conventional authority, yet Donnelly would apply 
the same criteria to analyzing the esker as he did to the drift. 
Where do these strange gravel and sand deposits come from? For, as Flint and others 
agree, alluvial and glacial processes have little to do with their formation. If they are the 
result of alluvial processes, why are there no marine deposits found in and amongst their 
non-fossiliferous stones? Why, if they are the product of a stream, do many eskers taper 
off into nothingness, instead of ending at a terminal moraine of unconsolidated rubble? 
If these eskers formed in ice tunnels, at the bottom of ice sheets, then bringing the gravel 
over the top of hills would have required such unpromising arguments as proposing that the 
"ice squeezes the stones uphill on both sides" (see Corliss reprints). And why, finally, do 
they not resemble the product of ordinary alluvial processes, which do not normally 
transport gravels for more than tens of metres, let alone hundreds of kilometres? 


"Flint Glacial and Pleistocene Geology, p. 157. [paraphrase) 


"Flint Glacial and Pleistocene Geology, p. 155. 
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The Cosmic Serpent 
It is unlikely that Donnelly would have overlooked this formation. He would have 
identified it as a perfectly preserved meteoric shower representing the tail of a comet, 
gently let down by the surface snows of an extinguished ice sheet. Each element of his 
hypothesis would substantiate the identification · the unfossiliferous nature of the gravel, 
the graded size of the gravels, the orientation of the till, their longest diameters parallel to 
the axis of the esker, the whole train of material a textbook illustration of his vacuum 
grinding machine. He would have seen the meandering hundred kilometre long beds, 
slicked by coverings of clay, draped over hill and dale, as the skeletons of the vanquished 
serpent he described in his retelling of ancient cosmogonies. 


LOESS 


Flesh of the Serpent 
Having found the skeleton of our cosmic serpents," where are the remains of their flesh? 
This point at least is not particularly controversial. Most of the great river valleys of 
Europe and North America are covered with a loamlike material called loess. Multi· 
layered and fossil·free, it has been identified as the outwash of the great ice sheets of the 
last ten to fifteen thousand years. The loess, we are told, was supplied by great winds of 
this era which deposited thousands of cubic kilometers of the silt·like materials on the 
retreating ice. These winds are conceded to have a velocity and direction that has no 
relationship to present day weather patterns. 


Chemistry 
Microscopically, loess, when not worn by alluvial processes, has an angular sharp·edged 
shape, which makes its unstratified deposits quite porous; in most cases at least 50% air. 
Chemically, it is complex and heterogeneous, made up mainly of quartz and with some clay 
minerals, micas, hornblende, and pyroxene added into the mix. By weight, up to 40% of 
the sediment may be carbonates. The composition of loess "is so elastic that it tells us little 
about the rocks in which the minerals originated."" 


Domain 
Loess underlies an enormous aggregate area of at least 10 million square kilometers in 
North America and more than 1.8 million square kilometers in Europe. So vast are the 
deposits that Aint states that a large proportion of the buried Quaternary soils now known 
are developed in loess." 


"'Apologies to Klube and Napier, authors of The Cosmic Serpent, the flrst academics since William 
Whiston to seriously examine the actions of comets in earth history. 


"Hint Glacial and Pleistocene Geology, p. 181. 


"Aint, Glacial and Pliestocene Geology, p. 186[?). 
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Provenance 
In researching the source of these materials, geologists are generally content to indicate the 
geographical sources of the wind-borne particles and not the actual method of their 
production. Flint cites deserts, outwash, and recently exposed till, adding some perplexity 
to the problem by admitting that once covered, the loess deposits are not easily airborne. 
Some effort is expended in developing a method for these particles to lift off the ground, 
and we are led to believe that sand particles help the take-off by kicking the lazy silt into 
the air." 


These hypotheses only obscure the fact that outwash, deserts and till deposits are 
only secondary sources of loess and, even if perfectly able to rise freely and circulate to 
northern latitudes, could not account for the thousands of cubic kilometres that are found 
in some North American deposits. 


The current attitude towards the source of loess deposits is to point to the inferred 
origin of the prevailing winds. Unfortunately this sometimes suffers from a nationalistic 
bias. 
Geologists never seem to own up to a local source for loess. Each nation disclaims the 
intrusion, as if the loess were some old version of acid rain. Since much of the Pleistocene 
loess shows a westerly directionality, we have the geologists, from a bird's eye view, pointing 
perpetually eastward, quite naturally outside of their own territories. 


Another difficulty in explaining the origin of loess is that a 'good part of the loess 
found on the earth's surface does not seem to be the product of alluvial processes, a 
primary condition of their eventual transport and deposition by air. 


Northern China 
The greatest deposits of loess not located adjacent to Pleistocene glaciation occur in 
Manchuria, where they are found in unstratified conglomerations as deep as one hundred 
metres. First described in the late nineteenth century, these reports were not available to 
Donnelly. The writer of the Chinese report registered his frank disbelief that these 
deposits could have been alluvial in origin. He noted that loess was found in formations as 
high as seven thousand five hundred feet and "the uniform composition of this material 
over extended areas, coupled with the absence of stratification and of marine or fresh water 
organic remains, renders impossible the hypothesis that it is a water deposit. "54 The writer 
especially noted the use the Chinese peasants made of the loess, for the soil yielded up to 
three crops per year and required no manuring. "Wherever this deposit extends, there the 
husbandman has an assured harvest, two or even three times a year. It is easily worked, 
exceedingly fertile, and submits to constant tillage, with no other manure than a sprinkling 
of its own loam dug from the nearest bank."" The material not only provided homes 
which were dug out of the side of its cliffs, but also partition walls, cement, beds, and 


"Flint Glacinl and Pleistocene Geology, p. 257[?]. 


''Corliss, page unknown. 


"Corliss, page unknown. 
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furniture were made of this remarkable materiaL "Whole villages cluster together in a 


series of adjoining or superimposed chambers, some of which pierce the soil to a depth of 


more than 200 feet."" 
The reason for the extraordinary qualities of this material is that it is 'nailed' together 


by tiny limestone capillaries, creating a lightweight masonry composite. These peculiar 


tubules provide the capillary action that draws the moisture up from the bedrock. This 


peculiar vertically oriented structure led geologists to state that this formation was vertically 


stratified, probably giving the reader the mistaken belief that the materials were 


conventionally stratified into some sort of bizarre vertically oriented structure. 


The Meteoric Hypothesis 
The process by which loess is cemented together is not well understood, but it is obviously 


some alluvial or draining process. 
In 1930 and 1931 Pennisto, writing in Popular Astronomy, suggested that loess was 


meteoric in origin. He also offered an explanation for the formation's vertical stratification 


and noted the unlikelihood that the sharp-edged grit could have been worn down by water. 


After noting the similarity loess shared with meteoric and volcanic particles, and its 


dissimilarity to "rock flour," the product of glacial grinding, he turned to the peculiar 


calcareous tubules, suggesting that "water, as from a fine drizzle of rain, would descend 


unevenly, and coming in contact with newly fallen meteoric matter, the finest material 


would be segregated along these lines of flow, ultimately becoming crystallized as is found 


in the hollowed tubes in the loess." 
The most interesting element of his hypothesis was his choice for the mineral source 


of the calcareous tubules. The loess deposit itself, devoid as it was of fossils, made a poor 


source of calcium. The hard shells of some marine organisms, even if they contributed to 


the materials, would have had to undergo bathing in carbonic acid or other organic acid 


baths in order to dissolve. Ordinary rain water would not do the job. The astronomer 


indicated that calcium oxide (slaked lime) would do the trick, but it was not normally found 


in earth minerals. Pennisto then pointed out that meteorites did contain calcium oxide in 


appreciable amounts. If this calcium oxide were scattered amongst the larger meteoric 


debris in fine dust, then it would mix with rainwater and carbon dioxide, becoming the raw 


material source, in both suspension and solution of the tubules." 


Eskers and Loess Conclusion 
So far, in reconsidering Donnelly's thesis, we have, in addition to reestablishing the 


legitimacy of his original observations, extended the evidence of exogenous sediments to 


eskers and loess. What is still before us is the prospect of the vast deposits of sedimentary 


rocks, by far the most extensive source of the earth's solid crust. Sandstone, for instance, 


which represents one quarter of the earth's rocks, is essentially cemented particles of 


"Corliss, page unknown. 


"Corliss, p. 114[?]. 
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organic and inorganic matter. Limestones, which compose the next largest category, are 


much the same, except that the cementing agent is more likely to be limestone solution. 


The theories concerning the formation of both rock types are controversial, but the 


matrixing agent for both is understood to be a cementing agent. 


It is conceded, however, that many silica based rocks are "the products of the varying 


amounts of dilution of the chemically precipitated silica by solid terrigenous detritus or by 


biogenically formed carbonate."" Both limestone and sandstone share this critical element 


in common with all rocks that are made up of sediment, so that the observer looking into 


the Grand Canyon is not looking at the process of compaction and pressure, but the result 


of an enormous cementing operation. The mudstones (shale, etc.), which represent a much 


higher percentage of the sedimentary column, are an exception, for the microscopic 


structure of the matrix leaves little or no pour spaces, effectively excluding most cementing 


agents. Unless turned into composite structures of detritus and baked clay, called hard 


pan, the material remains ductile and tends to spread under pressure. The particles 


become oriented so their longest axes lie parallel to the bedding plane, forming into the 


characteristic patterns that we see in the brittle shales and slates that are gathered into the 


general category of mud rocks. 


EVAPORITES 


A Wide Field 
Most sedimentary formations can be described as evaporites, since the theory of form ation 


requires that solutions of limestone (calcite) and silicate require some degree of 


concentration before they precipitate. As a result, many of the earth's minerals are to be 


the product of the evaporation of the seas and oceans of the world. It is conceded that 


many of the great deposits of minerals may have been due to the invasion of seas into great 


basins, which provided no natural outlet to the sea. We see this process taking place today 


in smaller 'dead-end' basins such as the famous Dead Sea and many other 'pluvial' lakes of 


the world, such as the great Salt lake of Utah. 


When the great beds of salt, limestone and sandstone are explained by evaporation 


the theory begins to come apart somewhat, for the processes required to produce these 


thousands of cubic kilometers require unique conditions of climate, surface area and 


tectonic processes that are not in existence today. 


And where did the raw materials required for this task come from ? Apparently animal 


parts and volcanic rocks are the source of this earth-binding exercise. The 


uniformitarianistic injunction to look only for presently occurring processes does not help 


here, for large scale cementing of bedding planes does not seem to be part of current earth 


building activity. 


"Britannica/86, vol. 24, p. 240. 
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THE CYCLOTHEM 


The Comet Model Reconsidered 
Our reconsideration of Donnelly's work leads to the conclusion that the shape, markings, 
distribution, chemical composition, biological and ferrous content, geographical location, 
and laydown pattern of the world's sediments do not conform to explanations based on 
weathering alone, and that a meteoric hypothesis has either already been suggested for 
some of these materials or would simplify the current hypothesis. 


The more massive and deep a sedimentary formation is, the less tenable a weathering 
hypothesis becomes, for each distinctive stratum, be it shale, limestone, coal or sandstone, 
suggests a unique set of time-dependent circumstances. 


Limestones 
The deposits of loess, limestone, sandstone, and clay, are continental in breadth, sometimes 
many thousands of metres in depth. The deeper and wider they are, the less they conform 
to uniformitarianistic analysis. For example, the formation of limestone deposits on the 
continents cannot be adequately explained by current methods of limestone formation, 
which is mainly achieved in shallow warm seas, far from river estuaries. These coral reefs, 
however, are not the stuff of typical ancient limestone formations. As a result geologists 
have invented a unique continental·sized Epeiric Sea, only a few metres deep, extending 
from one side of the continent to another, in which marine organisms of a special type 
could flourish and supply the hard parts from which the limestone beds would grow. 


These are precisely the extraordinary phenomena that Charles Lyell prohibited in his 
Principles of Geology. There are no Epeiric seas in the world today producing limestone 
beds. 
Neither are large beds of sedimentary rocks being formed by cementing. We see plenty of 
sediment being brought down to the seas, but have no precise idea how it was fragmented 
from sedimentary rocks. Where are the kilometre deep oceans presently evaporating to 
produce the bewildering array of deep successive layers of phosphates, salt, iron, and the 
more than 70 varieties of evaporitic minerals that form an integral part of the geological 
column? 


Best Evidence 
The meteoric hypothesis, radical as it may seem, not only fulfills the criterion of rationality, 
it lends itself to a unique test: establishing the age of an enigmatic formation in the 
Carboniferous, the age of the amphibian. This model, if it is to succeed, must encapsulate 
and freeze in time a full sample of the outfall of a giant comet's tail. The Cyclothem 
fulfills this criterion. The first clue to our test formation comes from one of the very few 
pieces of evidence linking drift to its locale. 


Flint states, " ... sediments of which an esker is built are closely similar to the lithology 
of the till or the bedrock in the vicinity. The similarity suggests that they have a common 
origin in the drift carried in the ice." If, as Donnelly suggested, the comet's tail carried a 
comparable amount of dust, then it follows that the soluble elements would settle in local 
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basins and channels. But how does Flint define "local bedrock and lithology"? He doesn't 
say, but there is a formation which is closely associated with the retreating continental ice
sheets, and it is called a cyclothem. 


The Members 
First classified in 1931, the cyclothem is basically a repetition of from five to ten layers of 
sedimentary materials. What characterizes a cyclothem is the cycle itself, and not the 
composition of its collective members. A sequence may repeat itself up to 100 times, or as 
little as a dozen. Once the sequence is established, however, it persists until the sequence 
ends or the contents of an individual member peter out as the cyclothem climbs the 
geological column. 


The members (layers) of a cyclothem are sedimentary, mostly rock. An ideal IO-layer 
unit consists of the following: 


1. Sandstone, consisting of pebbles, abundant mica flakes, and undecomposed feldspar; 
2. Sandy and silty shale, generally thin, which succeeds the sandstone without abrupt 


transition; 
3. Lower sandstone (no marine fossils), thin, fine-textured and confined geographically; 
4. Underclay, which may have plant rootlets; 
5. Coal (note that underclays are often associated); 
6. Rootlets, and sometimes marine fossils; 
7. Lililestone - relatively rare and inconsistent; 
8. Shale, fossiliferous; 
9. Upper limestone, lightly coloured fossiliferous. Most predominantly exposed; 
10. Shale, predominantly silty. Fossils rarely present. Ironstone present. 


Cyclothems never go over 50 metres in height and only rarely exceed 30 metres. 
Because many cyclothems contain coal and its companion underclay, they are relegated to 
the Carboniferous Era, and the entire system thus comes under the aegis of geological time. 
Coal, after all, requires the growth and decay of forests, and this takes time. It is estimated 
that four centimetres of coal requires a millennium, and even such hard-boiled skeptics as 
the anomalist Corliss relegates dense coal to biogenesis. It is not surprising then that 
geologists estimate each cyclothem to be 75 to 100 thousand years in age. There is no need 
for a time variation, however, for cyclothems are precisely one year old. 


Current Explanations 
We will not dwell extensively on current explanations for the cyclothem, for there is no 
clear scientific idea on how they arise. The major contenders are the sea incursion and the 
glacier incursion factions. Both factions focus on the sandstone base of the cyclothem, the 
former requiring the advance and retreat of the ocean and its adjacent beach, and the other 
faction two glacial ages per cyclothem. 


Each layer of the cyclothem has its own peculiar problem in adhering to the major 
hypothesis but the Britannica, in referring to the sea beach school, conveys a criticism that 
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can be applied to both - "this theory has been criticized as invoking a repeated series of 
earth movements so regular and mechanistic as to be unreasonable." The Britannica also 
has a problem with the repeated rise and fall of the land, so reminiscent of the obsolescent 
Davisian school of the pennaplain, and the Britannica marvels at the unique circumstances 
associated with the phenomenon. .. ... This general pattern of incursion and reversal of the 
sea may not have been restricted to late paleozoic time but a special combination of 
conditions, including rapid intermittent erosion of upland regions, sea level critically located 
with respect to continental platforms, the existence of an abundant and vigorous land flora 
adapted to marshy conditions, and favorable climates, all combined to produce unique 
results that were never duplicated exactly before or since." The writer concludes that "all 
present attempts at explanation of cyclothem development are excursions into the realm of 
theory."" 


Aside from the general uniformitarianistic taint the explanations have, and the lack 
of confirming climatic evidence, there are more specific problems with cyclothem theory. 
First there are no marine fossils in the first sandstone layer, an important omission. 
Secondly, the fossils found throughout the entire cyclothem formation show little or no 
faunal evolutionary change. "Comparisons of the fossilized remains of similar animals 
contained in several successive cyclothems may show minor morphologic differences that 
characterize more closely spaced steps in their progressive evolution than can ordinarily be 
detected."" 


The reflexive attitude towards any sedimentary body that included coal precluded any 
serious examination of this formation in proper uniformitarianistic terms for, ironically, the 
cyclothem is a perfect uniformitarian feature. It is almost pure cycle and virtually no 
substance. One formation will not contain limestone, another will have smudges instead of 
coal. Very few cyclothems contain 10 layers and there are little understood cyclothems 
which are bigger and sloppier versions of their cousins. They are called mega- and hyper
cyclothems. 


Glacial Outwash 
Cyclothems are the annual accumulations of glacial outwash. They form in the same way a 
clay varve would form in a deep glacial lake. 


Varves 
Varves are discemable because they tum off and on as summer turns into winter, radically 
changing the quality and amount of outwash. Varves also have two components, which are 
the result of the chemical nature of the detritus and the quality of the water in which these 
particles settle and dissolve.·1 


Geologists do not exclude the varve from ancient formations, and concede that carbonates, 


"Brittannica/86, "Geochronology," p. 771 I?]. 


"Brittannica/86, "Geochronology," p. 770. 


"PrinCiples of Physical Sedimentology, p. 291. 
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organic matter, and other evaporites may be found in formations going back as far as 200 


million years. 
The author of a text on physical sedimentology has attempted to reconstruct the genesis of 


ancient clay stones in Africa which possessed repetitions of differing carbonates by using 


the glacial varve model: "Sediments were deposited in the lake, which warmed in summer, 


therefore lost carbon dioxide, and precipitated Caca, from solution. In the same warm 


season, floating microscopic organisms reached a peak of abundance. Relatively heavy 


carbonates sank promptly and formed the summer layers; lighter organic matter sank much 


more slowly to form an overlying layer."" 
Conventional sediments and muds are not the only minerals to show this distinct 


double layering, consistent with annual outwash patterns. 


In noting how varves respond to seasonal variations, the Britannica gives the exam pIe 


of the Mexican Castile formation consisting of "alternating layers, gypsum and calcite, that 


may reflect an annual temperature cycle in the hypersaline water from which the minerals 


precipitated. In moist, temperate climates, lake sediments collecting in the summer are 


richer in organic matter. Most of them settle in winter." There is nothing to distinguish . 


this and other rhythmic alternations of sediments from annual varves except for the scale 


and content of the formation. 
The order of a cyclothem's members from bottom to top shows a rational succession 


connected to climatic and chemical composition. In the spring the initial floods would bring 


the sand and pebbles into the basin, clearing both channel and ice sheet of its annual 


dividend of these materials. Representing the largest particulate matter, these sands and 


pebbles would form the first layer. Following the spring flood, the occasional freezes, 


combined with early settling, would produce the next shale layer. 


The first layers of dirty limestones would be early precipitates of calcium carbonates, 


using the settling detritus as nuclei. This stage would be followed by the finer underclay. 


The warming trend of spring and summer would cause further carbon dioxide to escape 


and cause further precipitation of limestones. The finer particles of silt and clay 


continuously settling during the fall and winter would be cemented by the solutions and 


suspended cement of the following season. 


In broad outline, this explanation accounts for: 


1. The geographical location of these formations in the northern hemisphere in the 


same locale in which the terminal moraines of the last glaciations have been found. 


2. The lack of fossil change, the longest succession of cyclothems requiring only 100 


years. 
3. A logical reason for the disappearance of these systems, once the glacier retreated or 


when the basin containing these sediments had overflowed. 


4. A rationale for the relationship of the local lithology to the surrounding till. 


"Principles of Physical Sedimentology, p 291. 
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5. An explanation for the existence of large amounts of liquid mortar for the 
sedimentary rock. 


More specifically: 
1. The pebbles and sandstones of the first layer are graded from coarse to fine as the 


member grows, a feature more consistent with an annual laydown of sediment than 
one lasting hundreds or thousands of years. An annual quick spring settling would 
account, as well, for the non·fossiliferous nature of the sand. 


2. The rootlets in the underclay would represent vegetation stifled before its full growth 
by the settling gelatinous hydrocarbon. Fully preserved rootlets, in the conventional 
biogenetical explanation, could not remain untouched while entire forests were 
required to decay to coal, immediately above the delicate emerging plants. 


COAL 


Presumption of Organic Origin 
The most important argument against this hypothesis would be the assumption that the 
source of the coal seam was non-organic. 
A cursory examination of the geological literature, however, shows that the organic genesis 
of anthracites (hard coals) is far from proven. 


Although it is still maintained that all coal evolves from peat beds, it is now conceded 
that not all coals, such as brown coal and lignite, have the same genesis. It is not clear how 
coal became such an obvious candidate for an organic origin. First, there is no organic 
matter to be found in coal. Second, we do not observe hard coals or brown coals presently 
forming. 
Third, hydrocarbon based materials are not good agents of biodegradation; they preserve 
organic materials. Fourth, life forms concerned with the conversion of vegetation to coal 
cannot live at the depths that require conversion of non-anthracite coals. And fifth, heat 
and pressure, according to physicists, are not sufficient on their own to create anthracites. 


Coal Jelly 
Aside from these uncontroversial objections, hard coal betrays, in its solid form, a 
gelatinous past. Splash marks, suspended rocks, dinosaur prints and perfectly preserved 
animals and nodules of plant remains are commonplace in the literature." 
It is hard to conceive of coal going through a gelatinous phase while submerging during the 
millennia it takes to form the material, playing host, during the descent, to the footprints of 
fauna and rocks with perfectly preserved vegetation still clinging to them. 


To add a somewhat bizarre note, some coal seams have formed around fossil forests. 
One such example, near the Bay of Fundy, has four coal seams surrounding the fossil 


"Corliss, page unknown. 
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trunks. One wonders how the four eras of glacial grinding, or the many convergings of seas, 
failed to topple or engorge this coal fodder. 


Finally, though there are no examples of the present day coalification of anthracite, 
there are examples of naturally occurring gelatinous hydrocarbons which, when exposed to 
air, solidify into a material which cannot be distinguished from anthracite. This material, 
which is similar to doplerite, a brownish flexible hydrocarbon found in peat bogs, was 
uncovered in the late nineteenth century while workers were excavating for a court house 
near Scranton, Pennsylvania. The black gelatinous material, when exposed to air, solidified 
into a glassy solid which burned like coal and left a red ash, similar to some grades of 
anthracite. 


CONCLUSION 


There is no middle ground in the question of sedimentary production. If a cyclothem is a 
giant varve then it must have come from glacial outwash. There is no way to account for 
the presence of materials on an ice sheet except if they were deposited through the air. 
Whereas materials such as loess and sand may be explained away as windborne debris with 
great difficulty, there is no uniformatarian explanation for the other enormous deposits of 
gravels, ferrous clays, hydrocarbons, and calcium oxides that eventually built themselves 
into the consecutive rhythms of the cyclothemic formation. 


Conybeare, when he first investigated and named the carboniferous era in 1822, 
recognized the succession of sandstone, clay, coal, and limestone, as a single interrelated 
unit. The cyclothem, acknowledged to belong to the same era, cannot be a repetition of 
dozens of Carboniferous eras, each stacked up in multi-million year replicas of its 
counterpart. This would lead to the absurd conclusion that each successive cyclothem, 
which is part of the Carboniferous, is longer than the whole era. 


The identification of the dust and gases in comet tails and the tons of cosmic debris 
that fall upon the earth daily are now recognized as containing most of the important 
elements found in sediments. Radar and satellite monitoring have also established that the 
dust is preponderantly the product of materials orbiting the sun. 


That the earth's crust is made up principally of comet-borne materials would not be a 
great surprise to our ancestors who feared and worshipped the earth that descended from 
heaven. What becomes more apparent to the investigator are the new links between the 
sudden periods of sedimentary accretion in the Quaternary, and the advance of the 
Hominid to nomadism, agriculture and ultimately, civilization. 


If sediment, as is generally assumed, is produced from the gradual erosion of the 
crust, it well may be a condition to which the biosphere could adjust without recourse to 
extraordinary genetic tools. If, however, the very nature of the earth's chemistry was 
changed in a matter of hours or days, then it is unlikely that life as we know it could adapt, 
without some 
radical systemized response. 


Geology, which borrowed the bones of species buried in the sediments of 
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extinguished world ages to name their stratigraphic column, should be aware of a new 
question being asked by paleontologists in their quest to understand extinctions in the age 
of man. 


The appropriate question is not "Where were today's biotic provinces during the late 
Pleistocene?" Rather, "Why were the late Pleistocene biotic provinces so different from 
those of today?"" 
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ABSTRACT 
 


Drain away the earth’s oceans and a global pattern of great ridges appears. Adjacent to 


these continental and undersea mountain ranges are layers of silt and clay, so thick that 


they fill the gaps between ridges, creating extensive plateaus.  


Ranging across this planet’s higher latitudes are thousands of tiny replicas of these ridge 


systems. These esker and drumlin swarms run up hills and across streams in roughly 


parallel discontinuous strands for hundreds of kilometers.  


Preserved by encapsulation in the ice and snow of our last ice age, eskers, drumlins and 


their related structures will be the focus of this paper. We contend that Greater and 


lesser ridge systems alike, including the water and sediments that fill them are cometary 


debris.  


Each ridge may be traced to a single stream, or ‘jet’ of disintegrating materials 


emanating from shifting areas on a comet’s nucleus. A band of these jets, captured into 


planetary orbit, will land its debris in a unique manner. All debris will be laid down in a 


sheet perpendicular to the planetary surface, this process which results in the sharp 


ridge profile, is consistent with the manner in which comets discharge debris along the 


plane of their orbit.  


The jet particles, massive enough to resist planetary atmosphere [sands, gravel and 


boulders] once landed become robust structures through compacting and immediate 


concretization. The water and lighter materials, diverted by winds and post-depositional 


melting, flowed and settled into the inter-ridge basins.  


All ridges display internal structural anomalies connected with their cometary origin. 


The systems lie directly upon older strata. The ridges are free of fossils and do not show 


signs of organization by hydraulic processes. The cements necessary for their immediate 


conversion to rock could not be provided from earthly sources.  


The establishment of the ridge complexes found on earth is therefore consistent with its 


initial encounter with a great comet. The ancestral body’s return in reduced and 


fragmented form laid down the lesser esker and drumlin formations. 
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INTRODUCTION 


 


 
Ridges  


 


The earth’s most prominent geological feature is its ridge systems. The greatest 


examples are our continental and sub-oceanic mountain belts. The most prolific ridge 


systems are built on a smaller scale and seldom rise more than 50 meters above 


surrounding terrain. The best defined of these ridges are eskers and drumlins which are 


found trending roughly parallel to each other in multiple discontinuous strands. 


Encapsulated by the deep snows of our most recent ice age, their well preserved 


remains will be the subject of this paper. 


Eskers, drumlins and their related structures are the most distinctive product of the drift 


– a general term for all rock material believed to have been transported by glaciers and 


deposited directly from the ice or through the agency of melt water. 


During the latter part of the previous century geologists were certain that all drift 


originated on the surface of glacial ice. This paper agrees with this simple observation 


and seeks to demonstrate a clear connection between the drift and cometary debris.  


 


Common Enigmas  


 


Whatever their size or location, ridge systems share critical features supporting an 


extraterrestrial source.  


Consider the tendency of most ridges to travel in roughly parallel discontinuous strands 


- this is such an ordinary feature of our landscape, that one assumes it to be a well 


understood geological feature. It is not. Ridge swarms, both great and small along with 


the finer water-borne debris that mantles their sides and fills the adjacent valleys and 


basins, are belts of exotic terrain, unconnected to older, underlying strata. Recent 
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probes beneath mountain ranges have convinced geologists that mountains rest upon 


but are not derived from the underlying strata. (1) 


Nineteenth century theoreticians, unbound by this discovery, favored the concept that 


parallel ridge sequences were corrugations pushed up by a cooling of the earth’s 


contracting crust. This idea was abandoned when calculations revealed that not enough 


local crustal fabric would have been available through sub-surface contraction to 


completely cover the ridges. Moreover, the sterile, unsorted interiors of mountain 


ridges did not match the stratified fossil-rich materials in adjacent valleys. A competing 


theory attempting to deal with the conversion of great embankments of rock debris into 


mountains by means of heat and pressure, hypothesized cycles of vertical submersions 


and levitations of huge sedimentary deposits. This theory is being slowly abandoned as a 


result of the discovery that the foundations of mountains do not pierce through but lie 


intact upon older strata.  


The lesser ridge systems, like their giant counterparts, have a similar surficial 


disposition, and though there is general agreement that they have been laid down from 


ice, there is no common agreement on how the debris was generated, moved and built 


into eskers and drumlins. 


In addition to their corresponding external design, all ridge swarms share equally critical 


internal similarities. Their interiors are devoid of fossils; their debris is unsorted and 


shows no evidence of stratification or particle grading that would indicate that running 


water played a role in their lay down. Moreover sometimes an entire ridge or part of its 


core is cemented into concretions of sand and gravel. The large quantities of cements 


needed to turn mountains and lesser ridges into concrete are best produced, as will be 


argued below, in outer space.  


 


Comets  


 


Like all important geological phenomena ridge formations, both great and small are 


assumed to have evolved from the earth’s interior. We contend that each ridge may be 


traced to a single stream of cometary debris called a jet, discharging intermittently from 


a comets nucleus. A comets dust tail is made up of a series of jets spreading along the 
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comet’s orbital plane in a band of ribbons. It is this unusual attribute of comets that 


accounts for the unique patterns developed by the earth’s ridge systems. 


It is these ribbons, landing perpendicular to the earth’s surface that creates the 


unmistakable imprint of a ridge system. 


We shall propose a hypothetical two-stage sequence explaining the laydown and 


structure of the greater and lesser ridge systems. 


In the first mountain building stage, a great comet would leave part of its tail in an earth 


orbit. Portions of the orbiting ribbons of debris would then descend to form continental 


and undersea mountain ranges. 


This ancestral comet would then return later in reduced and fragmented form to lay 


down the earth’s lesser ridge swarms. These latter day fragments, each overlapping to 


form a compound tail, diminished in scale, but much greater in number, changed 


continental environments radically.  


 
Why Eskers and Drumlins?  


 


We have chosen eskers, drumlins and their related formations as our primary 


investigative target for the following reasons.  


First, they are recent - the product of the retreat of the last continental ice sheets, an 


event that in some cases is only several thousands of years old. 


Second, their structures are well preserved by snow and ice. Their size and condition 


make them easy to survey and excavate. They are widely distributed on most 


continents, and when not mined for city and highway construction, are easily accessible. 


Third, the century old glacial hypothesis, unlike the mountain building theory, which is 


consistently shifting, presents a stable target.  
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THE LESSER JET RIDGES 
 


 


Eskers, drumlins and their related structures appear to the observer as narrow 


discontinuous, roughly parallel ridges. These groupings are often referred to as swarms. 


(2) 


Individual swarms appear to be part of a greater radiating pattern, hundreds of 


kilometers long. These ‘super-swarms’ appear to emanate from an imaginary centre 


called a divide. (Illustrations I and 2) It is assumed that great ice domes, such as those 


still active in Greenland, somehow ground out, transported, and aligned these great 


ridge systems. 


 


Swarms  
 


Perhaps the most puzzling attribute of eskers and drumlins is their propensity to wander  


over hill and stream while maintaining their formation. Conveying and depositing these 


characteristic formations have stretched the imaginations of geologists for over a 


century. 


Individual strands of an esker/drumlin complex may track parallel to other members of 


the swarm, separated by many kilometers. (3) Some drumlin and esker strands 


however, come close enough to merge and form sediment filled plateaus called 


compound ridges. (4) 


Ridges sometimes touch, ride up and over one another and then diverge. (Illustration 3) 


Some drumlins actually ride up the backs of their partners. (5)  
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Eskers 


 


Ridges are made up of closely packed aggregates: boulders, gravel and sand. They can 


rise as high as 80 meters, but seldom exceed 40 meters. (6) (Illustrations 4 and 5)  


Few of the segments found in a swarm are more than a few kilometers long, but these 


may be traced, in file, crossing hills and streams for hundreds of kilometers. (7) 


Esker ridges can become narrow enough for partners to shake hands over the ridge line 


or wide enough to serve as a highway.  


To the casual observer, esker ridges when they are not obscured by overgrowth, may 


look like abandoned railway embankments. (8) Their distinctive, regular shapes have led 


to local folk lore. In North America, they have been considered the remnants of 


aboriginal monuments. (9) In northern Europe a tradition persists of goblins spreading 


eskers through holes in the bottom of giant sandbags. (10) 
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Generalized flow of drumlins and eskers in the final stages of the Pleistocene Ice 
Sheets of North America and Europe. 
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Illustration 2 
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Illustration 3 
 


 


Distribution and orientation of drumlins (arrows) and eskers (lines) in Peterborough 
drumlin field. Drumlin formation occurred during readvance of part of Simcoe lobe 
(limit indicated by doted line), which overrode eastern half of Oak Ridges moraine.  
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Illustration 4 


 


 


 


Cross section of a drumlin. 
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Illustration 5 


 


Pit face in esker, exposes the typical irregular bedding of gravel and sand. Notice cross 
bedding on the side. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Esker near Atwood, south of Listowel. This small esker, and the gravel is unusually  
fine.  
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In North America they provide foresters with logging roads in swampy terrain. In 


Scandinavia, their closely-packed gravel and sand bedding is sound enough to provide 


roadways linking important towns 11. In the far north of Canada, wolves and caribou 


use eskers as raised pathways, occasionally meeting aboriginal hunters who hide behind 


nearby blinds. (12) (Illustration 6) 


The ridges of sterile rocky rubble provide little return to the farmer. Aggregate 


producers, however, have a great affection for these sand and gravel mines. Moreover, 


as cities rise today, eskers disappear into the maws of concrete mixers and asphalt 


paving machines. 


 


Drumlins 


 


Drumlins and their associated structures are more numerous than eskers. A drumlin’s 


interior is composed of the same unsorted rocky debris as an esker, but it is sometimes 


partially or fully cemented into rock. (13) Drumlins have a streamlined shape and display 


a prow-like feature that is not seen in eskers.  
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The Mantle  
 


The distinctive ridge system that characterizes drumlins and eskers is frequently 
intimately associated with water-borne elements, usually fossil-rich clays and silts. 
These materials are sometimes absent from esker/drumlin swarms, but they are always 
considered a separate entity and often referred to as the mantle.  


These mantling sediments may rise high enough to approach the ridge tops of a swam, 
forming platforms similar to continental and sub-oceanic plateau. These sediments 
usually favor the upslope side of the ridge complex forming annual layerings called 
varves, or run through ridge gaps or rise and flow over the ridge, covering the 
depressions in deposits. (Illustrations 4 and 5, above) 


 


Common Features  


 


Despite their similarities, eskers and drumlins are currently considered different 


geological phenomena and are hence explained separately. In fact, aside from slight 


morphological differences they share more similarities than differences. They are both 


elongated discontinuous ridges, mantled and often covered by the same type of water 


borne sediments. Under these mantles, drumlins and eskers show the same pattern of 


sterile, unsorted rocky debris. A very important distinction between ridge types is the 


degree of lithification i.e., cementing of the interior. The more numerous drumlins have 


more cemented rock, their aggregates concretised by calcium carbonate elements. (14) 


Other ridge types such as drumlinoids, drumlinoid ridges, flutes, craig and tail, roches 


moutonnees, whalebacks etc., show slight variations on the drumlin/esker model, but 


they are occasionally found eskers and drumlins in the same swarm. (Illustration 7) 


Since all these ridge categories emerged from the same decaying ice sheet as members 


of a ‘super-swarm’, their shared birth, common habitat and close physical affinity 


suggests a similar conception. 


We will argue in the following pages that esker/drumlin swarms were not generated by 
ice, but by fragmenting comets. These peculiar dual regimes of barren rocky ridge and 
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adjacent fossil-rich ridge strata, will reveal an inner structure and topography consistent 
with a shallow landing of multiple comet tails. (Illustrations 8, 9, 10)  


Before entering into a detailed argument for an extraterrestrial origin of an 
esker/drumlin swarm, let us first consider current explanations of its origins. 
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Illustration 6 


 


 


Photograph of esker in the Barren Lands, Nunavut. 
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Illustration 8 
 


 


Diagrammatic representation of the parts of comets. 
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Illustration 9 


 


 


 


Comet Hale Bopp. 
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Illustration 10 
 


 
 


Comet Hale Bopp. 
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EARTH-BOUND SOLUTIONS 
 


 


 


Hummel’s Explanation  


 


D. Hummel, a nineteenth century geologist, made one of the first attempts to 


understand the esker ridge phenomenon. “Most eskers” he wrote, “are the deposits of 


glacial streams confined by walls of ice and left as ridges when the ice disappeared.”  


(15) 


Associating eskers with ancient melting ice sheets explains their excellent state of 


preservation. Any densely packed ridge of gravel and sand lying on top or within a 


melting ice sheet, should preserve its shape, as the structure is uneventfully lowered 


onto the solid ground. There, the exposed complex would ultimately lie, unaffected by 


gentler topographies, draped over hills and crossing watersheds. There seems little 


question that eskers and drumlins are the product of the retreat of the ice sheet that 


last covered a large part of North America and Europe. Problems arise when geologists 


attempt to explain how the debris originated, was transported, and laid down.  


 


Conventional Arteries  


 


Billions of cubic meters of rocky debris are moved downstream to the sea by the world’s 


rivers. An equally complex mixture of debris moves downslope in Alpine glaciers. Both 


systems share some important similarities. Their tributaries join together to form a main 


artery which bears its loads further downslope in a visually apparent progression. 


Neither system of channels, however, leaves behind sedimentary debris resembling the 


characteristic pattern of an esker swarm. 


In rivers and glaciers, individual particles are mechanically worn down by transportation. 


Moreover, all transported debris should have a fossil and organic content similar to the 
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topsoil and bedrock through which it travelled. All these attributes of fluvial and glacial 


transportation are conspicuously absent from esker and drumlin interiors. In short, the 


architecture and contents of eskers do not suggest any connection with the mechanics 


and processes of existing valley glaciers or river systems.  


 


The Ice Age  


 


The greatest difficulty in finding an appropriate model for esker/drumlin swarms lies in 


the simple fact that they are not currently forming. (16) 


Hummel, at the time he first examined eskers fortunately had a newly established 


paradigm to turn to — continental glaciations. Under their mantle of sediment, esker 


and drumlin ridges, as drift artifacts, contained till, or boulder clay (as it was occasionally 


named in the nineteenth century), and since till was thought to have been ground out 


by continental glaciers, it could only be a by-product of the ice age.  


It was these vast expanses of ice that the renowned nineteenth century naturalist, Louis 


Agassiz, embraced in his search for a vehicle for ending earth ages. By the time Agassiz 


began his work in Neuchatel, in the late 1830s, local naturalists had already begun 


speculating on the origin of ‘erratics’. These large broken blocks and similar trains of 


smaller debris were sometimes found hundreds of kilometers from their suspected 


origins. 


Competition to explain their mode of transportation developed between two factions; 


the deluvialists and the glacialists. The deluvialists, headed by Charles Lyell, believed 


that great floods and large icebergs17 had transported them. A new group, the 


glacialists, headed by Jean Charpentier, a naturalist who had taken many field trips with 


goat and mineral hunters into the glaciers of the Alps and Jura mountains, developed 


the idea that the ability of glaciers to gather, convey and grind rocks  


could be applied to areas outside existing Alpine valleys. (18) 


Originally skeptical of the power of glaciers to convey erratics, Agassiz later became so 


enthusiastic a supporter that he is credited with the establishment of the ice age as both 


scientific canon and popular belief. He went so far as to claim that ice totally covered 


both hemispheres, relentlessly bringing each succeeding earth age to its end. Though 


main-stream geological thought never accepted Agassiz’s catastrophic ideas or the 
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earth’s total immersion in ice, by the time Hummel had examined his first esker in 1874, 


the continental ice sheets were the accepted generator of most of the surficial debris, 


still known as drift, found on northern continents. Geologists succeeding Hummel and 


Agassiz proposed a variety of glacial ‘techniques’ to grind, collect, form, carve, 


transport, elevate and lay down the complex formations found in an esker/drumlin 


swarm.  


In many ways, a valley glacier is an ideal engine for generating both till and sediment. Its 


great rivers of ice are capable of carrying deposits of debris on their surface and sides 


and of using the smaller and harder rocks to scour and polish the channel walls as they 


flow into the Alpine valleys. It was therefore logical to attempt to push glaciers beyond 


their confining valleys and extend their new reach to explain an esker/drumlin swarm. 


Even assuming that the mountains of pre-history were higher than at present, we would 


still expect to find their broken rubble confined to traditional pathways. On the 


contrary, ridge swarms, as mentioned above, tend to ignore these pathways. The major 


divides connected with most drifts do not radiate from mountain ridges and there are 


no divides centered on or near the Rockies, North America’s greatest ridges. The 


European divide is actually centered below the water in the Gulf of Bothnia. 


Moreover the putative products of valley glaciers are found scattered all over the 


summits, and sides of mountains, far from the beds of alpine valleys that supposedly 


conveyed them. 


Agassiz proposed a radical solution to this dilemma. He posited an already ice covered 


earth suddenly punctured from below by great mountain ranges. Great mountain chains 


such as the Alps broke through the thick ice cover and scattered rocky debris upward 


and outward, linking mountain and distant plain with the requisite trains of debris. 


Agassiz’s big bang, was ultimately rejected and forgotten, but apparently left the glacial 


origin of till intact. To this day geologists when examining great esker/drumlin swarms 


do not trace them directly to the so-called great ice divides from which they supposedly 


originated. This is probably due to a continuing ambivalence with regard to the ability of 


ice sheets to convey tills any significant distance. In a recent text Jurgen Ehlers 


acknowledges this problem, admitting the short haul character of an ice sheet, but 


prudently adds the observation of trails of debris hundreds of kilometers long which 


appear to possess a connective character.  
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The Mid-Stream Argument  


 


Hummel’s conclusion that eskers were glacial stream deposits may be plausible. After 


all, the ridges are often covered by extensive alluvial deposits. Yet the esker and drumlin 


ridges lying under this water-borne debris could not have been laid down by alluvial 


processes, and this anomaly lies at the heart of the esker enigma.  


 


Inner Core and Outer Mantle  


 


Eskers and drumlins are accompanied by stratified beds consisting mainly of clay and silt 


that sometimes completely bury the ridge structures. But these truly fluvial deposits 


were obviously formed in a sequence and by a method different from its companion 


ridges. (Illustration 4, above) 


The first to observe the distinction between the core and its mantle was Kropotkin. On 


examining the contents of an asoar (esker), excavated at Upsala, Sweden, in 1897 he 


wrote, “A strict distinction must be made between the… core... of an asoar (esker) and 


its mantle. They are of distinct origin. The latter is always due to action of water (rivers, 


lakes, or the sea), while the core, whenever access could be found to it, was… always... 


found to consist of unwashed and unstratified till, and never of fluviatile deposits. This 


core is often buried under a thick sheet of water-deposits, and occasionally it lies even 


beneath the level of the surrounding plains. It must have the same origin as drumlins, ... 


(which) always accompany asoars (eskers).” (19) This last comment of Kropotkin is 


included, for it is one of the rare statements concerning the obvious genetic relationship 


of drumlins to eskers, an observation that is almost impossible to find today. (20) 


 
Grinders and Streamers  


 


The explanation of an esker/drumlin swarm generally depends on the regime, inner 


ridge or outer mantle, chosen for study. If it is the inner core or ridge element, a 


geologist tends to favour moving ice. This judgment reflects the barren and unstratified 


condition of the interior. If it is the adjacent stratified mantle, it is water.  
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One can understand the enthusiasm of those choosing the fluvial model, for frequently 


water-borne sediment is all that can be seen of an esker/drumlin swarm, particularly 


where the ridges collect enough debris to form wide raised belts or mini-plateaux. We 


shall call this hydraulically inclined faction the ‘Streamers’. There is, however, a 


contingent of geologists who still believe both eskers and drumlins to be essentially 


formed by the action of retreating and advancing ice sheets. They point to the high  


content of broken rubble and sharp-edged sand that can only be the result of glacial 


grinding. (21) This group, whom we will call the ‘Grinders’, still uses the existence of 


erratics to establish the direction of continental ice sheet movement. (22) Erratics, large 


rocks or trails of loose rocks resembling those in more remote bedrock, have been used 


by both Streamers and Grinders to support their genesis theories. (23) The glacial 


grinding hypothesis mandates the gouging, mixing and movement of enormous 


amounts of rubble over great distances up and over significant elevations, a physical  


demand which has been seriously challenged for close to a century. (24)  


The most sophisticated theories of esker formation employ a two-stage process to 


explain the inner core and outer mantle found in eskers. In this analysis it is presumed 


that the inner core is gouged out in the advance of a glacier and the water-borne debris 


is deposited in the retreat, each phase employing the same conduit. In some 


approaches, to explain the resulting ‘braiding’, an enclosed conduit is abandoned for 


open channels originally on the ice sheet’s surface, apparently using existing ridge 


structures as a path. (25)  


 
Smooth among the Rough  


 


To add to the difficulty of using current accepted glacial models to explain esker/drumlin 


formation, the aggregate composition of ridge interiors contradicts the ideas of both 


Grinders and Streamers alike. Mixed in with the course gravels and sharp-edged sands, 


are larger rocky elements – cobbles and boulders — which show extensive erosion. 


These rocks, which are rounded and described as water-worn, are found in the ridge 


and not the mantling sedimentary regime. The co-existence of both smooth and sharp 


debris is inconsistent with a glacial or a fluvial model. As Kropotkin noted, the typical 


signs of water transportation, such as stratification and size sorting are not in the basic 


ridge structures. They are seen only in the mantling sediments and aside from the 
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orientation of larger stones to the ridge direction, the ridge’s contents are unstratified 


and unsorted.  


The Grinders, who point to the rough texture of sand and gravel as proof of their 


hypotheses, must first find a way to grind, collect, transport and then levitate this debris 


into some kind of watery medium which must selectively abrade only the larger rocks 


and then lay the collection of core rocks down… unsorted.  


Even if we posit that ice or water transported and formed eskers and drumlins, we must 


accept that the mechanics of excavating and elevating the rocky debris over local  


elevations and then transporting these materials hundreds of kilometers, are not only 


theoretically problematic but at present unknown in nature. This latter condition is  


prohibited by the first law of geology: that no process may be invoked to explain our 


past that is not currently observed at work (26).  


 
Formidable Problems  


 


Another dominating dynamic and structural anomaly exhibited by an esker/drumlin 


swarm is its core’s sterility. Its ‘barren’ condition was reported by early investigators. 


(27) This problem was not confined eskers and drumlins. How could any transportation 


system, gathering materials from hundreds of square miles, in a hinterland loaded with  


fossil-bearing rocks and other organic detritus, not leave its traces in the core interior? 


Just as vexing is the partial concretization of some of the ridges found in swarms. The 


conversion of rocky ruccle to sedimentary rock is still believed, by many geologists, to 


have been accomplished through a combination of heat and pressure. (28) This 


‘metamorphic’ process was believed to produce complete mountain ranges through 


cycles of vertical submersion, and emersion. Recently challenged by the discovery that 


mountain ranges are superficial structures lying directly on older strata, geologists are 


still turning to other pressure sources such as plate tectonics to explain the production 


of sedimentary rocks. Esker/drumlin swarms, however, are very recent, and having 


never been pushed into the bowels of the earth, or squeezed by moving plates. Their 


relatively rapid conversion into rock cannot be explained by conventional means.  
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Ridge Lithification: Binding the Earth  


 


Much of the earth’s exposed rock originated as loose sediment. Efforts to explain how 


these loose aggregates of sand and gravel reconstituted themselves into solid crust have 


been only partially successful. The earth’s softer rocks, its shales, or mudrock, may be 


compressed into easily broken laminates by means of pressure. The majority of rock, the 


sandstones and limestones, are essentially cemented sand and gravel, a chemical and 


physical composition that is indistinguishable from concrete. There are aggregates such 


as clays and volcanic debris that can be heated or precipitated into rock. Volcanic 


activity is capable of producing cements in its oxygen free vents, but this material is not 


found in eskers. Valley glaciers create a powdery material called rock flower, as a by-


product of their grinding activity. This material, though not found in eskers, might be 


presumed to be the cementing agent for a swarm.  Rock flour, however, is not produced 


in what is called a reduction (low oxygen) environment, and is hence not capable of 


cementing.  


The rock formations found in an esker/drumlin swarm are not volcanic in origin. Nor  


could the enormous quantities of cements that form the ridge of esker/drumlin 


formations have been produced by the repeated gouging and grinding that created till. 


The enigmas of the esker/drumlin’s sterility and its tendency to turn to rock quickly (in 


geological terms), while representing intransigent problems for an earth-bound 


solution, lend themselves ideally to an extra-terrestrial explanation.  


The limestone-rich debris ejected from disintegrating comets, projects its dust into an 


oxygen-reduced environment. This idea was touched on by John Penniston, an 


astronomer, who wrote on northern China’s loess formations. (29) Loess is a silt or silty 


conglomerate found covering the surfaces of most hemispheres. In large areas of 


northern China, it is found in the form of a low density conglomerate. Spike-like tubules 


of calcium carbonate formed by water trickling through the loosely packed material 


create a lightweight material which is equally useful for carving out dwellings and 


fertilizing fields. Penniston noted that the large amounts of calcium carbonate used to 


hold the conglomerate together could only have come from calcium oxide. This 


chemical popularly known as slaked lime was used as the cementing agent in concrete 


production. The astronomer noted that calcium oxide, though rarely found in natural 
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form on earth, was a common component of meteorites. We contend that the source of 


the calcium carbonate that holds loess together is the same material that binds 


esker/drumlin ridges together. (Illustration 11)  


 
Core Content  


 


Present theories of esker formation assume that a large portion of the rocks, gravel, and 


sand in the ridge formations were derived from materials gouged out, ground up and 


gathered from bedrock and surface debris. This coarse and broken rock is presumed to 


be till. (30) 


Its nearby abundance, in both scattered and bedrock formations, gives support to this 


view. The Streamers however, note that eskers and drumlins lie directly over 


undisturbed surfaces, leaving soft local bedrock and sediments unmarked by their 


passage. (31) These investigators have felt justified in favouring Hummel’s original 


fluvial hypothesis. (32) In defense of the Grinders, it must be noted that even Streamers 


believe that virtually all the contents of a swarm were originally manufactured by ice. 


Since glacial grinding is one of the few dynamic processes claimed for swarm genesis 


that is currently observable, we will turn to it next. 
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Illustration 11  


 


Map showing global loess deposits. 


 


 


Sketch map of the distribution of Loess in central Asia:  
1. Loess cover  
2. Sandy deserts  
3. Mountains up to a height of more than 3000 m (data for China 
from Liu Tung-sheng “Loess and the Environment” Beijing 1985)  
 


Alekseev-Dodonov map showing loess in the uplifted region of Central Asia. 
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Sourcing Eskers and Drumlins  


 


Geologists use existing valley glaciers as an example of the techniques ancient ice sheets 


used in generating most of the core materials found in an esker. Rocky debris, falling 


from mountain peaks, gathers on tops, in the sides and bottoms of advancing valley 


glaciers. This rubble carried by the heavy moving ice, abrades and scours its tributaries 


and main channels. The dynamic behavior of valley glaciers is shown in Illustrations 12, 


13, 14. But neither the swarming features of an esker/drumlin swarm, nor its 


architecture is found within glacial valleys. Only an occasional stubby, deformed 


ephemeral, orphan ridge is generated in Alpine sites. Moreover, the more numerous 


cemented companions of eskers — flutes, craig and tails, drumlinoid ridges etc., -- are 


neither found nor generated by present glaciers. The life of these Alpine glacier mini-


eskers is short for the retreating glacier that temporarily exposes a mini-esker ridge in a 


warm season, will wipe it out in the next advance. The mud flowing through fractures in 


the leading edge of glaciers leaves inclusions in dirty ice, which melt in warm weather, 


leaving the formation distorted and slumped. These ‘eskers’ are related to the debris 


formed by valley glaciers called terminal and lateral moraines and kame terraces that 


may be seen in any valley glacier. The same forces which deposited mixed ice-filled 


debris on the sides and termini of glaciers will occasionally gather that same material in 


the lowest point in the valley floor and temporarily expose it during a period of retreat. 


It is generally agreed that these valley glacier artifacts are not related to the swarming 


feature we are examining in this paper. It is necessary to underscore this point for many 


textbooks state that eskers have been found in mountain valleys. In fact one of the few 


places where esker/drumlin swarms are not forming is within past and present glacial 


valleys. The examples cited as eskers and drumlins are exposed by retreating glaciers on 


valley floors, and may be examples of vestigial ridges laid down and then covered by an 


advancing glacier. (34) 


 


Influence of Topography  


 


Although eskers and drumlins appear to ignore topography, one leading glaciologist has 


taken an ambiguous position on the issue. His view casts an important light on the 
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problem of ice sheet dynamics. Richard Flint has stated that “where conspicuous valleys 


are present some eskers follow the valley floors, but not where valleys tend to diverge 


greatly from the direction of the former glacial flow.” (35)   At first these observations 


appear contradictory, since Flint himself admitted that esker/drumlin swarms routinely 


make serious ascents over the hills and streams of Europe and North America. (36) 
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Illustration 12 


 


Figure 1. Lower Part of Zermatt Glacier with medial moraines (Reproduction of Plate 5 
in Agassiz's Etudes sur Glaciers, 1840). 


 


 


Figure 2. Side View of frontal part of Zermatt Glacier on polished and striated bedrock 
(reproduction of plate 7 in Agassiz's Etudes sur Glaciers, 1840) 
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Illustration 13 


 


 


Middle Part of Zermatt Glacier in its U-shaped valley and with lateral and median 
moraines (reproduction of Plate 4 in Agassiz's Etudes sur Glaciers, 1840) 
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Illustration 14 


Figure 1. Front of Zermatt Glacier with “roches moutonneés” on the left, ice cave with 
subglacial stream in the middle and lateral moraine on the right (reproduction of Plate 
6 in Agassiz’s Etudes sur Glaciers, 1840). 


 


Figure 2. Ice-polished and striated outcrop of limestone at Le Landeron, Neuchâtel, 
Jura Mountains (reproduction of Plate 17 in Agassiz’s Etudes sur Glaciers, 1840). 
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Bending Ridges  


 


A geological map suggests that steep descents do influence swarm direction, for they 


show eskers and drumlins bending to the downstream direction of large river valleys. 


These swarm elements, however are situated not within these existing and dormant 


glacial conduits, but bent along side them. It appears that swarms, when still atop 


continental glaciers, and nearby the larger natural ice conduits, were bent by flowing 


ice, moving into the main downslope channel. 


Good example of this is the swarms which routinely appear to have been moving in the 


St. Lawrence River’s direction. It appears as well that this great river channel once 


served as a conduit for the ice sheet that covered this part of the continent. This 


channel would necessarily have swept the section of the swarm sitting on the ice, 


downstream leaving the broken ends bending towards the present river flow (See the 


glacial map of Canada: the St. Lawrence River). (37) 


We may infer then, that valleys deep enough to carry major rivers, were, in glacial times, 


capable of affecting the position of drumlins and eskers that originally lay across their 


path. In most other cases however, where river valleys or ascents and descents of the 


land existed, eskers and drumlins were capable of ignoring the terrain and draped 


themselves across the land.  


Though Grinders and Streamers alike differ in the precise mechanisms involved in 


sourcing and shaping an esker/drumlin swarm, present geological thought holds that 


the recent retreating and advancing ice sheets generated them.  


In the previous pages we have documented some of the attempts geologists have made 


to join esker/drumlin swarms to conventional earth bound processes. Their failure is 


due to four critical anomalies: 


   • First is the enigma of the ridge or inner core, which bears no resemblance to the 


product of any river or glacial valley. 


   • Secondly, the roughly parallel stream beds that presumably carried these swarms 


cannot be found anywhere on this or any other planet.  
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   • Thirdly, the primary core or ridge portion of a swarm is devoid of fossils, whereas the 


secondary mantling debris covering and filling the ridge gaps is not.  


   • Fourth, all ridge types have a tendency to turn to rock, some partially, some 


completely, a condition which cannot occur without the availability of vast quantities of 


cements, the earth-bound source of which is unknown. 


Given the enormous intellectual capital tied up in the idea that ancient ice sheets 


created, moved and formed the enormous amounts of till covering the globe, a short 


commentary on this hypothesis is useful. 
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ICE 
 


 


 


Temperature alone is not a sufficient condition for the creation of ice sheets. An 


essential requirement is elevation; without it the great ice domes that presumably 


pushed ice sheets forward could not form. A H. Strahler and A. N. Strahler point out that 


Greenland, at 20° south of the North Pole but mountainous, maintains a great active ice 


dome while nothing but sea ice currently forms at the Pole itself. They also state that 


without the mountainous land of Antarctica, the South Pole would be as barren of fresh 


water ice domes as is the North Pole. (39) 


In searching for the highlands that inaugurated and sustained recent North American ice 


sheets, geologists have used moraines, great arcs of till and drift, to determine the 


termini of our most recent ice sheets and then worked backwards to locate the elevated 


centers. Eskers and drumlins whose parallel ridges give the strongest sense of direction 


are considered the final arbiters of the origin of glacial debris. These centers, sometimes 


called divides, are elevated, but mountainous they are not.  


 
The Divides  


 


There appear to be three great esker/drumlin super swarms that are associated with 


these divides. One is in the Gulf of Bothnia in northern Europe and two are in Canada. 


Concerning the Canadian divides, one focus is west of Hudson Bay in the district of 


Keewatin —and the other is in northern (New) Quebec. These focal points are 


considered in traditional theory to be the location of putative ancient heights from 


which ice moved downslope in all directions. (Illustrations 1, 2 above and 15, 16 below) 


See also the glacial map of Canada. From the New Quebec divide, some diverging arms 


of radiating swarms of eskers and drumlins extend over a thousand kilometers into 


southern Quebec, Ontario and beyond. Some of the Keewatin arms at certain points 


appear to abut New Quebec swarms in Ontario.  
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The New Quebec Super Swarm  


 


For purposes of beginning a in depth study of super swarms, we will focus on a  


significant portion of one of the two major Canadian complexes —the New Quebec 


swarm. Eskers/drumlins and their related forms radiate outwards from a central divide 


in this super swarm near the south west border of Labrador. Within this super swarm, 


many hundreds of kilometers from the divide in southern Ontario, is a swarm of eskers 


and drumlins — at least one thousand drumlins and twenty eskers — the rough centre 


in which lies the city of Peterborough. These eskers and drumlins trend from north-east 


to south-west in a band that extends from Lake Simcoe on the west, to Kingston on the 


east, a distance of more than two hundred kilometers. (Illustration 3, above) 
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Illustration 15 


  


Fennoscandian moraines and main eskers of Scandinavia (compiled from general 
Quaternary maps of Norway, Sweden and Finland). 
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Illustration 16  


 


Radial pattern of eskers. 
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The Peterborough Complex  


 


A thorough examination of eskers was undertaken by McDonald and Banerjee in 1975. 


On behalf of the Geological Survey of Canada, they made extensive measurements of an 


‘esker’ just north of the city of Peterborough. Located in southern Ontario, close to 


Canada’s industrial and commercial heartland, many of the segments of the esker have 


been partially devoured by the demands of urban building activities. The remains —part 


a much larger complex, the South Central Ontario swarm – are sufficient to demonstrate 


the features common to an esker swarm.  


 
Details at Peterborough  


 


The so-called Peterborough esker is in fact a 25 kilometer long band of narrowly 


separated esker ridges, trekking alongside a swarm of drumlins within the New Quebec 


super swarm. Many eskers in—the province of Ontario are within sight of one another, 


some less than 50 meters apart; the eventual merging of multiple esker strands should 


therefore not exceed controversy. In the Peterborough esker, this melding effect is 


further supported: occasional gaps and a section where two eskers travel side by side. 


(Illustration 3, above) Merging eskers and drumlins produce a vexing problem for both 


Grinders and Streamers alike, for It is nearly impossible to explain their proximity and, in 


some cases, their apparent fusion. In some places the water borne sediments totally 


mantle the closely packed ridges, forming a kilometer-wide plateau. McDonald and 


Banerjee note that sediments appear to come from a direction opposite to the alleged 


main channel. How these sediment-bearing streams could have crossed over or through 


one another is not explained. (39) By far the  most interesting anomaly found relative to 


the south central Ontario band of esker-drumlin swarms is two drumlin swarms that 


seem to abut each other from two different directions — one representing the New 


Quebec Super Swarm and one representing the even more distant Keewatin Super 


Swarm.  


Whether the Ice Rivers of the Pleistocene glaciations flowed directly south into Lake 


Ontario, the Trent River that flows past Peterborough, or south east through the Finger 
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Lakes of New York State, the direction is not that of the esker/drumlin complex, which is 


45 degrees west of south. If the drumlins and eskers found in the Peterborough region 


were produced influenced by a traditional glacial valley, it is not apparent. The Trent 


River, for instance had to find its way around the esker/drumlin complex, winding its 


way through drumlin and esker ridges on its way to Lake Ontario.  


If we used the standard method of orientation of eskers and drumlins to find the drifts 


origin, this path points in a north-easterly/south-westerly direction from the centre of 


the New Quebec swarm through Peterborough and on to Ohio. To imagine hypothetical 


channels and glacial rivers required to travel over the underlying rivers and mountains in 


order to create the Peterborough complex seems a solution born of desperation.  


McDonald and Banerjee may have sensed this, for they at no point in their extensive 


paper mention a source for the tills of the Peterborough esker. Nor is there any mention 


of the extent and topography of the New Quebec and Keewatin complexes. (40) 


 
The Swarm Enigma: A Summary  
 


Before turning to the cometary hypothesis, the case against an earth-based solution for 


esker/drumlin swarms should be summarized. Perhaps the greatest flaw in present 


research relates to methodology; the tendency to deal only with an esker/drumlin 


swarms separate elements rather than its entirety.  


 


Overall Swarm Structure  


 


To begin with, a hypothetical ground-based arterial system capable of producing an 


esker/drumlin swarm violates simple physical laws. For instance, neither ice sheets nor 


watersheds are capable of moving upslope. If ice cannot defy gravity it is obvious that it 


also cannot grind out the tills associated with ridges. Therefore, the eskers and drumlins 


found draped over hills and damming watersheds, could not have been created and 


transported by channels conforming to this kind of topography. This limitation confines 


the movement of esker and drumlin debris to hypothetical channels and tunnels high 


enough to move over local obstacles.  
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The source of these lengthy extinct arteries are the divides – centers of radiating 


esker/drumlin super-swarms. The great ice domes necessary for sourcing these unique 


arteries, however, do not currently exist. Moreover the elevated terrains necessary for 


their growth in a prior ice-age are also not evident.  


Conceiving of an ice artery capable of laying down a single discontinuous strand in a 


multi- stranded swarm requires great imagination, in considering only one aspect of its 


function, that of transportation, the artery must be capable of trending hundreds of 


kilometers. Tracking roughly parallel to its swarm companions, over intervening hills and 


valleys , and then, from time to time, apparently sealing itself, interrupting the  


deposition of the characteristic ridge complex, and continuing the new dual-regime 


segments further along the swarm’s path. In addition to this sophisticated feat of 


transportation and laydown, this ice tunnel or super-glacial channel must perform other 


necessary tasks such as grinding gathering, lifting and sorting. It is therefore 


understandable that no attempt has so far been made to explain the esker/drumlin 


complex in its entirety. 


Regarding the specific claims geologists have made for valley glaciers as generators of 


what they refer to as eskers, our review of the evidence found this approach 


unpersuasive. The debris gathered and deposited by valley glaciers bears little 


resemblance to the drift from which esker/drumlin ridges are constructed.  


Moreover, no valley glaciers, past or present have produced eskers and drumlins having: 


a) Classical dual regime features radiating from a divide 


b) Parallel ridges 


c) Multiple ridges, which converge, climb and cross over one another 


d) Ridge lithification 


e) Unsorted fossil-free debris 


No earth-based solutions appear to have been advanced by geology that provides a 


satisfactory explanation of the origin of esker/drumlin ridges.  
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THE COMETARY HYPOTHESIS 


 


 


Much of the argument thus far has been indirect;  the surficial deposition of ridge 


systems lying upon, but not disturbing underlying strata; their tendency to create their 


own unique, dominating architecture independent of controlling topography such as 


watersheds and hills; the sterile nature of ridge interiors, unsorted and unstratified by 


running water, yet mysteriously concretized in part or full. None of these  


characteristics of ridge systems is explained by prevailing glacial theory.  


 


The First Cometary Connection  
 


The first modern investigator to notice the anomalies of the drift and to connect them 


to comets was a remarkable American by the name of Ignatius Donnelly. Though he 


never mentioned eskers or drumlins, he used the drift as the principal evidentiary tool in 


linking the tail of a comet to vast volumes of rock debris.  


In 1882, Donnelly wrote one of the best-sellers in the United States: Atlantis, The  


Antediluvian World, which presented a new approach to the legendary lost continent of  


Atlantis.  


 
Ragnarok  


 


Encouraged by the critical and financial success of his first literary effort, Donnelly wrote 


a sequel examining the cause of the island’s destruction and proclaiming its present 


location. The Destruction of Atlantis, Ragnarok: The age of Fire and Gravel (41) claimed 


that the instrument of catastrophe was no mundane phenomenon, such as an 
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earthquake or invasion, but the earth’s encounter with the tail of a great comet,  


which, in the course of destroying Atlantis, covered most of the globe with its debris.  


Donnelly traced the comets fallout directly to the drift.  


He described this material in his effective folksy prose: “Upon the top of the last of this 


series of stratified rocks we find the drift. What is it? Go out with me where yonder men 


are digging a well. Let us observe the material they are casting out. First, they penetrate 


through a few inches or a foot or two of soil. Then they enter a vast deposit of sand, 


gravel and clay...  


… It may be 50, 100, 500, 800 feet before they reach the stratified rocks on which this 


drift rests. It covers entire continents. It is our earth. It makes the basis of our soils.                  


The railroads cut their way through it, our carriages drive over it. Our cities are built 


upon it, our crops are derived from it. The water we drink percolates through it. On it 


we live, love, marry, raise children, think, dream and die, and in the bosom of it we will 


be buried.”  


Donnelly carefully analyzed both approaches to the problem of drift development and 


rejected them as incomplete. Neither flood nor ice could lift the till - the peculiar sorted 


rock debris found in previously glaciated terrain - to the tops of the highest mountains. 


Neither could these agents account for their production, order and distribution.  


 


The Cosmic Grinder  


 


Donnelly’s principal insight was that drift, the world’s extensive deposits of rocky debris, 


sand and clay, was the product of a unique grinding process found in the tails of large 


comets. Most drift, particularly the rocky till strewn around the landscapes of many 


countries was in Donnelly’s day considered to be principally the product of advancing 


and retreating ice sheets. Contemporary geologists, however, had already noted some 


inconsistencies relating to the theory. “There is something very peculiar about the 


shape of the stones,” said the highly respected James Geikie. “They are neither round or 


oval like the pebbles in river gravels or the shingle of the seashore, nor are they sharply 


angular like newly fallen debris at the base of a cliff, although they more closely 


resemble the latter than the former. They are indeed angular in shape but the sharp 


corners and edges have invariably been smoothed away. …Their shape, as will be seen, 
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is by no means their most striking peculiarity. Each is smoothed, polished and covered 


with stria or scratches, some of which are delicate as the lines traced by an etching 


needle, others deep and harsh as the scores made by the plough upon a rock. And what 


is worthy of note, most of the scratches, coarse and fine together, seem to run parallel 


to the longer diameter of the stones which, however, are scratched in many other 


directions as well.” (42) 


Geikie also noted the difficulty of tracing the till to existing glacial valleys: “...No till or 


drift is now being formed by, or under, the glaciers of Switzerland. Nevertheless, till is 


found in that country disassociated from the mountains…” (43) 


 
Comet Debris Credible  


 


Donnelly not only rejected ice as the creator of till, he attacked the essential mechanism 


of erosion as the producer of sediments. He pointed out that the tail of a large comet 


was not only suited for making the larger fragments of till but also for segregating 


particles into the anomalously segregated clay deposits.  


In the authors words, comet “debris arranges itself in a regular order, the largest 


fragments are nearest the head, the smaller are farther away, diminishing in regular 


gradation until the farthest extremity. The tail consists of sand, dust and gasses. 


Through the continual movement of the particles of the tail, operated on by the 


attraction and repulsion of the sun, the fragments collide and crash against each other. 


By natural law each stone places itself so that its longest diameter coincides with the 


motion of the comet. Hence, as they scrape together they mark each other with lines or 


stria lengthwise of their longest diameter. The fine dust ground out by these perpetual 


collisions does not go off into space but pack around the stones. But still governed by 


the attraction of the head, it falls to the rear and takes its place like the small men of a 


regiment in the farther part of the tail.” (44) 


Donnelly’s mechanical/gravitational hypothesis for explaining till striations and particle 


separation of sediments is open to criticism. The longitudinal sizing of tail dynamics has 


yet to be observed in comet tails and the larger to smaller sizing not reflected along the 


axis of esker/drumlin swarms nor in any other drift environment. His observations 


concerning the magnetic properties of clays, however, are another matter.  
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Magnetic Properties  


 


Clay, which is a wide classification, covering all heterogeneous finely ground up rock, is 


inexplicably organized into iron rich and iron poor beds. It was already known in the 


author’s day that the color of clays was due to this peculiarity. Mica and hornblende  


contains considerable iron oxide, whereas feldspar yields only a trace, or none; 


therefore, clays that derived from feldspar are light colored or white, while those 


partially made up of decomposed mica or hornblende are dark, either bluish or red.  


Donnelly observed: “The particles ground out of feldspar are finer than those derived  


from mica and hornblende, and we can readily understand how the great forces of 


gravity might separate one from the other, or how magnetic waves passing through the 


comet might arrange all the particles containing iron by themselves and thus produce  


their marvelous separation of the constituents of the granites which we have found to 


exist in the drift clays.” (45) 


 
Donnelley’s Contributions  
 


Donnelly did not have access to spacecraft observation of Halley and other comet 


nuclei.  He did, however, present the first modern argument for the cometary origin of 


drift and plausible extra-terrestrial explanations for till-related enigmas.  


He noted the unique nature of the drift and its propensity to develop into unusual 


concretions such as the hardpan and roche moutonnee. (46) He also pointed out the  


unfossilized condition of drift as well as the occurrence of clay beds organized according 


to iron content. (47)  


 


Donnelley’s Comet  


 


Ragnarok’s comet has been contemplated more by catastrophist literature and cinema 


than by modern astronomy, and most astronomers would argue that we have no 


evidence that comets grow to planetary size. Nonetheless, comets, as cosmic  
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phenomena, have always been in a class of their own, their appearance prior to the age 


of Newton, a bad omen. Donnelly’s contention that a single comet could cover the 


entire earth with its debris was, in any era, an unsettling idea.  


 
Convulsions and Catastrophes  


 


Donnelly painted a bleak picture of a comet’s destructive power, which ended the 


“Golden Age” at some indeterminate time. (48) The drift, he wrote, “marks probably the 


most awful convulsion and catastrophe that have ever fallen upon the globe”. (49) 


Accompanying these deposits of “continental masses of clay sand and gravel” were 


convulsions which produced “cracks and fissures which reached down through many  


miles of the earth’s crust to the central fires and released the boiling rocks imprisoned in 


its bosom”. (50) He cited the Grand Canyon and Scandinavian fjords as examples of 


formations wedged apart by the action of cooling magma in gaping tears in the earth’s 


crust.    


This graphic image unwittingly describes the shearing effect the laydown of great 


mountain ridges would have in extruding igneous rock from beneath thinner sections of 


the earth’s crust. The Atlantis disaster, according to Donnelly, was not the only  


encounter the earth had with comets. “We find that all through the rocky record of our 


globe, the same phenomena which we have learned to recognize as being peculiar to  


the Drift Age are, at distant intervals, repeated. The long ages of the Paleozoic time  


passed with few or no disturbances, the movements of the earths crust oscillated at a  


rate not to exceed one foot in a century. It was an age of great peace. Then came a  


tremendous convulsion.”  


 
Monstrous Luminaries  


 


Drawing on the mythological and physical record, Donnelly posed a question only now 


being asked by astronomers. “Can it be that there wander through immeasurable space 


upon an orbit of such (great length) that millions of years are required to  


complete it, some monstrous luminary so vast that (its tail) showers down upon us 


deluges of debris while it fills the world with flame?” 
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Donnelly was confident that analysis of comet debris would be a key factor in 


indentifying the errant giant comets of the past. He was mistaken in gauging the interest 


of future scientists; contemporary professionals merely ignored Donnelly but were 


brutal to his successor. Immanuel Velikovsky (1895-1979), attempted to bring greater 


precision to the theory and chronology of catastrophism. His best selling Worlds in 


Collision (1950) brought Donnelly’s generalization into a much more detailed cosmic 


scenario. Donnelly’s great comet became, through Velikovsky’s intensely researched 


work, the ‘protoplanet’ Venus. This nascent planet, according to the writer, came 


perilously close to the earth in the middle of the second millennium BCE  


causing global upheaval and dislodging the orbits of Mars and the Moon before settling 


into its present peaceful orbit.  


Although Velikovsky believed the encounter with Venus involved the earth’s acquisition 


of organic and inorganic debris, he gave Donnelly’s insights on the drift an insufficient 


and undeserved dismissal. (51) 


Velikovsky confined his speculations on recent mountain building to crustal 


deformation. These upheavals of the earth’s surface were triggered by the close 


approach of Venus and Mars, which dislocated the earth’s terrestrial axis. Velikovsky 


made no special mention of the drift.  


 


Asteroids Embraced 


 


The attitudes of mainstream science to extraterrestrial-caused global upheavals have  


changed markedly from the days of Donnelly and Velikovsky. Neo-catastrophists have  


now embraced asteroids and comets as the agents of explosive geological and  


biological change. The U.S. congress has gone as far as appropriating funds for an 


asteroid space watch. Yet direct evidence of the impact of comets and asteroids has 


proved elusive. So-called impact craters, for instance, have yet to reveal, within their 


capacious raised rims, significant traces of meteoric debris. Mathematical theory has  


been employed to explain the absence of any vestige of the asteroid due to its 


vaporization. (52) 
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Ideal Solution  
 


An ideal extraterrestrial solution to the enigmatic structures connected to the drift 


would account for both overall structure and internal make-up.  


In the following postulation of a cometary encounter, no precise quantitative data such 


as dust tail payload or number of laydowns will be provided.  


 
………………What If?  


 


In 1995, a fragmented comet – 14 fragments – each with its own tail - impacted and 


disappeared beneath the thick cloud cover of Jupiter. Ground and satellite-based 


observations measured significant electro-magnetic activity prior to and incident to 


contact. (53) The angle of descent was approximately forty-five degrees.  


What if a somewhat similar encounter occurred with our planet with the following 


qualifications:  


1. The earth, instead of capturing a comet’s nucleus, would only capture a segment of 


its tail, or in the case of multiple comets, segments of their overlapping tails. 


2. The event was divided, somewhat arbitrarily, into a mountain-building and drift 


(esker/drumlin)-building phase. 


3. The orbit of both phases generated a gentler landing angle - less than twenty-five 


degrees.  


Whether the great comet, conjectured as the mountain- builder, created the Cordillera, 


the mid-oceanic ridge system, the Appalachians or all of them, is not known. 


Conceivably, all major mountain chains could be the result of separate encounters or 


multiple returns of a single giant. This issue will be discussed in a later paper. 
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Common Characteristics  


 


Whether undersea or continental, mountain ranges possess the same general 


characteristics. Seen from a great enough perspective, they model, in much larger scale, 


the esker/drumlin swarms we have examined in this paper. Their great mass however, 


has removed them as ice artifacts. Neither the earth’s atmosphere nor the landing 


cushion of oceans and snows would have had any great effect on their final laydown 


pattern. On the contrary it would be these gigantic ridges that would imprint and 


impose their laydown pattern and chemical makeup on the topography, climate and 


finally, the biosphere of this planet.  


 
Pattern of Orbital Debris  


 


The rough parallelism and discontinuities found in both mountains and esker/drumlin 


systems is often the point of departure in attempting to explain their genesis. Aside 


from their massiveness, mountain ranges tend to have one main axis, whereas 


drumlin/esker swarms may radiate a number of axes from a common centre.  


(Illustration 1, 8 above and 17, 18, 19, 20 below) In most other respects, they are 


microscopic replicas.  
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Illustration 17 


 


 


Tectonic sketch map of the southern and central portion of the Appalachian Orogen. 
(After the American Assosiation of Petroleum Geologist Tectonic Map of the United 
States,1969) 
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Side looking radar image of a portion of the Blue Ridge, Great Valley, Massanutten 


synclinorium, and the eastern edge of the Valley and Ridge. 
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Illustration 19 


 


 


A swarm of drumlins in Ontario, Canada, formed by ice moving from upper left to 
lower right. As drumlins go, many of these are unusually long and narrow, but the 
classical blunt upseam nose and tapering narrow tail are apparent on most. Photo 
taken using Google Maps terrain view. 
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Illustration 20 


 


On the southern edge of the Barren Lands, where trees give way to open tundra, an 
esker, revealed by its sandy surface, stretches towards the horizon. Often the only dry 
lands in warm weather, eskers are travelled by man and beast. 
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Original Hypothesis  


 


These similarities compel the writer to hypothesize an original mountain-building event 


followed later by a return of the reduced and fragmented giant, which created the drift.  


Before embarking on this cosmic excursion, critical aspects of how cometary debris is 


distributed to its dust tail should be discussed. (Illustration 21 below) The best  


evidence connecting comets to ridge systems is disclosed by the manner in which 


cometary debris is dislodged from and distributed to its debris tail. Despite the close  


observation of Halley and other comets by satellite and ground-based telescopes, the 


process is little understood and sketchily described. 


 


Debris Distribution  
 


Each ridge may be traced to a single stream of cometary debris called a jet,  


discharging intermittently from a comet’s nucleus. A comet’s debris tail is made up of a 


series of jets spreading along the comet’s orbital plane in a band of ribbons. It is this 


unusual attribute of comets that accounts for the unique patterns of ridge systems on 


earth.  


The separated and intermittent quality of jet emission would account for both the 


individuality of ridges and their discontinuities. But what of the ridge profile itself? Jets, 


while concentrating the ejecta from the nucleus, appear to be hundreds of meters  


across even on a nucleus as small as that of Halley’s Comet. (54)  How does this 


translate into a crested ridge that is sometimes only a few meters wide? More troubling  


is the relatively tight packing found in the swarms themselves. Some eskers and 


drumlins are so close together they ride, up the sides of their companions. The same 


arrangement is apparent in the Appalachians where the ridge structure is so closely 


defined as to appear groomed by some gigantic rake. (Illustration 17, 18 above)  
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The Jet Anomaly  
 


After ejection from the nucleus, the development of the shape and orientation of jets 


represent the most important of the anomalies associated with its debris tail. It is a little 


known fact that a comet discharges its debris along the plane of its orbit. William 


Corliss, in his catalogue of anomalies quotes McCrosky in the McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia 


of Science and Technology: (55) “In all cases the tail material is closely confined to the 


plane of the orbit. In comets that show more than one type of tail which show type 1 


streamers, the various structures disappear when Earth passes through the plane of the 


comet’s orbit. It is as though one were looking at a sheet of paper edgewise.” 


This ejection pattern effectively explains why comet tails often resemble fans. 


(Illistration 8, above) It also gives a satisfactory explanation to other peculiarities of the 


lesser ridge systems.  
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Illustration 21  
 


 


The handwritten legend beneath this picture states that it is an accurate 
representation by Henry Robinson, Schoolmaster, of the meteor of August 18, 1783, as 
it passed over Winthrop, near Newark upon Trent. At first it appeased as one ball of 
fire, but in a few seconds it broke into smaller ones. This meteor, said Robinson, is of 
the species with the great Physiologist Dr. Woodward and others call Draco Volans or 
Flying Dragon. The fireball was so spectacular that several observers published 
descriptions of it in the next few months, but no meteorites were collected in 
connection with the event. (Courtesy of the British Museum of Natural History). 
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Ribbon Transfer  


 


We have already looked at the fact that a comet’s dust tail is made up of a series of jets 


spreading along a comet’s orbital plane in a band of ribbons. The following hypothesis 


assumes that a segment of a multi-ribboned tail made a minimum series of three  


separate touch-downs, and that these landings account for the radiating patterns of 


drift found after the retreat of the latest continental ice sheets.  


A series of flattened ribbons following the orbit of a comet would, in transferring part of 


its tail to the earth, continue to orient its new orbit around the earth in the same aspect 


– that is to say, with the tail ribbons maintaining their orbit around the earth in the 


same aspect that rings orbit around Saturn.  


The debris contained by each ribbon would therefore land perpendicular to the earth’s 


surface like a long blade making a shallow cut into a frosted cake. Each vertical ribbon 


could land, depending on a number of factors, on top of another, which would account 


for the tight packing of ridge systems.  


 
Ridge Mantle Division  


 


The division into ridge and mantle debris would be due to grading found in each ribbon. 


The lighter particles, more easily ejected from the comet nucleus, would reach the 


furthest position (on the ribbon) from the centre of the nucleus. This gradation, though 


gradual, would eventually divide on contact with the earth’s atmosphere into two 


regimes determined by particle size and mass. The outer regime would contain the 


clays, silts, water crystals and organic hydrocarbon gases. The inner regime would 


contain the boulders, cobbles, gravel and sand.  


 
A Mega-Model  


 


Before examining esker/drumlin swarms in detail, the ancestral comet that created the 


earth’s distinctive basin and range topography should be briefly alluded to.  
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Though not the focus of this paper, these great ridge systems, with a few important 


exceptions serve as an enlarged model of the lesser ridge swarms examined in this 


paper.  


 
The First Encounter  


 


The first encounter would involve the capture by the earth of a substantial portion of a 


planet-sized comet. Assuming the number of jets to be independent of the size of a 


comets nucleus, and an active nucleus to contain 17 - the number observed on Haley by 


satellite (56), the pattern of the Appalachians would not be disproportional for a mega-


comet’s payload. Seventeen ribbons of debris landing at an average of ten kilometers 


per ridge unit would create a chain one hundred and eighty kilometers wide. This width 


is not inconsistent with Appalachian ridge structure. A thirty kilometer square section 


provides an idea of the proportion of a well-defined mountain ridge system. 


(Illustrations 8, 17, 18 above)  


Orogeny or mountain building is not the direct subject of this inquiry, but the cometary 


hypothesis could shed light on the enigma geologist’s face when looking for an 


endogenous explanation for the thick strata of salt, phosphate, metal precipitates and 


coal found adjacent to the great ridges. A cometary hypothesis would explain them.  


 
Filling the Great Basins  


 


In the first great encounter, debris-laden floods, mixed with earthly and cosmic waters, 


surged through the valleys and pool in the plains, their course determined by freshly- 


laid down, giant, roughly parallel ridges. The intervening valleys and plains became  


capacious basins—oceans, great fresh-water lakes, navigable  rivers. These bodies of 


water, as well as sedimentary deposits and glaciers, were defined and contained by 


these great mountain ridges.  


Enormous quantities of inorganic and organic suspensions and solutions settled and 


precipitated into the declivities. Distinct layers of silt, coal, limestones, shales became 


stacked on one another in strata thousands of meters in thickness and continental in  
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breadth. These strata, called bedding planes, sometimes rose to the top of their basins 


and became great plateaus.  


 
Tearing the Crust  


 


The most important difference between the ancestral comet and its fragmented 


descendants was the great force developed by its massive jets. The jets of the ancestral 


comet were so great they literally tore open the earth. Fragile crustal surfaces, sheared 


by the great weight of the recently-implanted ridges caused molten rock to extrude 


through the tears, creating great lakes of frozen igneous rock in continental and sub-


oceanic basins. More localized imperfections in the crust responded to the sudden 


pressure by forming volcanic chains along mountain belts.  


Critical features of the great encounters were the craters formed by enormous 


discharges between the earth and the impinging debris. Referred to in other work, these 


craters, now assumed to be the result of physical impacts are essentially electric 


discharge phenomena.  


 
Landing a Swarm: Part One  
 


Apart from the drama of earth-splitting mountains, the model of a dual regime of heavy 


and light debris serves both mountain and esker alike as the landing pattern of 


cometary tail jets.  


We have no knowledge of the velocity of the particulate matter that created this 


planet’s ridge systems. The general patterns of the drift, however, suggest that they 


come out of an earth-circling orbit. That ribbon-like rings may have orbited the earth is 


suggested by Saturn’s distinctive rings. The problem of a landing speed capable of 


capturing and preserving ridge systems is not known. Meteorites are theoretically 


capable of impact at speeds greater than forty kilometers per second, (57) enough to 


possibly vaporize the missile. On the other hand meteorites have been known to fall out 


of the sky and land in such a shallow grave that they can be lifted by a single scoop of a 


shovel. Smaller bits of meteoric debris have been collected on the waxed wings of U2s 


and casually picked off the surface of Antarctic snows. The water from thousands of 
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daily ice-comet impacts, according to a recently-verified hypothesis of Louis Frank  


have apparently filled the earth’s basins with its entire water supply and continue to do 


so. (58) 


In the early part of this century, a parade of fireballs, presumably accompanied by a 


substantial meteoric shower, passed by southern Ontario at such a leisurely rate that  


they were visible for three minutes before they disappeared beneath the horizon. (59) 


In other words, it is possible that orbiting debris, given the physical evidence available  


on known meteoric falls, suggests that a jet could land on a cushion of ice and snow and 


retain its essential character.  


 
The Landing, Part Two: Getting the Drift  
 


Like bullets shot into a box of cotton batting, the uncountable particles of each  


cometary ribbon burrowed into the ice. These ribbons became separated and filtered by 


the earth’s atmosphere. The post-depositional movements of the underlying ice and its 


later melting altered the original laydown pattern. Nonetheless, the essential landing 


pattern is still clearly discernible in the present artifacts of continental drift.  


In northern Canada in the district of Keewatin, in northern Quebec and in Europe, 


centered in the Gulf of Bothnia, are three radiations of eskers, drumlins and their  


related ridge structures. (Illustrations 1, 2, 15, 16 above) Their artifacts are primarily 


represented by esker/drumlin swarms and concentric arcs of moraines. The greatest 


moraines appear to gather on the furthest reach of the last great ice sheet. We are now 


in a position where glacial theory began in the nineteenth century i.e. the drift has to be 


delivered to the top of ice sheets in order to eventually account for its subsequent  


arrangement of moraines and ridge systems. 


 


Shoemaker-Levy  


 


Comets, as they make their journey around the sun have been observed breaking up. 


Shoemaker-Levy recently left 15 fragments on Jupiter (60), each with its own debris tail. 


There are over 100 ridges in the extended esker radiations of the New Quebec super-
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swarms along. As many as 50 fragments could have been involved, each with its own 


multi-jetted tail.  


We are assuming that the tails captured into an earth orbit resembled a large segment 


of an elliptical banded disc. Each band would be composed of a great number of 


ribbons, with each ribbon originally attached to a single fragment. Each fragment, in 


turn, would have its own multi-jetted tail. This tail would form a flat beribboned series 


of bands because it would obey the same laws governing the unusual payoff of jets from 


a comet’s nucleus. Each time a nucleus is fractured, it is assumed that the smaller 


fragments, like any particle of dust, would part from its parent or twin on the plane of 


the fragmenting comet’s orbit.  


 
Different Chemical Locations  


 


Different fragments may represent different chemical locations on the nucleus and 


would probably fragment unevenly. We should therefore expect that each series of -


ribbons issuing from a distinct fragment would display different qualities.  


This hypothesis is supported by the variety of ridge patterns found in super-swarms. 


Some sub-systems in a super-swarm show collective features that compel geologists to 


consider them separate geological phenomena--esker, drumlin, rock drumlin etc.              


The Peterborough complex, for example, contains its compound esker within a much 


larger drumlin swarm. Are these distinctive units the product of different fragments?  


Some sub-systems do display different ridge mass, thickness of mantle and inner 


chemical makeup. They also appear to have greater and lesser separations. In the 


district of Keewatin, eskers range in parallel paths in 13 to 14-kilometre wide ranks in a 


swarm. (61) 


 


Creating a Divide  


 


The organization of jet ribbons on a flat plane not only explains the parallelism, 


discontinuities and individual nature of swarms, it also provides a solution to the 


question of the origin of the divides.  
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Stacked Up for Radial Landing  


 


It is appropriate to think of the multiple tail segments orbiting the earth as a cosmic 


rainbow. Each ribbon of the ‘rainbow’ became detached from its perpendicular stacking 


order, landing sequentially as gravity pulled each jetted ribbon to its ice-bound landing 


zone. Each touchdown would be delayed by the distance between each ribbon:  


resulting in the distance between each ridge formation. Each second of delay between 


touchdowns would move the earth approximately one thousand meters per second at  


the latitude of Peterborough. Each jetted tail would form an additional spoke in the 


radiating pattern. Each successive ribboned jet would land at an angle determined by 


the vertical distance between the remaining stacked orbiting ribbons.  


 
The Landing  


 


Each landing would occur at a different meridian of the earth’s diurnal rotation, creating 


the divides mentioned above. The jets would cross over one another and radiate 


creating the pattern of a divide.  


 
The Right Sort  


 


Esker interiors demonstrate only one sign of sorting. Till deposits within esker/drumlin 


edges show limited organization of the fragments, which is that large numbers of  


stones may lie with their long axes parallel to the flow direction of the glacier. It is 


apparent that the initial phase of esker development involved the passage of its rocky 


debris through some kind of medium. Was it our own atmosphere?  


In an esker’s inner core, each particle becomes smoother as it increases in size. 


Examples of this progressive ablation are found in the Peterborough esker.  


This effect is strikingly similar to the solution found for the first astronauts. The Mercury 


capsule was guarded by a shield fabricated from a composite of rock dust and adhesive. 


As the capsule touched the atmosphere, the enormous heat of re-entry friction was 
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dissipated by the sloughing off or ablation of the top layers of the shield. The same the 


same process which was at work in the penetration of each jet segment as it entered 


the earth’s atmosphere. From larger boulder to microscopic clay particle, the larger 


component of this closely-packed shower protected its smaller trailing companion by 


deflecting the oxygen-laden atmosphere- the larger particles becoming progressively 


burned away by the unforgiving atmospheric friction.  


 
Sorting the Anomalies  


 


Atmospheric sorting also explains other ridge anomalies. The softer rocks such as 


schistose should show a declining presence in the esker as they dissolved and broke up 


moving down hypothetical channels. But this doesn’t happen. Schistose and other soft 


rocky debris are equally represented in all points of an esker/drumlin ridge, 


independent of distance from either end. (62) 


 
Ridge and Mantle  


 


The passage of the contents of an esker/drumlin swarm through our atmosphere 


accounts in part, for the two regimes of ridge and mantle. Some eskers are almost 


devoid of mantling materials, indicating that much of the silt and clay particles were 


shifted by atmospheric winds to more remote locations. Most swarms however, are 


almost buried in strata of clay and silt. The Peterborough swarm has been described as a 


“carpet” lying directly on Paleozoic bedrock. (63) (Illustration 3, above) It is highly 


unlikely that atmospheric winds could be the main separator of debris. Mountain ranges 


are composed of debris too massive to be greatly influenced by atmospheric effects, yet 


they display the same adjacent regime of fossil-rich strata.  


However, the physical processes ejecting debris into comet tails could easily be 


responsible for the dual regimes found in esker/drumlin swarms. Donnelly’s 


observations of the iron rich and iron poor clays are an example of the transformation 


that must occur in the electromagnetic medium of a comet’s tail.  
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The Frozen Landscape  
 


Let’s consider a typical esker/drumlin swarm such as the Peterborough ‘esker’ prior to 


its full mobilization and deposition by the returning seasons. We assume that the ridge 


structure was wholly buried beneath snow and ice, while the lighter organic and 


inorganic materials were diffused throughout a wider belt extending a few kilometers 


on either side of the main ridge formations. When the global upheaval accompanying 


this event had run its course and the sky cleared sufficiently to re-create the normal 


cycle of seasons, the ice sheet would begin to retreat. This process revealed the pre-


urban landscape we see today. Before the rains and summer melting began to cause 


major recession, the buildup of ice and season snows would have turned present valleys 


into slowly-moving rivers of ice. Swarms straddling these valleys would be broken away, 


their debris pushed into the major ice routes such as the Hudson and St. Lawrence River 


troughs.  


 


The Run Off  
 


Moraines are only the more obvious ridges left by the retreating ice. Complex 


hydrocarbons and simple salts also left their imprint on the landscape.  


 


The Dam Ridges  
 


When not torn away by valley glaciers, esker/drumlin swarms acted as effective dams 


and sluices. Their greater bulk would have assured their earthward movement at a 


much greater rate than the lighter and more scattered silts and clays. The subsequent 


run-off, carrying the slurries, suspensions and solutions trapped in the ice sheet, would 


find the ridges and as water will do, take the easiest path through or over the obstacle. 


The slurries would tend to settle against the upslope side of the swarm ridges, leaving 


their characteristic layered imprint (varves) built up, sometimes in annual cycles, against 


the upslope side of the ridges.  
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The balance of these muddy rivers would find their way through the gaps in the swarm, 


filling their interstices and creating plateaux.  


 
Concentric Arcs of Hydrocarbons  


 


Hydrocarbons combined with the outwash and turned into a gelatinous mass. (64) Less 


dense than water, these sticky masses would float on the run-off’s surface and be lifted 


above or passed through the swarm ridges and deposited at the base of the retreating 


ice sheet. These deposits, conforming to the lobes of retreating ice and snow, would 


form concentric arcs of hydrocarbons, with each arc representing a single season. 


These arcs reveal the same dynamic behavior and basic shape as moraines. They may 


still be seen in northern continental terrains where they are called ‘strings’. Whether 


collected in concentric strings or in basins, huge deposits of this complex hydrocarbon, 


called peat, are found on all continents previously covered by the last ice sheet. The 


peat deposits correspond to the great coal deposits found in the gaps between 


mountain ranges such as the coal fields found in the northeast of the United States. 


(Illustration 17, above)  
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CONCLUSION  


 
 


 


Tantalizingly Close  
 


Donnelly recognized the drift as cometary debris, but in his rejection of the reigning 


glacial hypothesis, failed to recognize its true association with ice. Ehlers, in a recent 


text, summarizes the early attitude:  


“The origin of tills in formerly-glaciated areas has been a matter of debate since the 


emergence of glacial theory. In North Germany in the late nineteenth century, tills were 


first regarded as super glacial morainic deposits of the Pleistocene ice sheets. The 


concept was only refuted after Nansen (Norwegian explorer Fridtjof Nansen) had 


crossed the Greenland ice sheet. Nowhere on the inland ice did he and his expedition 


find any super glacial debris.” (65)  


One is tempted to imagine a chance encounter between Donnelly and Nansen, with his 


now-defeated conviction that somehow drift was levitated to the top of ice sheets.  


Donnelly’s catastrophic scenario cast ice not as a direct contributor but a byproduct of 


the lash of the great comet’s tail. He felt that the drift struck with such ferocity that the 


resulting heat created earth-enfolding clouds of condensing vapor, which then fell as 


the deep snows of the great winters of ‘Klimasturz’ of folklore memory. (66) 


Nansen, presumably a mainstream naturalist who would be inimical to catastrophic 


concepts such as the deluge of fundamentalist Christian doctrine and the ice-buried 


earth of Aggissiz, would have probably given the wilder epic of Donnelly little 


consideration.  
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The Unfinished Puzzle  
 


And so catastrophic theory has remained with scientists still looking for the connecting 


pieces of a jig-saw puzzle that will not quite go together. Despite the turn to the study of 


catastrophism the earth sciences have taken in the last decade, we are still presented 


with a bleak and distorted portrait of our planet’s evolution. New life still slowly 


emerges, ‘red in tooth and claw’ from the smoking ruins of an atmosphere poisoned by 


a death star or rogue comet. Yet paleontologists agree that we have not only evolved 


but proliferated after each of these earth ages. Greater numbers of species appear to 


radiate from these global crises than expire in their physical fury and they appear to do 


so in co-operation with their fellow fauna and flora. (67)  


Do comets have a benign as well as a destructive role to play in these evolutionary 


epics? Because they only cover the earth partially, existing and emerging flora and fauna 


are not completely destroyed. On the contrary, their tails may contain the hydrocarbons 


and other complex molecules needed to renew a flagging biosphere and provide new 


physical environments for emerging life forms.  
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GLOSSARY  
 


 


Core    See ridge.  


Deluvialist(s)  Geologists who believe the surface features of the earth were 


shaped by Noah’s deluge. 


Divide  An area of land or water marking the boundary from which the 


glacial ice sheets of the last ice age apparently radiated outward. 


Drift  A general term for all rock material supposed to have been 


transported by glaciers and deposited directly from the ice or 


through the agency of meltwater. It is generally applied to 


Pleistocene deposits in large regions that no longer contain glaciers. 


Drumlin  A ridge of sand and gravel left behind when the continental glacial 


ice of the last age melted. It ranges in length from 400 to 2000 


meters (average length is 500 meters) and from 8 to 60 meters in 


height (average height is 30 meters). It is usually shorter in length 


than an esker (see below) and has a blunt nose pointing in the 


direction from which the ice supposedly approached and has a 


gentler slope tapering in the other direction. 


Debris tail  The tail of a comet composed of sand, gravel and other (millimeter-


sized or larger) cometary debris. 


Esker  A ridge of sand and gravel left behind when the continental glacial 


ice of the last age melted. It ranges in length from less than 100 


meters to more than 500 kilometers (counting gaps) and from 3 to 


more than 300 meters in height. Both ends of the ridge are blunt. 


Fluvial   Produced by the action of a stream.  
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Gas tail  The number one tail of a comet composed of gas and pointing 


directly away from the sun. 


Glacialist(s)  Geologists who believe the surface features of the earth were 


shaped by the vast ice sheets of the last ice age. 


Jet  A ribbon or filament composed of sand, gravel and other cometary 


material ejected in a stream from discrete areas of a comet’s 


nucleus.  


Kame  A mound, knob or short irregular ridge composed of stratified sand 


and gravel, deposited at the margin of a melting glacier. 


Klimasturz  A catastrophic change of climate, during which, under mysterious 


circumstances, all the mammoths of Siberia perished. 


Mantle   The sedimentary regime covering esker/drumlin swarms. 


Morarne  A ridge of stratified glacial drift, chiefly till, deposited by the direct 


action of a static or retreating continental ice sheet at its perimeter. 


Ridge  A general term for a long narrow core with steep sides, exclusive of 


the mantle. 


Stria  One of a series of fine grooved lines or threads on the surface of a 


rock. 


Strings   Morainic deposits of peat. 


Swarm   A group of roughly parallel eskers, drumlins and related ridges. 


Till  Unstratified drift, deposited directly by a glacier without reworking 


by meItwater. 


Varve  A sedimentary sequence of laminae deposited in a body of still 


water within one year’s time. 








Dedication 


 


My introduction to Alfred Degrazia came from my  reading of ‘The Velikovsky Affair, which i devoured in 
1972 close on the heels of finishing ‘Worlds  in Collission’. I have read much on the outrage since 
including Velikovsky’s own recollections, but nothing so far has had the same effect on my normally 
phlegmatic political  consciousness.  But, after all, that is to be expected from the pen of a sociologist.  
What has surprised and sometimes hurt my pride  is that everytime I googgled a technical or 
mythological issue related to this article such as downpours of gravel, references to such exotica as 
Kuglers twin meteors and velikovsky’s take on Agassiz, gues whose name usually comes up first?  I might 
as well be up front about it since it will be obvious from my list of references.   So Degrazia, slow down a 
little!  And don’t worry, there’s not a chance in hell that anyone is going to catch up with you.   
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Abstract 


 


 


In the early 19th century, a competition arose regarding basic geomorphic mechanisms.  
The debate turned on the origin of erratic, enormous boulders found far from their 
presumed source.   Louis Agassiz (1807-73) ultimately convinced his peers that the earth is 
periodically covered by great –bedrock-grinding sheets of ice, capable of plucking and 
transporting these erratics for great distances.  This article reconsiders the contribution of 
a dark horse, Ignatious Donnelly,  who entered the race in 1883, with Ragnarok, The Age of 
Gravel and Fire.  The author proposed a  cometary origin for the erratics  and their 
associated rocky debris.     
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The contributions of competing catastrophic proponents of ice , flood and comets, are 
reconsidered in light of recent breakthroughs in the observation of solar system surfaces 
and the splitting behaviour of comets.   


The new evidence not only supports Donnelys claim, it appears that he underestimated the 
contribution comets make in planetary evolution.   


 


 “The phenomena of the Glacial Period in Britain contain some of the most interesting 
problems it has yet been the lot of geologists to attempt to solve.  It,  therefore, behoves us 
to approach the subject in a spirit of humility.  That such varied explanations have been 
proffered from time to time, that most contradictory conclusions should be drawn from 
well-ascertained and generally acknowledged facts, is curious and somewhat depressing. 
There is, however, this reflection to comfort us: however strange, however contradictory, 
however devoid of common-sense the various explanations and theories of the Glacial 
Period appear to the various observers and reasoners  upon them, the total effect is, like 
that of the hypothetical Ice-Sheet, a push forward.  Without opposition, observation 
stagnates, so that the first effect of enthusiasm, even if directed in lines that afterwards 
prove to be mistaken, is to advance the science we love so well. Even if a theory be utterly 
false, it may prove of great educational value… 


 


Mellard Reade 1896:   From ’Problems in the Glacial Theory’ [1] 
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Erratics 


 


 


 


Figure 1 an erratic called Yeager Rock, Waterville Plateau, Washington, USA 


 


 


Determining the origin of erratics, the largest rocks found in the drift, (a term inherited 
from the original belief that these boulders were the residue of the biblical deluge)has been 
a surprisingly critical objective in geology’s internecine battles.  Pummelled relentlessly by 
deluvialists, the glacialists for the last 150 years have held their tattered flag aloft in an 
uneasy victory as the reigning explicators of the origins of these sometimes awesome 
anomalies.  To these main contenders, we shall add a dark horse, Ignatius Loyola Donnelly 
(November 3, 1831–January 1, 1901).  Donnelly proclaimed these great stones part of the 
blankets of cometary debris, covering a large part of the globe.  
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Erratics are boulders (defined as stones of any chemical make-up and greater than 30 cm in 
diameter) found a significant distance from their presumed source.  These giant stones (see 
illustrations) achieved their present geological significance from the clue they provided for 
the continent-covering ice sheets imagined by their leader Louis Agassiz.  


The following tale, is now a minor classic in the history of geology: 


“As early as 1815 a sharp-eyed chamois- hunter of the Alps, Perraudin by name, had noted 
the existence of the erratics, and, unlike most of his companion hunters, had puzzled his 
head as to how the bowlders got where he saw them. He knew nothing of submerged 
continents or of icebergs, still less of upheaving mountains; and though he doubtless had 
heard of the Flood, he had no experience of heavy rocks floating like corks in water. 
Moreover, he had never observed stones rolling uphill and perching themselves on 
mountain-tops,)...  Yet there the stones are. How did they get there?  


The mountaineer thought that he could answer that question. He saw about him those 
gigantic serpent- like streams of ice called glaciers, "from their far fountains slow rolling 
on," carrying with them blocks of granite and other debris to form moraine deposits. If 
these glaciers had once been much more extensive than they now are, they might have 
carried the boulders and left them where we find them. On the other hand, no other natural 
agency within the sphere of the chamois-hunter's knowledge could have accomplished this; 
ergo the glaciers must once have been more extensive....  He conceived one of the few truly 
original and novel ideas of which the nineteenth century can boast..” [2] 


 


Not So Fast! 


 


With all due respect, both Perraudins hagiographer and the chamois hunter could have had 
recourse to the bible in pondering the source of these stones.  


   Immanuel Velikovsky, the 20th century’s leading catastrophist, and his predecessor 
Ignatius Donnelly, certainly did,   for they both picked up on and were inspired by the 
famous story of the long day of Joshua.  We will quote extensively from Donnelly’s 
‘Ragnarok’, in part because Donnelly, having died a half century before the publication of 
Velikovsky’s heretical ‘Worlds  in Collision’, has obvious priority , but more for the manner 
in which their use of the biblical material differed, with Donnelly making greater use of 
their collective  insight in solving the enigma of erratic boulder origins.   
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“Donnelly wrote: In the Bible we have distinct references to the fall of matter 
from 
heaven. In Deuteronomy (chap. xxviii), among the consequences which 
are to follow disobedience of God's will, we have the following: 
 
"The Lord shall smite thee . . . with an extreme burning, and 
with the sword, and with blasting, and with mildew; and they shall 
pursue thee until thou perish.  
 
"And thy heaven that is over thy head shall be brass, and the 
earth that is under thee shall be iron. 
 


 
Figure 2. Artistic Depiction of the dust from heaven 


 


"The Lord shall make the rain of thy land powder and dust: from. 
heaven shall it come down upon thee, until thou be destroyed_. . . . 
 
"And thou shalt _grope at noonday_, as the blind gropeth in 
darkness." 
 
 
 


And even that marvellous event, so much mocked at by modern thought, the standing-still 
of the sun, at the command of Joshua, may be, after all, a reminiscence of the catastrophe of 
the Drift(??). In the American legends, we read that the sun stood still, and Ovid tells us that 
"a day was lost." Who shall say what circumstances accompanied an event great enough to 
crack the globe itself into immense fissures?  
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It is, at least, a curious fact hat in Joshua (chap. x) the standing-still of the sun was 
accompanied by a fall of stones from heaven by which multitudes were slain.  Here is the 
record: 
 


"And it came to pass, as they fled from before Israel, and were  in the going down 
to Beth-horon, that _the Lord cast down great stones from heaven upon them_ 
unto Azekah, and they died: there were 
more which died with hailstones than they whom the children of Israel slew with 
the sword." 
 
"And the sun stood still, and the moon stayed, until the people 
had avenged themselves upon their enemies. Is not this written in the 
book of Jasher? So the sun stood still in the midst of heaven, and 
hasted not to go down _about a whole day_. 
 
"And there was no day like that before it or after it, that the 
Lord hearkened unto the voice of a man: for the Lord fought for 
Israel." [10] 
 


 
It seems clear that Velikovsky was unaware of Ragnarok prior to finishing his manuscript. 
He was too original a thinker   and much too proud to resort to plagiarism, but he was 
made aware of Donnelly`s priority before publication of ‘Worlds  in Collision


He wrote in 


 ‘and forced to 
make a  grudging acknowledgment of Donnelly’s prior claim.   


Worlds in Collision[3]: 


"Ignatius Donnelly, author, reformer, and member of the United States House of 
Representatives, tried in his book Ragnarok (1883) to explain the presence of 
till and gravel on the rock substratum in America and Europe by hypothesizing 
an encounter with a comet, which rained till on the terrestrial hemisphere 
facing it at that moment. He placed the event in an indefinite period, but at a 
time when man already populated the earth. Donnelly did not show any 
awareness that Whiston was his predecessor. His assumption that there is till 
only in one half of the earth is arbitrary and wrong."[2]   


We must understand Velikovsky’s chagrin.  The Joshua story represented more than a 
synchronic link between a shower of cometary debris and a slowing of the earth’s diurnal 
rotation. It provided for Velikovsky a method of linking early civilizations, since a 
lengthening of the day in the western hemisphere, he deduced, would lengthen the night in 
another.  A significant portion of ‘Worlds in Collision’ is dedicated to the effects which the 
various cometary encounters had on overall chronology, including dysfunctional water 
clocks  and sundials, missing months and shortened years.    
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What is important here is the use each man made of his Joshua epiphany. Velikovsky’s day 
job was psychoanalysis. , and his reputation was solid enough to gain consultation fees 
from His fellow practitioners. His avocation was revising ancient Middle-eastern history.  
His first completed manuscript was not the best selling ‘Worlds in Collision’, but Ages in 
Chaos, a  series devoted to   radically reconstructing Egyptian and Mesopotamian 
monarchies to suit biblical dates.   


Despite lukewarm sales, he persisted in his efforts, publishing three more titles dealing 
with the topic before his death in 1979 [24] [25] [26].  Donnelly had no particular interest 
in chronology .  He was much more a dilettante than Velikovsky, with wider professional 
interests.  He was a successful populist, serving as lieutenant governor of Minnesota  and 
U.S. congressman, and he was as obsessed with the true identity of Shakespeare  and the 
location of Plato’s Atlantis as he was with the nature of comets.  But in the end his 
exploitation  of the Joshua event produced greater geological dividends.  


What must have furthered irritated the more scholarly Velikovsky, was the off-handed 
manner in which Donnelly treated the Joshua story.   


“  I do not propound these questions as any part of my theory, but merely as 
suggestions. The American and Polynesian legends represent that the 
catastrophe increased the length of the days. This may mean nothing, or a great 
deal. At least, Joshua's legend may yet take its place among the scientific 
possibilities.” [10] 


 


Velikovsky mellowed little in his evaluation of Donnelly’s work, and 25 years later in his 
autobiographical Stargazers and Gravediggers  he still bored in on his predecessor’s lack of 
chronological credentials:  


".. …  nor did he assign the catastrophe to any particular time. He did not suspect 
any resulting change in the astronomical position of the earth or of its satellite 
or in the duration of the day, the month, or the year.  


 
Neither (did he suspect) the role of Venus or of any other planet generally, nor did (he) 
recognize the times of the Exodus, Joshua, or Isaiah as periods of great upheavals."[3] . 
 
But Donnelly achieved much by sticking closely to the task of tracing these deadly showers 
to other cultures.   He concluded the Joshua passages by returning to the theme of 
Ragnarok’s sub-title ‘The Age of Fire and Gravel’.    
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“ But it is in the legend of the Toltecs of Central America, as preserved in one of 
the sacred books of the race, the "Codex Chimalpopoca," that we find the 
clearest and most indisputable references to the fall of gravel  "'The third sun' 
(or era) 'is called Quia-onatiuh, sun of rain, because there fell a rain of fire; all 
which existed burned; _and there fell a rain of gravel.' 


 
 


Outlooks Compared 


 


Velikovsky was a true catastrophist.  Although he understood that the global upheavals he 
described so vividly had a  positive evolutionary dimension ( he admitted as much in a 
conversation with this writer in 1978) , at the conclusion of Worlds in Collision, he took on 
the tone and dark outlook of the  Hebrew prophets he frequently quoted.  He issued a  
warning to stir our slumbering minds  to the past lest we replay the chaotic epics  of the 
past by setting off a nuclear holocaust [3].  


 


Donnelly had a broader outlook  on his age of fire and gravel which he pitched in a 
Whitmanesque hymn to cometary debris: 


“THE DRIFT, What is it...Go out with me where yonder men are digging a well. 
Let us observe the material they are casting out.  First they penetrate through a 
few inches or a foot or two of surface soil; then they enter a vast deposit of sand, 
gravel, and clay. It may be fifty, one hundred, five hundred, eight hundred feet, 
before they reach the stratified rocks on which this drift rests. It covers whole 
continents. It is our earth. It makes the basis of our soils: our railroads cut their 
way through it; our carriages drive over it; our cities are built upon it; our crops 
are derived from it; the water we drink percolates through it; on it we live, love, 
marry, raise children, think, dream, and die; and in the bosom of it we will be 
buried.” 


 


Where did it come from? That is what I propose to discuss with you in this work [10] “And 
discuss he did , making such a destructive assault on the Ice Age explanation for the origins 
of the drift and its associated boulder population,  that we must revert to the opening 
apologia ,however strange, however contradictory, however devoid of common-sense the 
various explanations and theories of the Glacial Period appear to the various observers and 
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reasoners upon them, the total effect is, like that of the hypothetical Ice-Sheet, a push 
forward.”  Let us therefore “push forward” with a proposed resolution to the origin of 
erratic boulders that well might stretch even the imagination of our radical protagonists.   


 


 


Why Ice? 


 


We will not rehash all the difficulties in the persisting claim that glaciers pluck boulders 
from bedrock, convey them, while eroding their surfaces, for hundreds of kilometres , 
somehow transfer them to the top of the towering ice sheet, and then carry them hundreds 
of metres uphill,  embedding them in the crests of mountain ridges.  Donnelly did too 
thorough a job, and the full text of Ragnarok is available on-line for those who wish to 
follow the entire argument.  An excellent précis of the controversy is provided in a 
compilation taken from the admirable work of William Corliss. [29]  


Suffice it to say that 120 years since the publication of Ragnarok, the earth’s many glaciers 
have yet to grind out any tills.  This show stopper, however, has never impeded geologists 
from producing thousands of learned articles based on the extremely shakey premise of a 
glacial origin for till.  .  But one can understand the earnestness of Agassiz’s promotion of 
the ice age.  After all, these boulders were initially found on the glacier-rich Alpine valleys.   


Moreover, glaciers are quite capable of carrying large rocks on their slowly moving backs, 
although it is doubtful that they could support thousand ton behemoths without 
swallowing them.     There was also a further detail that supported a glacial origin and 
appeared to argue against Donnelly’s exogenous hypothesis.  It is that many of the erratics 
could be traced to the chemical signatures of remote upstream mountain belts.  


 We shall return to this critical issue later, for this finding, as I will argue, supports an 
extraterrestrial origin for both erratic boulders and their alleged mother rocks.   But we 
must now bring in Immanuel Velikovsky.   
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The Deluge Connection 


 


It is difficult to understand Velikovsky’s rejection of an extraterrestrial origin for till.  As 
noted above, they both started with the same insight, but Velikovsky had the advantage of 
having eventually read Ragnarok.  His attribution of great meteoric storms to the global 
upheavals in the pre-Cristian era, pictured in his chapters on the maruts  is masterful, 
employing all his dramatic gifts in describing the awe these celestial fireworks inspired in 
our ancestors. Yet when faced with the question of the source of erratics, his imagination 
seemed to dissipate into a conventional deluvial interpretation.   


 


Figure 3.Sequence depicting the retreat of an ice sheet and the subsequent formation of a moraine feature 
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“  Agassiz, in 1840, assumed that just as the Alpine moraines were left behind by 
the retreating glaciers, so the moraines in the flat-lands of northern Europe and 
America could have beencaused by the movement of great continental ice sheets 
(and thus introduced the theory of iceages).  Although this is correct to some 
extent, the analogy is not exact, as the glaciers of the Alps push the stones down, 
not up the slope. Meeting an upward motion of the ice, large boulders would 
probably sink into the ice.  The problem of the migration of the stones must be 
regarded as only partially connected with the progress and retreat of the ice 
sheet, if at all. Billows miles high traveled over the land, originating in causes 
described in this book. ..”.  
 
 


His somewhat backhanded approbation of Agassiz’s problematic ice theory would have 
irritated Donnelly, who determinedly argued the physical impossibility of moving ice 
uphill.  Nonetheless, Velikovsky’s connection of the tsunami-like “waves of translation” to 
the long day of Joshua is ingenious:  “The fact that accumulations of stones were 
transferred from the equator toward the higher latitudes, an enigmatic problem in the ice 
theory, can be explained by the poleward recession of the equatorial waters at the moment 
the velocity of rotation of the earth was reduced or its poles were shifted. In the Northern 
Hemisphere, in India, the moraines were carried from the equator not only toward higher 
latitudes, but also toward the Himalaya Mountains, and in the Southern Hemisphere from 
the equatorial regions of Africa toward the higher latitudes, across the prairies and deserts 
and forests of the black continent.” [3] 
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Figure 4. Proposed formation of Moraines 


  
Despite these efforts, one cannot help thinking that Velikovsky was never fully engaged in 
pursuing the erratic problem . Even at the critical juncture of denying glacial transportation 
for boulders, he was thinking mainly of the chronological implications of the stones, for he 
pauses in his critical analysis of the question of erratic transport to make the somewhat 
irrelevant comment  on the era in which these boulders were emplaced.  But the problem, 
surely, was not boulder transport but origin, and Velikovsky was the 20th century’s leading 
exponent of cometary encounters.  In this matter he definitely was caught napping at the 
switch.   
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Figure 5. Remnants after the ice sheet retrieval. 


 


 


There is little question that water, under high pressure can move boulders.  They are easily 
sluiced away in mining for gold in the frozen mucks of the Yukon, and manufacturers use 
special water jet tools to cut delicate patterns in tool steel.  When a dam broke in the 
famous Johnstown flood [4] the rushing waters carried burning houses and railway cars in 
its career down the watershed. But as we will demonstrate, flooding waters tend to 
displace rather than produce boulders which are found sitting upon and embedded in 
rather unexpected places, both on earth and elsewhere in the solar system.   
   
 
 


Boulders and Comets 


 


Only recently have we been able to verify Donnelly’s claim for comets as the source for 
erratics.  This is due to the paradox that materials heavy enough to move along a comet’s 
orbit, are too large to be detected by conventional telescopes.  On the other hand, the 
ionized light gases and the sub micron-sized particles that are light enough to be driven 
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away from the comet’s nuclei by the solar wind (described as type 2  tails), fluoresce and 
reflect light, clearly outlining the comets overall evanescent tail structure to the naked eye 
(see illustration). 


  The development of infra-red instruments, however, have permitted astronomers to 
detect and partially track a comet’s debris tail which, unlike the type 2 dust and gas tails, 
move along the same orbit as the comet’s nuclei.   


 


Figure 6 Artist’s Rendition of Fragments of Comet Shoemaker levy's Impact on Jupiter 


 


The plural term is deliberately used here, because some comets, like Shoemaker-Levy 9, 
which encountered Jupiter in 1994, are composed of many fragments and possess no 
obvious dominant nucleus.  . 


Until the development of the infra-red detectors and advance optics, astronomers could 
only speculate on the issue of comets as creators of boulder-sized debris.   Loath to sacrifice 
their expensive space craft, investigators kept away from comets that were overly active.  
In 2006, however,   Japanese astronomers utilizing an advanced camera, observed the 
fragmentation of Comet 73P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 3b.   
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Figure 7. Infrared image of Comet 73P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 3 


 
 
The following is taken from their report [18]: 
 


“73P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 3 (hereafter 73P/S-W3)   is   a   member   of   
the Jupiter-family comets  (JFCs), orbiting the Sun with a  5.4-year period. 
During the apparition of  1995,  73P/S-W3 showed a huge outburst in activity. 
Afterward, four separate nuclei were confirmed and labeled A, B, C, and D. Of the 
four, fragment C was the largest and the presumed principal remnant of the 
original nucleus. The size of the nucleus was studied  … the pre-breakup radius 
was 1.1 km  and the radius of fragment C was 0.68 -0.04 km. (HST)(Hubble 
Space Telescope)  observations ” 
 


 
  After painstakingly masking out background noise and smeared star images, the 
investigators reported that they had culled from 211 candidates and “(mbz Xxmx01i), they 
could state that “ … at least 154 mini-comets were detected by our data analysis methods.” 
It is now established that comets not only produce boulders in profusion, they are in effect 
the sub-nucleii from which Donnelly’s  accumulations of tills are born.   
 
Lest their  readers were lacking in imagination, the authors also underscored this planet’s 
potential security concerns: 
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Boehnardt and the Maruts 


 


The improved observations of the splitting and breakdown of comets have provided a  
clearer understanding of the great meteoric storms our ancestors must have witnessed.  H 
Boehnhardt, a member of the Max-Planck-Institut for Astronomy, Heidelberg has divided the 
comet splitting phenomenon into two distinct categories.  . These quotations are taken 
from this ground- breaking article on splitting.  The first excerpt is from the abstract: [15] 
 
“More than 40 split comets have been observed over the past 150 years. Two of the split 
comets have disappeared completely; another one was destroyed during its impact on 
Jupiter.The analysis of the postsplitting dynamics of fragments suggests that nucleus 
splitting can occur at large heliocentric distances (certainly beyond 50 AU) for long-period 
and new comets and all along the orbit for short-period comets.  … The two basic types of 
comet splitting (few fragments and many fragments) may require different model 
interpretations. Disappearing comets may represent rare cases of complete nucleus 
dissolution as suggested by the prototype case, Comet C/1999 S4 (LINEAR). …  
. Comet splitting seems to be an efficient process of mass loss of the nucleus and thus can 
play an important role in the evolution of comets toward their terminal state. The 
secondary nuclei behave as comets of their own (with activity, coma, and tail) exhibiting a 
wide range of lifetimes. However, at present it is now known whether the fragments’ 
terminal state is “completely dissolved” or “exhausted and inactive.” 
 
1. THE PHENOMENON 
Split comets appear as multiple comets with two or more components arising from the 
same parent and initially moving in very similar orbits. When active, the components 
usually display well-defined individual comae and tails that can overlap each other when 
the ensemble is close (see Fig. 1). (please insert, if possible mbz)Most of the components of 
a split comet “disappear” sooner or later; i.e., within time spans of hours to years the 
components become too faint to be detected even by the largest telescopes, and only one 
main component “survives” for a longer period of time. … the ultimate proof of comet 
splitting is provided through the detection of at least one secondary component (also called 
a fragment or companion) to the primary nucleus. The scientific interest in split comets 
reaches beyond the obvious questions “Why do comets split?” and “What is the 
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sequence of events?” and focuses on the understanding of the internal structure and 
chemistry of the cometary nucleus as well as its overall evolution with time.  The answers 
obtained from split comets may even provide information on the formation scenario of the 
solar system (for instance, the size distribution of the cometesimals, the original ice chem- 
istry, and even the “birth place” of cometary nuclei). 
 
The following is Boehnhardt’s division of splitting comet type: 
 
“Two types of split comets are known from observations: Type A: The split comet has a few 
(usually two) components. The primary fragment is the one that remains “per-manent”; the 
secondary can be minor, short-lived, or per-sistent for a longer time (years to centuries). 
The primaryis considered to be identical to the original nucleus (theparent body), while the 
secondary represents a smaller piece that is broken off the nucleus (typica lly 10–100 m in 
size). Type A splitting events can recur in the same object.  
…  
Type B: The split comet has many (more than 10) components that could arise from a single 
or a short sequence of fragmentation events. The fragments are short-lived (possibly of 
small size), and no primary component can be identified. Tertiary fragmentation of 
secondaries is occasionally observed. Type B events are believed to represent cases of 
dissolution and/or disruption of the comet and the parent body may become completely 
destroyed. Known cases are Comet D/1993 F2 (Shoemaker-Levy 9) and Comet C/1999 
S4 (LINEAR).” 
 
 
 


The Companion 


 


Boehnhardt`s cometary characterizations has helped in clarifying a problem this writer has 
had ever since reading the 1927 work of Franz Xaver Kugler, a Jesuit scholar with an 
international reputation for his abilities in archeoastronomy, mathamatics and cuneiform 
philology .  Writing in chapter 4 of ‘The Velikovsky Affair’, [5] Livio C. Stecchini wrote of his 
1927 monograph entitled "The Sibylline Starwars and Phaethon In the Light of Natural 
History.” 


`... The reality behind the myth, is that the earth was enveloped by a stream of meteorites, a 
stream of 'enormous width' and containing meteorites of such 'giant' size that they could 
cause great fires and violent flood waves.” This was par for the catastrophist course, but the 
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event that began the star wars, according to this version of the great legend,  was not 
Velikovsky`s Venus, (although she participated, as did the entire celestial assembly , but 
two giant meteors.   


Malcolm Lowery, Kugler`s translator,  wrote:  


"Kugler recognises in lines 512, 513 and 515 a description of the arrival of "two 
enormous meteors of the apparent size and form of the sun and the moon . . . with 
their characteristic accompanying features", but is happy to leave them out of the 
further action, accepting them, presumably, as no more than the excuse the 
ancients needed to write a poem about the events following."  


 


 Kugler`s detection of mismatched meteors, immediately brought Boehnhardts Type A split 
comet to mind, and to a category of mythic partners I had filed away under the heading of 
`Little brother `phenomena. 


 


Figure 8. War shirt worn by the  Morning Star Pawnee 


 


Little Brother was the mysterious companion of the Pawnee Morning Star, this remarkable 
tribes principal cosmic deity.   When Morning Star went out to conquer Evening Star - 
explicitly known by the Pawnee as Venus-Morning Star  made  use of Little Brother`s `ball 
of fire`which he rolled towards  their enemies.  What struck me at the time was the 
similarity of this character to Thor`s mischevious companion, Loki, who would disappear 
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on occasion with Thorès  hammer. This weapon, Asgard`s  greatest treasure, often 
compared to the thunderbolt of Zeus, like Little Brother` ball of fire, conveniently returned 
to  its owner.  Velikovsky, in his attempt to unravel the complex Star war battles considered 
the great cosmic conflict between Zeus and Typhon , an ancestral interpretation of the 
electrical discharges between the head and tail of the great comet.  It is now necessary to 
consider Kugler`s two meteors as a type A comet with their tail’s detached or obscured.   


 


 


The Lost Sister 


 


In Degrazia`s `Chaos and Creation Ginzberg reports a  legendconcerning the trigger of the 
Noachian deluge: "the upper water rushed through the space left when god removed two 
stars out of the constellation Pleiades. [6]  


The Pleiades –also known as the Seven Sisters- is an unremarkable group of stars, that 
happen to be the constellation most mentioned in mythology.  My favourite Pleiades story 
is that of Electra, the missing sister.   


This excerpt is taken from alcyone.com [7].    
 


Electra`, although for at least two or three centuries the title of a clearly visible 
star, has been regarded as the Lostsister, from the legend that she withdrew her 
light in sorrow at witnessing the destruction of Ilium, which was founded by her 
son Dardanos, -- as witness Ovid in the Fasti:  
... or, as Hyginus wrote, left her place to be present at its fal, thence wandering 
off as a hair-star, or comet; or, reduced in brilliancy, settled down close to Mizar 
as Alophx, the Fox, the Arabs' Al Suha, and our Alcor.. 


 


Were the famous northern companion constellations of the Great and Little Bear  , Wain 
and Dipper, and other partnered stars memorials to a  Boehnhardt type A splitting event 
and comet.  , In other words, were the Pleiades the point in the night sky from which 
Electra, our type A  comet appeared, and finally disappeared.   


If the two stars the Hebrew lord of heaven removed to bring forth the deluge was a classic 
type A event, then the bright meteors that preceded Kugler`s Starwars,  not directly 
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implicated in the war, could be a type B event. Type A splitting events can recur, according 
to Boehnhardt, and that could account for a relatively major meteoric storm such as the 
deluge .   The destructive twins could appear a number of times as atype B event, in which 
the smaller companion would begin to disintegrate completely.  In the balance of this paper 
we will be utilizing this model in our search for a more definitive resolution to the source of 
erratics.   
 


 


The Marutes, a perfect meteoric storm 


 


In one of the more vivid chapters of World`s in Collission, Velikovsky claimed that a post-
deluvial  encounter between Mars and Venus ,in fading cometary form,turned Mars  into 
the leader of a band of  mini-comets.  When his controversial claim of an  inter-planetary 
clash is put aside, his portrayal of the night sky of this turbulent period of ancient history 
provides compelling eye witness reports of a  comet-splitting event:   


 


 


The Terrible Ones 
 


 
According to Velikovsky [3], … Meteorites and gases, … began a semi-independent 
existence, some following the orbit of Mars, some other paths. 
 
These swarms of meteorites with their gaseous appendages were newborn comets; flying 
in bands and taking various shapes, they made an uncanny impression. Those which 
followed Mars closely looked like a troop following their leader. They also ran along 
different orbits, grew quickly from small to giant size, and terrorized the peoples of the 
earth. the new comets,  … running very close to the earth, added to the terror,… . 
Similarly, the Babylonians saw the planet Mars-Nergal in the company of demons, and 
wrote in their hymns to Nergal: 2 "Great giants, raging demons, with awesome members, 
run at his right and at his left." These "raging demons" are pictured also in the Nergal-
Eriskigal poem; 3 they bring pestilence and cause earthquakes. 
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It appears that the mythological figures of the Furies of the Latins or the Erinyes of the 
Greeks, with serpents winding about their heads… 
 
The Erinyes traveled in a group, like huntresses or like a "pack of savage hounds,"  
 
To these comets, traveling in bands with Mars or Indra, are dedicated many Vedic hymns, 
indeed a great part of them. They are called Maruts "shining like snakes," "blazing in their 
strength," "brilliant like fires."  
 
O Indra, O strong hero, grant thou glory to us with the Maruts, terrible with the terrible 
ones, And then there are the stones again.   


 
“ Stones were hurled by these comets.You the powerful, who shine with your 
spears, shaking even what is unshakable by strength . . . 
Hurling the stone in the flight! . . .  
All beings are afraid of the Maruts. 
May your march be brilliant, O Maruts . . . 
Shining like snakes. 
May that straightforward shaft of yours, O Maruts, 
bounteous givers, be far from us, 
and far the stone which you hurl! 


 
... The earth groaned, the meteorites—the host of the Lord—filled the sky with a 


battle cry "over the whole space of the Earth," and "men reeled forward." 
 


These were, in Joel's words, the "wonders in the heavens and in the earth, blood, and fire, 
and pillars of smoke," when the "sun is turned into darkness, and the moon into blood." 
The clouds, the fire, the terrifying din, the darkness in the middle of the day; the fantastic 
figures on the sky of speeding chariots, running horses, marching warriors; the trembling 
of the earth, the reeling of the firmament, were visualized, felt, and feared on the shores of 
both the Mediterranean Sea and the Indian Ocean, for they were not local disturbances, but 
displays of cosmic forces in cosmic dimensions. 
 
 In more than this one instance it is possible to show that peoples, separated even by broad 
oceans, have described some spectacle in similar terms. These were pageants, projected 
against the celestial screen, that, a few hours after they were seen in India, appeared over 
Nineveh, Jerusalem, and Athens, shortly thereafter over Rome and Scandinavia, and a few 
hours later over the lands of the Mayas and Incas. 
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The dreadful figures scattered a hail of meteorites that bombarded walls with hot gravel 
and flew into windows; simultaneously cities were turned into heaps by the leaping 
ground. 


 
"The multitude of the terrible ones" is "like small dust," their invasion "shall be 
at an instant suddenly," says Isaiah.25 The Lord shall send his host "with 
thunder, and with earthquake, and great noise, with storm and tempest, and the 
flame of devouring fire." 
 


 
These Maruts are men brilliant with lightning, they shoot with thunderbolts, they blaze 
with the wind, they shake the mountains. 
 
Isaiah (25 : 4) says that 
 


 "the blast of the terrible ones is as a storm against the wall." 
 


The Maruts are often called "the terrible ones," the same term Isaiah used. "The terrible 
ones" of the Vedas were not common storm clouds, nor were the "terrible ones" of Joel and 
Isaiah human beings. Certainly only by chance did the similarity of names and pictures in 
the Vedas and the Prophets escape the attention of students of religion. 
 
The Maruts are understood here as comets which in great numbers started to whirl in the 
sky on short orbits, after the impact of Mars and Venus. They followed and preceded the 
planet Mars. 
 
The name Mars (genitive, Martis) would be of the same origin as Marut. It is therefore 
gratifying to read that the philological relation has already been established.  It is even 
more satisfactory that this philological equation was made without knowledge of the actual 
relation between the planet Mars and "the terrible ones." 
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Mars and Venus 


 


 


Figure 9. Mars and Venus in profile 


 


Much as I would like, moving on without commenting on Velikovsky’s association of the 
Maruts due to an impact between the planet Mars and the protoplanet Venus cannot be 
avoided.  Without going into a  book-length analysis, which would bring us no nearer 
certainty, Velikovksy’s contention that present sun-orbiting planets were dislocated and 
their orbits shuffled in the last 3.000 years, is still uncertain, but becoming less and less 
improbable.  We have observed Chiron [28], a  object in the 200 kilometre diameter range 
grow a coma and tail, and much larger objects, orbiting nearby stars, with highly elliptical 
orbits,  are being reported in growing numbers. 


  The Pawnee, who were inveterate meteorite hunters, pictured their chief deity morning 
Star proclaimed in tribal literature as Mars, riding on a bed of Meteorites.  Despite these 
uncanny associations, we are still far from indicting our present planets as direct 
contributors of our erratics.  As pointed out by Oltean [19] the present group of Jovian 
comets are more than adequate as suppliers of rocky debris.  A single one kilometre 
fragment from a Jovian comet, would be sufficient to cover a large swath of Ontario and the 
northern United States with stony debris. 
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The Smoking Gun 


 


 


On most clear nights, we are likely to witness the vestiges of a comet’s tail streak across the 
night sky, and it is not difficult to believe, after observing more than 150 mini-comets 
emerge from a comet in outburst mode, that the earth could eventually capture and land its 
broken remains.  But in addition to the peculiar condition and location of the drift, we can 
provide more convincing evidence of its passage through the earth’s atmosphere and final 
resting place.  Tracing the path of a comet’s boulders, from tail to trail would not only 
demonstrate the source of erratic, it would also establish the origin of the rest of a  comet’s 
debris.  For example there is a growing consensus, reported by Degrazzia, that the soils of 
the late Pleistocene, revealed by the retreating ice sheet in Eurasia and North America, 
were not endogenous.   


“Over several decades there has been a growing recognition that much of the mantle of soil 
is allochtonous." [7] But where does it come from? Few are the regions where soil can be 
shown to have aggregated as humus from the vegetation above. The large areas of Europe 
and Asia covered with loess are now considered all or in part by Russian scientists as non-
Aeolian. This is conveyed forcefully to their minds by the presence in the loess of numbers 
of angular stones. Promptly we are recalled to the pages of Donnelly's old book where he 
insists on the extraterrestrial origin of the angular stone typical of "glacial till" and of loess. 


There are two essential facts about comets that were not available to either our 
protagonists or their ancestral informants.  This is the surprising and  poorly understood 
structure and dynamics of comet tails.   Firstly, they are two-dimensional, and secondly, 
during outbursts, comets dust tails propagate individual bands (called stria), within which 
their particulates spread and fragment into progressively reducing particles in.  A typical 
tail display is shown in illustration x.   


I first became aware of a comet’s virtually invisible curtain of rocky debris in a collection of 
astronomical anomalies, to, edited by William Corliss.  Corliss cited Richard E. McCrosky, in 
the McGraw-Hill Encyclopaedia of Science and Technology,  


"In all cases the tail material is closely confined to the plane of the orbit.  In 
comets that show more than one type of tail or which show Type 1 streamers, 
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the various structures disappear when Earth passes through the plane of the 
comet orbit.  It is as though one were looking at a sheet of paper edgewise." 


I read this entry with great excitement, for it solved a major problem I encountered in 
searching for evidence of cometary depositions in the late Holocene.  I had given up looking 
for so-called impact craters.   Their empty interiors and suspiciously uniform rim heights 
did not seem to be related to Donnelly’s sky-born drift.  I then turn my attention to an 
intriguing phenomenon composed wholly of glacial tills.   


 


Super Swarms  
 


The region I live in, southern Ontario is located within the cross-over of two great 
assemblages of eskers and drumlins, which, along with Agassiz’s boulders are the leading 
artefacts encountered in ice age controversy.   They are essentially long narrow ridges 
composed of fossil-free gravel, sand, cobbles and, of course, boulders, of which, more later.  
There are thousands of these ridges, averaging a kilometre in length and 5 metres in height 
the esker is a ridge formation’s basic stripped down model, its triangulated cross-section 
displaying only the larger particulates (sand, gravel, cobbles and boulders)  


 


 


Figure 10. An excavated Esker 
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 Drumlins, the most common variety,  are essentially eskers covered with a streamlined cap 
of soil.  Both types display versions that are partly or wholly converted into concrete.  They 
are known by other designations such as ruches moutons, craig and tails, rock drumlins, 
flutes etc.  They are all jumped up versions of the basic esker and are usually found 
trending in the same direction.  In Canada, they inhabit two   of the earth’s three major 
systems normally called swarms or fields.  I have chosen to use the novel term super    
swarm which applies to the radiating collectivity of all varieties of these distinctive ridge 
forms along with related drift phenomena such as moraines and kettles which will be 
discussed later.  The super swarm radiating from the Canadian north-east is known as the 
new Quebec formation) and radiating from the northwest, is the Keewatin formation.  (see 
illustrations  [8]) Geologists recognize them to be products of late Holocene ice sheets, 
which is sensible.  But the rest of the explanations have suffered from much the same 
problems as those exposed by Donnelly.  They are made up of till, and its glacial origin is 
still disputed.   


To compound the problem, there are no mountains, necessary for creating the height-
dependant ice-grinding glaciers near the swarm radiants.  Geologist also claims that eskers 
have been observed appearing from today’s glaciers, but this is disputed as well [27]. 
Eskers and drumlins are carried over hills and cross streams with the same gravity-defying 
insouciance as erratic boulders.  I became convinced that these formations were cometary 
debris.  I was already a convert to Donnelly’s view on the cometary origin of till.  Both 
esker-drumlin swarms and their raw materials displayed too many anomalies to be 
creatures of continent-spanning ice sheets.  Eskers, for instance, were explained as the 
product of rivers running atop or beneath retreating ice sheets, but their fossil-free 
discontinuous cores and sharp edged sands and gravels showed little trace of alluvial 
transport.  


 The largest component, its boulders, uniformly worn, appeared to be embedded near or on 
the ridge crest, an almost laughable location for the most massive of all the presumed 
water-born elements.  Moreover the esker’s semi-parallel paths- in some places the ridges 
actually pressed in and rode up each other’s sides - resembled no river system ever seen on 
this or any other planet.  The two super swarms actually crossed each other’s path without 
one converging ice sheet smearing out the ridges of the other.  Though I was finally 
convinced that these ridges were derived from the ‘jets’ observed spewing debris from 
Halley’s peanut-shaped nucleus (see illustration ),  
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Figure 11. Picture of Halley's Comet taken during  the Giotto Project 


Still, some aspects of the proportions of eskers and drumlins and their lay down pattern 
troubled me.  I could not account for the narrow base of eskers which seldom were more 
than 10 metres wide - the jets on Halley were a lot wider.  The ability of ridges to touch 
each other also seemed to violate my assumption, shared by many astronomers, that 
cometary debris  radiated out in a three dimensional pattern from the comet’s nucleus like 
the feathers of a badminton birdie.  I found this tail pattern difficult to match to these 
closely, semi-parallel swarm tracks 


 


 


Figure 12. Radiating Pattern of Eskers near lake Erie from Google Terrain View 
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My faulty image of a flaring three-dimensional tube of debris immediately disappeared on 
reading of the sheet-like structure of a comet’s debris tail and a new image began to 
assemble- that of a vertically stacked series of debris ribbons, landing like a falling curtain 
perpendicular to the earth. 


I became convinced that this descending curtain provided an unmistakable imprint, like a 
shoe in wet concrete.  In my mind’s eye, a fan of discontinuous narrow ridges appeared, 
cushioned and preserved by its own supply of ice.   This two-dimensional tail seemed to 
magically solve many of the nagging problems inherent in both the ice age and deluge 
models.   


 


 


Order of Particulate Arrival 
 


 


The second part of the esker/drumlin puzzle, the anomalous position of the boulders found 
in these ridges, came from relatively recent observations of the comet’s type 2  dust tail. 
The astronomer Kimihiko Nishioka [20], wrote in Icarus:    


 


"Some big comets showed type II tails with many narrow striae called 
`synchronic bands,' the formation mechanism of which is still unknown.  A 
dynamic model for the formation mechanism of synchronic bands, which is 
based on the following process, is proposed. 


The complex particles of the aggregates of the unit particles are ejected from the 
nucleus of the comet and disintegrate repeatedly into individual unit particles at 
various disintegration speeds.  Then, these unit particles break up and their 
fragments are observed as synchronic bands.  These fragments continue to 
disintegrate or sublimate into smaller pieces and finally they become too small 
to be seen at a certain normalized lifetime. 


The structures calculated with this theory fit well the observed shape and                 
orientation of the synchronic bands of Comet West and Comet Seki-Lines."i
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A second article by  Sekinina [21] captured the discrete nature of the bands:  


 


“...the striae [synchronic  bands] emanating from comet Hale-Bopp, from early 
March to Mid-April 1998, a series of photographs captured the birth of striae 
over a 40-day period.   


... At that time they appeared very weak and confined on the young side of the 
dust tail.  During 8th to 18th March 1998, 17 prominent and well defined as well 
as at least 9 weak to marginal striae could be identified and measured in the 
processed images.  …(the)striae became very broad and diffuse in early April 
1998 ii


 


” 


 


Pushing the Envelope 


 
I quickly realized that these separate thin ribbons of progressively fragmenting rock 
matched the peculiar order observed in each discontinuous esker.   I was convinced that I 
had found the final piece in the super swarm puzzle.  Unfortunately, in my excitement, I  
had overlooked the fact that debris tails were virtually invisible.   


The reported observations were not of the debris trails but the type 2 dust tail that moves 
in the anti-solar direction (se illustration)  


 


 


Figure 13.Comet Tempel's Debris Tail observed through infrared 
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In ‘Tails of a Recent Comet’ [8], a paper I co-authored with Frank Wallace, The following 
were my erroneous findings: 


 “  ( Not only do the striae develop laterally, presumably towards the sun, but 
(they)also broaden and eventually take on the quality of the 'gossamer' webs 
extending from planetary ring systems) “ 


 


As of this writing, there is no direct evidence of individual ribbons of spreading debris 
similar to the anti-solar dust tails observed emanating from comets West, Seki-Lines and 
Hale bop.  Nevertheless, astronomers have verified the two-dimensional structure of 
cometary debris tails and have also noted the propensity of the boulder elements to eject 
from the nucleus more slowly than the lighter debris [8].  But they have yet to observe this 
activity taking place within an evolving group of individual ribbons.   


This discovery would be a vital link in the required chain of evidence.   It would join the 
outbursts of boulder-rich mini-comets ejected from a mother fragment to ridge crests of 
esker/drumlin swarms.   


Until we are able to closely observe comets in outburst mode, tracing the source of 
boulders must rely on the examination of the hypothetical downed ribbons.   Fortunately, 
their preservation in the ice and snow contributed by the comet and local snowfalls of the 
Late Holocene, have helped build and preserve the swarms.    


 


Boulders as Final Arbiters 
 


The boulders we are about to discuss, are not the monsters Agassiz described in the valleys 
and peaks of the Alps, they are the smaller variety found in Esker/drumlin swarms.  But it 
is no mere coincidence that, aside from scale, they are both found embedded or perched 
near their respective ridge tops or strewn adjacent to their steeper sides.  


 This positioning is a direct consequence of the structure and dynamics of comet splitting. 
The position of boulders in the trailing edge of hypothetical debris ribbons, gives them a 
definitive presence in the final disposition of cometary debris.   
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Passage through the Earth’s Atmosphere 


 


 
As each ribbon passes through the earth’s atmosphere, the result is eventually observed in 
the surface condition of each particle in the esker core.  Paradoxically the finest particles 
show the least wear.  This is explained by the local density of the ribbon and the relative 
surface area of each particle.  The clay, silt and sand particles forming the outer skin of the 
ribbon perform like the ablation shields designed to protect the pioneer mercury 
astronauts during their re-entry through the earth’s atmosphere.   The shields were made 
of a special sand laminate, which peeled off, layer by layer as the capsule made its fiery 
descent through the atmosphere, keeping the astronauts safe within.   


 The smaller particles are also effective insulators due to their higher surface to volume 
ratio which quickly absorbed the extreme heat of atmospheric friction, before its gases 
penetrated the ribbon’s interior.   This is not the case with the larger particles-the gravel, 
cobbles and Boulders.  They gain more and more space separating their surfaces as they 
grow in size, and so become progressively more eroded by the intruding atmosphere.  It is 
this geometry and the earth’s relative motion that effectively excludes many boulders from 
the ridge interior.  One must picture a series of debris-filled ribbons stacked so that they 
form a patchwork curtain, falling perpendicular to the earth’s surface.   Had the earth 
completely ceased its rotation, or had the ribbons landed parallel to the equator the debris 
would accumulate along a single path.   The lay down would begin with sand, for the lighter 
soils, normally prior in line and in time, would be blown off course by atmospheric winds.   


The peaked ridge profile of an esker would rise as the particulates, exceeding their angle of 
repose, would skitter down the vertically rising size.  This random deposition normally 
prevents the development of a clear stratigraphy, giving the interior an unstratified 
appearance, except for the boulders.  By arriving last, they either embed themselves in the 
upper section of the esker or, like their smaller predecessors, tumble down the side.  The 
important issue of particle velocity will be discussed below, but it seems clear that the 
presence of cushioning snow and ice, whether provided by the descending ribbons or local 
winter snowfall, contributed significantly to the excellent condition of these super swarms.   


The presence of concentric arcs of drift, called moraines, their concave sides delineating the 
yearly accumulation of outwash from the retreating ice sheets  makes it easier to 
understand why geologist still persist in their belief that the super swarm is the product of 
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a ghostly glacier.  (see fig. 4).  A more complete description of swarm architecture and 
mainstream data are found 


 
(http://books.google.ca/books?id=f93Gjbp6JoYC&lpg=PP1&ots=0zWFpdIRjJ&dq=milton%
20zysman&pg=PP1#v=onepage&q=&f=false)  


 


 


 


 


Figure 14.taken from DVD(In November of this year Gunnar Heinsohn and I laboriously climbed up the side of an 
8 metre high partially mined esker in a Norwood Ontario quarry and pitched some of the boulders we found on 
the ridge-top down the sides. 
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Figure 15.Photo of a boulders which were too large to go into the grinder. 


 


 


Figure 16.Longitudinal cutaway of a southern Ontario Esker (Norwood) with large boulder approximately 1/3rd 
from the ridge top.  In mining eskers, the quarry is not allowed to remove the gravel and sand  down to the 
bedrock. 
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A boulder survey 
 
 
 


In 2003, Jessica Leigh McEachern, Presented her Masters thesis in geological Sciences.  The 
subject was ‘The boulder Distribution in the Vicinity of Wildwood State Park, Wading River, 
New York State”.   She had concluded that the boulders in the park were not randomly 
distributed, but appeared to follow, in clumps and trains, the path of the Laurentian ice 
sheet.   In addition to conventional visual mapping, the investigator used ground 
penetrating radar (GPR) to pierce the bluffs overlooking Long Island.  McEachern chose this 
area because: 
 


“We noticed that most of the boulders in this area, which were exposed in the 
cliffs, were located approximately two-thirds to 90% of the way up the cliff. 
Since the height of the cliff is 50 feet, this indicates that we should probably look 
to a depth of around 5 meters.”  (pgs 34-35)”  


 
 
Her GPR  data 
 


  “ ... yielded a presence of boulders within a restricted layer near the surface.”    
 
 
It should be noted that the investigator mentions neither eskers nor drumlins in her report, 
and it is not clear from her description that she was describing a classic ridge structure.  It 
is my opinion that the feature was probably a number of parallel ridges, their gaps filled in 
with Loess and clays provided by the retreating ice sheet.   The state park is obviously 
located in swarm territory, and is described:  
 


“ The terrain is somewhat hilly and also features small valleys  
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Figure 17.Part of a topographic map, showing the northern edge of Wildwood State Park. 


 


 


Cliffs, Bluffs and Escarpments 
 


The location of displaced boulders on the steep side of the park’s bluff is no coincidence.  It 
is one of the persistent signpost of boulder accumulations.  Virtually all ridge systems, 
independent of scale, both on this and other moons and planets are asymmetrical to some 
degree. 


   This is because debris ribbons themselves are asymmetrical.  As a ribbon falls, the earth, 
or any other body for that matter, moves laterally beneath it.     The lay down may be 
imagined by thinking of the falling debris as a solid wedge-shaped body such as a ramp. 


 


Figure 18. Artist Conception of the accretion of ribbons by the earth 
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If the   ramp is propped up with its thin edge down and then released, as it lies on the 
ground, the high end of the ramp forms an escarpment, also called a cliff or bluff. 


Because The trailing edge of each ribbon owes its bulk to its increasing store of gravel, 
cobbles and lastly, the largest rocks, the boulders will therefore be found either    
embedded within, or perched on top of the escarpment.  Some boulders are delayed in 
arrival long enough to miss the ridge formation entirely and land beside it.   


We will return to this issue at the conclusion of this paper. 


 


Swarms in Space 


 


I became fully aware of the ubiquity of ridge systems When NASA, managed to land a space 
craft on an asteroid.  In a November 21st 2001 news release, Andrew Cheng, NASA’s NEAR 
Project Scientist reported on the first intimate look at an asteroid:  


 


 


Figure 19.The images were taken as the spacecraft flew directly over the 3.3-mile (5.3 kilometer) wide crater and 
its smaller sister craters, which align its rim and create a paw-like appearance. 


 


“ … We have made fundamental discoveries about Eros: that it is a primitive, 
undifferentiated body, and that it is a consolidated body, but having established 
the basic nature of Eros, we are now trying to make sense of what we see when 
we get up close...from the beginning of the orbital phase, we saw linear features 
on Eros - for example in the first mosaic released after orbit injection (February 
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14th, 2000).  We noted the roughly parallel lineaments running generally east 
west on Eros (October 2nd, March 6).   


          These lineaments run into the 5-km crater, which we then nicknamed 'the 
paw',  … 


 We showed in the IOD [image] for March 7 the great ridge in Himeros, formerly 
the 'saddle', without knowing at the time that this ridge actually continues 
outside of Himeros to over 15 km away, but we did correctly identify it as a 
structural feature.” 


 


This expedition to Eros reinforced my conviction that ridge systems and their somewhat 
enigmatic craters were the most common structural features to be found in our solar 
system.   


The Eros team later developed images displaying two large craters joining a major ridge 
system that wrapped itself one third around this (10𝑥𝑥10𝑥𝑥38) kilometre asteroid.  


One of the many thousands of boulders scattered around Eros was so large that a tractor 
trailer could park under one of its overhangs, and some of the largest were found within 
the smooth bottom of the craters.  Aside from these exotic elements the final report on Eros 
indicated terrain    similar to other solar system bodies: [9] 


 


 “At the 100 meter scale the asteroid morphology is dominated by boulders, 
slides, streamers, ponds, and other features indicative of regolith accumulation 
and transport”. 
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Figure 20.  The two large, subdued craters in the center of the mosaic are each about 1 
kilometer (0.6 miles) wide .The boulder on the floor of the crater to the left is one of the 
larger rocks on Eros, more than 90 meters (295 feet) across. The whole scene is about 4 
kilometers (2.5 miles) across. 


 


 


Hybrid Exogeny of Eros 


 


The great boulders sitting within the so-called impact craters presented a problem to the 
Eros team.  There were no obvious glaciers on Eros or any realistic prospect of them 
developing.  Deluge or volcanism is also improbable. 


 The only viable alternative, it seemed were hypothetical missiles that created the so-called 
impact craters.  These phantom bolides, it is proposed, put the boulders into temporary 
orbit, from which they eventually returned to nest within the craters.  If we subscribe to 
mainstream theory, these meteors vaporized and blew away due to the violence of the 
detonation. 


  An unusual precedent has therefore been established that some eratics can be acquired 
extraterrestrially, so long as they are the product of external impactors.    


It should be noted that large erratics of Eros are described as angular.  We cannot fully 
corroborate this do to image quality.  The Martian Rovers cameras, however, show in high 
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definition a large erratic located beside a ridge, and it may be seen that this boulder, unlike 
our own planets have not been eroded by the light Martian atmosphere.   


 


Before leaving the topic of extraterrestrial erratics, it is instructive as well as amusing to 
quote a NASA expert commenting on a report of alien activity within the lunar ridge tops: 


 


“... I suggest that object A is a relatively flat face with a locally high albedo. The 
'vents', if you adopt my theory that we are looking at the branch of astronomy 
that deals with the nature and origin of the physical features of the moon 
(called ‘selenology’) rather that an alien artefact, would be a row of either 
ridge-top peaks or rock formations like boulders. Unfortunately I have no idea 
what the final scale of the picture is, but at that enlargement we are 
approaching a visual resolution limit. I propose that the 'vents' are shadows of 
a series of relatively small surface features, which appear circular because of 
this resolution limit. I'd expect aliens to dig more uniform holes, somehow.”   
 


 


Potholes and Kettles 


 


 


Figure 21.Kettle (round glacial eye-shaped lake), highlands of Isunngua, Greenland 
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Although there has recently been a concentrated and frustrating search for the impact 
craters corroborating a suspected late Holocene impact event no one has been giving 
serious consideration to the track of our Drumlin-Esker swarms.   They have their own 
crater-like concentrations which are understood to be glacial features.  ..  The state park 
investigator found a few in her Long Island boulder survey: 


“Several kettle holes (depressions which mark where the glacier left behind a 
large chunk of ice or other detritus after it retreated) have been identified, 
including a large kettle on the southeast fringe of the campground.  “   


 


If we have made the case that ridge systems, both earthly and extraterrestrial are 
composed of cometary debris, then what are we to make of the chain craters tracking 
them?  For one thing, their interiors, like the kettles adjacent to our own planets eskers, 
appear to be equally devoid of meteorites.   


 


 


Great Balls of Fire 
 


It is not within the scope of this article to go into the nature of what current geological 
thought call impact craters and what the sceptical sometimes call astroblemes.  In any 
event, a number of neo-catastrophists have claimed that these craters are the electrical 
scars marking the great meteoric showers so vividly portrayed by Donnelly, Velikovsky, 
and Kugler.   


Despite the impressive mathematics backing vaporized bolides as the parents of chain 
cratering, we have come to a logical standoff.  The debris composing ridge systems are 
captured extraterrestrially or their associated empty chain craters to vaporized bolides; it 
is highly unlikely that they are both.   
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Figure 22.Ridges and Boulders on the moon 


The phantom bolide backers have one powerful argument that must be addressed at this 
point and that is the pristine condition of virtually all tills, Particularly the famous perched 
boulders, some of which appear to have been carefully placed on their perches by a race of 
gargantuan piano movers. Degrazia, in his ‘Lately Tortured earth’ has given some thought 
to this question: 


 A not-well-understood feature of meteor falls is that they can accomplish soft 
landings as well as hard crashes. In hard crashes, such as at Campo del Cielo 
(Argentina) where a number of meteoroids fell, "large masses of meteoritic 
iron and shale have been found in its vicinity." [8] Heide writes, "the 60-ton 
meteorite from the Hoba farm near Grootfontain, South West Africa, the 
heaviest of all known meteorites, imbedded itself in friable limestone at a 
depth of only 1.5 meters. The iron meteorites of Cape York in Greenland, 
weighing up to 30.875 tons, lay on solid gneiss rock, or were barely imbedded 
in moraine rubble, without any trace of an impact. Here we may guess that 
they fell on a thick layer of ice or snow and sank to their final location as the 
snow or ice melted [9] ... 


Much that is meteoritic may not be discovered. On an Antarctic ice field, 
Japanese explorers found over 1000 meteorites, of which only one was 
composed of iron [11] . Were the field of stone, instead of ice, the stone 
meteorites would probably go undetected. Obviously we could not test all the 
Earth's rocks for exoterrestrial origin, especially since the tests themselves 
might beg the question.  


To Degrazias thoughts should be added the contribution that the water resident in each 
descending ribbon makes in cushioning the fall of the more massive falling elements.   
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Tracking Big Game 
 


We now return to the great boulders that won Agassiz the current ice age paradigm.  We 
have, so far, confined our search for the source of erratics to the boulders found in small 
scale ridge systems such as esker-drumlin swarms.  These rocks do not usually exceed a 
metre in diameter.   


We will now shift to the ridges and valleys of this planet’s mountain belts in the search for 
the largest erratics.  A cautionary note must be entered into this part of our investigation.  
If we find large scale boulders in the same relative position in mountain belts as we do in 
esker-drumlin swarms, then the equation seems inescapable that, the mountain belt is also 
composed of cometary debris.   This particular issue, which has preoccupied me for the last 
12 years, is a subject that requires more than the limited time and space offered by this 
article.  There is a documentary in the works, provisionally entitled ‘The Earth Builders’.  
We have already begun the animation required to re-enact the capture and laydown of a 
super swarm.   Our progress towards a release date will be found on our web site 
www.unravellinggenesis.com.   


 


 


Erratics Then and Now 
 


In 1867, Alfred Russel Wallace, in the January 1867 number of the Quarterly Journal of 
Science 


 


 wrote an article with the modest title of Ice Marks in North Wales’, (With a Sketch of 
Glacial Theories and Controversies) Wallace, who is best known for having anticipated 
Darwins publication of ‘Origin of Species’  began the article with a prayer to  the rock cycle 
and deep time that would still satisfy the most rigid uniformitarian  today.    


“    [[p. 33]] One of the most interesting branches of modern geology, and that on 
which recent researches have thrown most light, is the inquiry into the exact 
modes by which the present surface of the earth has been produced. When we 
see a vertical precipice, a deep chasm, or huge masses of shattered rock, our 
first impression is to impute these effects to some violent convulsions of nature, 
such as volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, or floods. 
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 It is, however, now generally admitted that such causes have had, for the most 
part, little if any effect in modifying the surface, except when many times 
repeated during long periods of time; and it is every day becoming more certain 
that even the grandest and most romantic scenery of mountainous countries has 
been produced by the slow but long-continued action of those natural causes 
which we see daily at work, but whose effects during the few years that we can 
observe them are almost imperceptible.  


These causes are, the ocean waves, running water, rain and frost; which, if 
acting for long periods during which subterranean forces are also at work 
slowly elevating and depressing large tracts of country and to some extent 
fracturing and loosening the rocky strata, seem capable of producing all the 
chief features which the surface of the earth now presents in non-volcanic 
regions.” 


 


Wallace had spent a month revisiting a trip Agassiz had made to Mt. Snowdon in Wales.  
The article offered the general reader an explanation of the relatively new glacial theory of 
the evolution of such local major land forms as drift, perched boulders and roches 
moutonne(cemented drumlins).  (mbz revise) 


 


“When the glacier has finally retreated, many of these blocks and boulders will 
remain in positions where neither simple gravitation nor the action of floods of 
water, nor the shocks of earthquakes could have placed them. ... Many of them 
occur on the edge of precipices and ravines, as is particularly the case at the 
torrent walk near Dolgelly, the sides of which on nearly level ground are thickly 
strewn with large angular blocks and boulders. One of these is 15 feet square 
and 9 feet high, and has lower ground all around it.  


 It is when they stand upon the summit of conspicuous eminences, as they often 
do about Snowdon and Cader Idris that they attract most attention, while when 
thickly strewn over level ground or on slight hillocks and ridges they are passed 
over by the tourist as too common a phenomenon of mountainous countries to 
deserve attention. Yet it is really as difficult to account for their presence in the 
one case as in the other...”  


 


There is in this description, the ghost of our Long Island park survey.  Wallace seems to be 
describing the same distribution pattern.  The great stones seem, to be located in the top 
quarter of the ridge or scattered in the valley.   
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As for the equal concern for valley and ridge crest erratics, employing the glacial theory to 
explain their position scattered in the valleys pales in comparison to justifying the 
profusion of erratic perched on mountain tops. Wallace admits as much in discussing 
another location: 


 


“On the very summit of Cader Idris there are several detached eminences 
formed of large square and polygonal blocks, which in some places stream down 
the slopes of the undulating surface of the mountain top. Were they lower down 
we should at once pronounce them to be moraines, but in their present position 
they are somewhat difficult to account for. I think, however, there can be little 
doubt but that they are due to the action of the snow and frost during the last 
portion of the glacial period. As soon as the perpetual snow line reached the top 
of the mountain, and the permanent glaciers below had all melted away, there 
must have been a long period during which the rocks on the summit were 
subjected to the alternate action of ice, snow, and water. 


 During the winter they would be buried under many feet of snow, which would 
be forced into every crevice in the form of compact ice. During the short 
summer the snow would melt from the surface, but the water in the fissures 
would be probably frozen every night, leading to the further fracture and 
displacement of the rocks. The pressure of the snow and ice in the succeeding 
winter would force these always a little downward in the direction of least 
resistance, and this alternate action, combined with the character of the rock, 
which is here chiefly basaltic and splits into rude tabular and columnar masses, 
seems sufficient to have produced that mass of blocks heaped confusedly on the 
very summit of the mountain, which almost always suggests to the mind of the 
non-geological visitor some tremendous convulsion of nature, and makes him 
readily accept the popular theory that the vast hollow of Llyn Cai is a 
volcanic(pg 41) crater. “ 


 


Wallace’s explanation is quite rational, for the glacial hypothesis dictates that the glacier 
should have carried these boulders down to the valley and therefore there must be some 
other mechanism putting them in this awkward position.  Wallace resorts to the well-
known method of post-glacial frost heave to explain their tardy appearance.   I agree, of 
course, with Wallace’s locating these stones beneath the mountain summit, noting in 
passing that they did not appear to heave out of the mountain’s lower regions, but a glaring 
question remains, particularly in light of the esker model of boulder emplacement, and that 
is; why are they heaving exclusively up and out of the ridge tops? Unfortunately, Wallace 
did not have ground penetrating radar at his disposal, so we must look for more recent 
investigations.  
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One such was done on the North African coastline south of Rabat Morocco.  A survey was 
undertaken to evaluate the ability of tsunamis to displace and propel boulders (69). 
Though not perched on great mountain heights, both the rock size and ridge heights were 
substantially greater than those found in esker/drumlin swarms of southern Ontario.  The 
largest boulder was more than 8 metres in length and 100 tons in weight.   


Once again the finding is, as in our New York state park, quite explicit: 


“ The setting is  a ) high tide cliff, with large blocks tilted seawards, or fallen at 
the base of the cliff “ and “The Petit Val d’Or shows the most spectacular 
features. In this lagoon-like beach, the boulders are very numerous and occupy a 
ridge of ca. 500 m x 60 m = 30,000 m2 (Maximum weight and displacement of 
the boulders are respectively 100 tons and 150 m.” 


and   


“... Most of the boulders derive from the fractured cliff top itself”  (pg.12)  


 


The present physical evidence supporting a cometary provenance for Agassiz great 
boulders is still anecdotal, for it has never occurred to geologists that boulder 
concentrations within ridge summits had any geo-tectonic significance. It seems unlikely 
that even an exhaustive survey, revealing the same relative boulder concentrations   in 
mountain ridge tops as those detected in and excavated from eskers, would bring 
Geologists to consider an exogenous source for the earth’s mountain belts.  But we might be 
luckier with astronomers.  Perhaps they are buffered by the perspective provided by deep 
time and outer space, for there has recently   been a cautious proposal concerning an 
exogenous mountain belt for one of Saturn’s moons. 
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The Bellyband of Iapitus 


 


 


Figure 23.The third largest Saturnian satellite, Iapetus, has a curious 13 km high ridge system exactly aligned 
with its equator. 


 


The formation in question is quite unusual; It lies along the equator of a moon of Saturn.  The 
following news release of the Planetary Society is instructive [22]:  


 


“It is the only body in the solar system with a The self-defined equator;(mbz 
illustration) a startlingly linear ridge of tall mountains (a feature that is casually 
known as Iapetus' "belly band" exactly girdles its equator).  …  (see illustration)judging 
from the number of huge impact basins and smaller craters covering Iapetus' surface, 
there has been little in the way of geologic activity. “ 


 


The spectacular height (13km) and unusual position naturally invited speculation on its 
origin, and amongst the punters was Dr Ip, of the Institutes of Astronomy and Space 
Science, National Central University, Taiwan, who offered what must be the first 
mainstream proposal for an exogenous mountain belt. [23] With the proviso that  
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“A detailed formulation of the accretion disk formation, ring evolution and mass 
distribution of the hypothetical ring system is beyond the scope of the present 
work”  


 
(pg.7), Dr Ip hazarded an alternative to the original suggestion that the mountains were an 
artefact of nascent plastic deformation a possible alternative is that  
 


“the observed equatorial ridge system is the result of mass accumulation from 
the surface impact of a ring system .Could this unique feature have originated 
from a heavy collision event leading to the formation of an accretion disc?” 


 


One example of the bedrock referred to by flint is probably the hardpan which Donnelly 
refers to in Ragnarok.  He speculated that this material was consolidated by the heat 
generated by cometary gases:  


 


“ ... but when the mixture of  clay, gravel, striated rocks, and earth-sweepings fell 
and rested on them, they were at once hardened and almost baked; and thus we 
can account for the fact that the "till," which lies next to the rocks, is so hard and 
tough, compared with the rest of the Drift, that it is impossible to blast it, and 
exceedingly difficult even to  pick it to pieces; it is more feared by workmen and 
contractors than any of the true rocks”. [10] 


 


 


“ A Penultimate Silicate Froth” 


 
Aggravating the justified scepticism facing our claims of exogenous mountain belts, is 
insufficient evidence, for  this article can only sketch out the basic lines of argument 
supporting this ambitious claim.  The required evidence will be presented in a forthcoming 
series entitled ‘Unravelling Genesis.  Nonetheless I would like to leave the reader with some 
justification for this apparent outrage.   


To begin with, current conflicting orogenies are nothing but desperate conjectures.  Let us 
take just one of the most popular of the current crop- inspired by Wegener and the famous 
Mid-Atlantic Ridge.  When plate tectonics was first unveiled, the ridge was pictured as the 
raised lips of two great slabs of magma forcing their way up and over a fissure in the earth’s 
surface, spreading continents at a pace equivalent to the immeasurable growth of a fingernail.  
Then it became clear that these slabs were not a vague bulge pictured by 19th century 
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investigators in the ocean bottom, but a series of mountain ridges composing a 40,000 
kilometre earth-circling mountain belt.    Not only did this discovery fail to confuse anybody, 
according to the Wikipedia, it brought the theory universal acceptance.  But how could a 
mountain belt which takes millions of years to fabricate be effectively immobile, sitting astride 
two spreading plates, even at fingernail growing rates! 


   Moreover the Mid-Atlantic Ridge is only a small part of an earth-girdling mountain belt that 
also should have done some moving.  This ridge is not made up of two separating slabs, but a 
typical mountain belt of at least seven familiar looking discontinuous chains of ridges, filled 
with sediments and active and extinct volcanoes like those of the Appalachians and the 
Rockies.  The molten rocks that have moved along valleys and poured out through their gaps 
appear to be the product of the prodigious shearing pressure of the mountain belt rather than 
the product of the subterranean wells of magma. But even more confusing, is the placidity 
with which plate tectonists deal with the question of sub-oceanic mountains.  Claiming that 
mountain belts Do they think they are the product of upwelling Magma? If not, how did they 
get there?   Mountains obviously do not spring out of fissures in the earth’s crust.  IN any event 
mountains are not made up of igneous materials.   


No standard geology text has made this claim.  Mountain ridge interiors are, like eskers and 
drumlins made up of fossil free aggregates of rock, either compacted or concretized.     


Normally we should have no direct interest in criticizing plate tectonics, for they are only the 
agency by which they are carried, compressed or swallowed,    but as may be understood from 
the example given, it can make a terrible mess of attempts to understand orogeny.  Until 
geological theory comes up with a believable model for mountain building, we are free; it 
seems, to do a little speculation of our own.   


There are objective physical reasons for the persistent failure of mountain building theory.  
For many years we have been informed by objective authorities that the rocks that cover our 
planet compose an alien crust.  


In an article published by Skinner in the American Scientist, the author comments on the 
physical contrast to be found in the earth’s sediments and the magmas that presumably 
created them.   


"Crustal rocks appear literally to be a penultimate silicate froth of the most 
uncommon terrestrial elements..."  The writer concludes, "Because the earth and 
oceans and air are extreme distillates and fractionates of the average original earth 
and very unlike it in composition and origin, it is obviously risky, if not misleading, 
to infer that superficial studies tell much of what we must know of time in the 
earth.”[11] 
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In the 40 years or so since Skinner made this statement, drilling ships such as the Glomar 
Challenger [Skinner’s drill ship] and a variety of indirect techniques primarily seismic, have 
been employed to probe the depths of our undersea world.  In this age of plate tectonics the 
search is focused on locating the course of circulating magmas responsible for determining 
the course of descending slabs of old ocean bottom and the slowly emerging slabs of new 
plates.  In a recent international conference, entitled “TRANSPORT OF MATERIALS IN THE 
DYNAMIC EARTH”  


… 2001, more intensive isotopic studies underscored Skinner’s Appreciation of the earth’s “ 
penultimate silicate froth “   


In a leading paper, the authors reported their study comparing the volcanic radioactive 
elements found in Samoan volcanic rocks with continental [terriginous] rocks.    


The investigators believed that  


“… [The mantle plumes] may provide our most direct sampling of the deep 
mantle., and this distinctive chemistry is conventionally ascribed to recycling of 
ancient lithosphere containing a terrigenous sediment component.”  


 In other words, the authors were attempting to link sub-crustal magmas with continental 
[terriginous] rocks.   


They reported  


“ … No model has as yet satisfactorily accounted for many of the puzzling 
geochemical characteristics of hotspots.” [12] 


The authors carefully traced the materials scraped off the overlying terrain in attempting to 
match magma and continental sediments.  


By comparing the geochemical character of basalts from Ta'u Island, Samoa, which are the 
least enriched [in radioactive isotopes] of Samoan basalts (… With the most-enriched 
material, from Malumalu Seamount (… We are able to characterize the trace-element patterns 
of the "enrichment"[the mixed molten materials]; what is noteworthy is the very large 
negative [Page 23] Ti [titanium] anomaly in the enriched component, indeed suggestive of a 
terrigenous sediment component.”   The authors concluded “However, The lack of Pb [lead], 
Nb [niobium], and Ta [tantalum] anomalies, and the negative Ba [barium] anomaly, are 
difficult to reconcile with a terrigenous pedigree for the enriched component. One can simply 
assert that chemical processing during subduction has erased the continental fingerprint. [13] 
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It stands to reason, on the basis of these findings, that any attempt to impose an endogenous 
solution to mountain building is bound to fail.   


explaining the evolution of major land forms appear to be built on the basic misapprehension 
of an assumed physical and chemical connection between the earth`s interior and its major 
crustal features,   


 


Conclusion 


 
On one level it is understandable that an intense debate arose in the 19th century on the 
issue of erratics.  They are very large objects, located in very strange places and on 
extremely precarious perches.  They should appeal to even the most jaded tourist, and 
there are a number of initially legitimate earthbound forces that conceivably moved them 
there.  In addition to Velikovsky’s waves of translation and Agassiz’s glaciers, Charles Lyell, 
Darwin’s mentor proposed icebergs and there was even a precursor of the ejection  and re-
entry theory proposed by the Eros team.  Von Buch, who was considered the foremost 
geologist of the time,  


“died in 1853, still firm in his early faith that the erratic bowlders found high on 
the Jura had been hurled there, like cannon-balls, across the valley of Geneva by 
the sudden upheaval of a neighbouring mountain-range” [14] 


Our insistence on an endogenous source for erratics represents much more than mistaken 
theory.  19th century geologists in rejecting ancestral recollections of exogeny along with 
the imposition of deep time and the wholesale rejection of works of catastrophists from 
Whiston  to Velikovsky not only threw out precious eye witness testimony , they imposed 
intellectual constraints that significantly retarded the advance of the earth sciences.    .    


 


There is more than the fate of ice age theory at stake here.  As Boehnhardt  stated (see 
above). 


“The scientific interest in split comets reaches beyond the obvious questions “Why do 
comets split?” and “What is the sequence of events?” [15] 
 


`` ... The answers obtained from split comets may even provide information on 
the formation scenario of the solar system.  ... `` 


 
Portentous as this seems, Boehnhardt may have actually understated the role comets play 
in planetary evolution.   
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Figure 24.The Himalayan Mountain Belts 


 


The appearance and spread of new species have been associated with evolving mountain 
ranges.  In examining the explosion of new life in the Palaeozoic era, the authors of a 1996 
article in the American Scientist by Droser, Fortey and Li, stated   


“The Ordovician radiation also coincided with a period when mountains were 
actively being forged throughout the world”.  [16] 


The authors conclude,  


“This suggests that an enriched mosaic of habitats, a possible increase in nutrients 
and changing substrates associated with mountain-building might have played a 
part in the evolutionary story." 


 


An exogenetic explanation for the formation of the earth’s crust has never been 
contemplated by the secular western mind. From Aristotle and Plato to Ignatius Donnelly, 
Immanuel Velikovsky and Carl Sagan, extraterrestrial encounters have focused mainly on 
the destruction of the physical environment and extirpation of existing species.   


Paleontological evidence suggests, however, that our biosphere has not only survived, but 
has been renewed and diversified through a number of distinct global upheavals.  
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The current rationale for this surprising finding is that these catastrophes wiped out so 
many species, that large environmental gaps became available for new life to evolve.  A 
dark barren planet, however, is scarcely an environment for an explosion of new life.  


A more interesting hypothesis might be constructed around a planet that has acquired 
copious volumes of hydrocarbon-rich materials, concentrated in relatively small, well-
defined areas of global surfaces,  


The rapid extra-terrestrial acquisition of the Appalachian mountain belt would scarcely be 
a peaceful event.  There would be widespread death and destruction from volcanic 
eruptions, giant tides and direct impact.  Needless to say, these events do not support     
uniformitarian theory but neither do they support present catastrophist ideas.   


Impacting meteors cannot, by themselves, trigger the rapid development of new species, 
nor explain the origins of mountain belts.  The connection between the earth’s capture of 
novel crustal materials and the rapid evolution of its biosphere is not the subject of this 
particular paper.  Nevertheless, rapidly acquired    mountain belts appear to provide new 
approaches to the enigma of macroevolution.   


 


We will give the last word to Niles Eldridge the notion that bolide impacts   


 
``Whether it was a comet, whether it was an asteroid, whether it was one or 
more of these objects -- … They came up with this actually very good ecological 
theory that involves the occlusion of sunlight, the blockage of photosynthesis…  
It's a good ecological theory because it deals simultaneously with plant life, and 
- therefore, the base of the food chain.… {But, it} cannot all have been caused by 
extraterrestrial impact. There must be something else going on that's causing 
faunal disruptions, faunal turnovers, episodes of extinction and biogeographic 
Migration out and immigration in, and subsequent bursts of evolutionary 
change. It can't all be bolides from outer space.” [17] 
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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
This paper advocates an extraterrestrial origin for the earth’s major landforms.  It 


contends that this planet’s great continental and sub-oceanic mountain ranges, and the 


deep layers of sediments found adjacent to them, are cometary debris.  These mountain 


belts are the direct and immediate result of the earth’s capture and laydown of a 


segment of a great comet’s tail.       
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PREFACE 
 
 
 
Despite the traditional feelings of awe and fear inspired by comets, some have credited 


them with benign traits.  Isaac Newton believed them to be water carriers, maintaining 


each planet’s mass by replenishing the water lost through evaporation, thus keeping a 


balance in his clockwork universe.  In the Principia, he writes: “*...] for all vegetables 


entirely derive their growths from fluids, and afterwards in great measure, are turned 


into dry earth by putrefaction [...] I suspect, moreover, that it is chiefly from the comets 


that spirit comes, which is indeed the smallest but most subtle and useful part of our air, 


and so much required to sustain the life of all things with us.”  [1] More recently, comets 


have been given the credit for seeding our planet with life-giving microbes.  No one yet, 


however, has had the temerity to claim that mountain belts, the solar system’s most 


prominent surface features, has come from outer space.    


 


I was forced to this conclusion during the final stages of publishing “Tails of a Recent 


Comet” in 1997 [2].  The paper claimed a cometary origin for esker (illustration 1) and 


drumlin (illustration 2) super-swarms.  These radiating ridges of sand and gravel cover 


thousands of square kilometres in the northern regions of North America and Eurasia 


(illustration 3). 


 


It was this paper that generated this radical excursion into orogeny (mountain building).  


The work focused on the New Quebec super-swarm and drew particular attention to the 


Trent River, which snakes its way to Lake Ontario, flowing through a field of eskers and 


drumlins.    


 


This image plucked at my memory, for I recalled maps of the Susquehanna River which 


wove a very similar path through the Appalachians on its way down to the Atlantic.  


Except for scale the two systems – the former claiming a glacial and the latter a plate 


tectonic origin – they appeared almost identical.    



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Susquehanna_River
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Illustration 1  Classic example of an esker, northeast of Artillery Lake, North West Territories, 


Canada. 


 


 


 
 


Illustration 2  Classic example of a drumlin. 


 


 


Both ridge types had the same discontinuous triangulated profile, displaying similar 


offset gaps, through which their rivers meandered.  All formations, independent of 
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scale, displayed long cliff-like drops (escarpments).  Moreover, each system always kept 


the escarpment on the same side.    


 


I was aware of the unsettled question of both mountain belt and esker /drumlin origin, 


and knew that their non-igneous interiors were fossil-free.  When further research 


uncovered virtually identical formations throughout the Solar System, it reinforced my 


intuition that comets had a major creative role in both geological and organic evolution.    


 


 


 
 


Illustration 3  Map of North America showing the radiating pattern of the New Quebec 


esker/drumlin super-swarm (in the northeast) and the Keewatin super-swarm (in 


the northwest). 
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PART ONE: MOUNTAIN BELTS 
 
 
 


ENDOGENY AND EXOGENY  
 
 
Theories of crustal formation, both old and new, retain the same basic premise: the 


earth imperceptibly recycles its crust by converting molten rock to mountain ranges, 


which erode into fossil-bearing strata.  These formations are eventually transported 


back into the earth to melt and emerge again into renewed crust.      


 


This prevailing geological theory is called ‘endogeny’.  The opposing hypothesis – to be 


explored below – I will refer to as ‘exogeny’.    


 
 


EXOGENY 
 


 


A successful exogenic model for orogeny, for better or worse, breaks virtually every 


doctrine supporting the earth sciences.    


 


The first and most precious is the dogma of Deep Time, which requires millions of years 


to build our continents.  The earth’s mountain belts and their contiguous deep layered 


sediments are concentrated in two major planet-girdling systems.   If mountain belts 


have arrived virtually overnight, they have obviously done so without the assistance of 


plate tectonics, presenting an even greater heresy.  These assaults on geological 


doctrine also have profound significance for current theories of organic evolution.  The 


appearance and spread of new species have been associated with evolving mountain 


ranges.  Their overnight delivery would rudely remove the crutch of Deep Time, and 


would force science to come up with fresh explanations for the evolution of new 


species.    
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DRAINING THE OCEANS 
 
 
The division of the earth into land and sea obscures the fact that ridge systems, both 


great and small, are the earth’s dominant geological feature.    


 


To fully understand the extent and significance of mountain belts, it is necessary to 


drain the Earth’s oceans (illustration 4).  It is a task we are better equipped to perform 


than the fathers of geology, who had only the vaguest idea of what lay at the ocean 


bottoms.  Their telescopes were also too weak to recognize the similar ridge systems 


found on other Solar System surfaces. 


 


 


 
 


Illustration 4  What Earth might look like with its oceans drained. 


 


 


What we find is that mountain belts, like other planetary ridge systems, both great and 


small, proliferate across the entire earth.   When mountain belts rise above sea level, 


their characteristic structure forms the borders of continents and defines the extent of 


great inhabited archipelagos such as Japan and the Philippines.     
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Stripped of its waters, however, this planet’s surface takes on a much closer 


resemblance to other bodies orbiting the sun.  These extra-terrestrial systems have 


different names, such as Wrinkle, Pucker and Fold Ridges, but they are so similar in 


structure to the earth’s, with their sinuous semi-parallel paths (illustration 5), that both 


astronomers and geologists turn to earth-bound theories to explain them.  For instance, 


esker and drumlin swarms, which resemble miniature mountain belts, are considered a 


by-product of glaciers and ancient ice sheets, whereas mountain belts, through a variety 


of theoretical cycles, are believed to come from the earth’s interior.    


  


Conventional geological theory of any sort, however, would be hard put to explain how 


this particular feature is found on the surface of comets and asteroids (illustration 6).    


 
 


 
 


Illustration 5  Satellite image of Mars near Solis Dorsa.  These series of sinuous, semi-parallel 


ridges are a common feature of the planet’s surface. 


 


 


TRYING TO MAKE SENSE OF EROS 
 
 
In a 21 November 2001 news release, Andrew Cheng, NASA’s NEAR Project Scientist 


reported on the first close look at an asteroid: 


 


“We have made fundamental discoveries about Eros: that it is a primitive, 


undifferentiated body, and that it is a consolidated body, but having established the 


basic nature of Eros, we are now trying to make sense of what we see when we get up 
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close [...] From the beginning of the orbital phase, we saw linear features on Eros - for 


example in the first mosaic released after orbit injection (February 14th, 2000), we 


noted the roughly parallel lineaments running generally east west on Eros [...] 


 


These lineaments run into the 5-km crater, which we then nicknamed 'the paw' [...].  We 


showed in the IOD [image] for March 7 the great ridge in Himeros, formerly the 'saddle', 


without knowing at the time that this ridge actually continues outside of Himeros to 


over 15 km away, but we did correctly identify it as a structural feature.” 


 


 


 
 


Illustration 6  Image of Eros taken by NEAR Shoemaker showing one of the asteroid’s oldest 


ridges. 


 


 


This expedition to Eros has only added more evidence that ridge systems and their 


somewhat enigmatic craters are the most common structural features to be found in 


our Solar System.    


 


On our own planet, ridge systems, both great and small, along with the thick layers of 


sediments that accompany them, dominate the earth in volume as well as height.  They 


represent more than 80% of the earth’s inventory of surface rock, and roughly an equal 


amount of its volume of loose sediments such as gravel, sand clay.      
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THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL WORLD OF COMETS 
 
 


At the heart of an exogenetic model for planetary surface evolution lies the comet’s 


anomalous tail structure.  Its three types of tail (illustration 7) spread its gases and 


debris along its orbital plane and do so independent of the ejecta’s composition and 


direction of motion.  This feature first came to the author’s attention in a collection of 


astronomical anomalies compiled by William Corliss: “In all cases the tail material is 


closely confined to the plane of the orbit.   In comets that show more than one type of 


tail or which show Type 1 streamers, the various structures disappear when Earth 


passes through the plane of the comet orbit.   It is as though one were looking at a sheet 


of paper edgewise.”  [3] 


 


 


 
 


Illustration 7  Labelled image taken from NASA’s website showing the three types of cometary 


tails.  What is labelled here as “dust trail” is most often referred to as “debris 


trail” and which in this article is simply called “debris tail.”  Image obtained from 


http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/multimedia/display.cfm?IM_


ID=903. 


 



http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/multimedia/display.cfm?IM_ID=903

http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/multimedia/display.cfm?IM_ID=903
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THE ELUSIVE DEBRIS TAIL 
 
 


The detailed structure of the two-dimensional debris tail is not well known, even to 


astronomers themselves. 


 


Telescopes, capable of detecting light from the fluorescing gases and reflecting dust 


(micron and sub-micron sized particles) in the type 1 and 2 tails, respectively, are 


ironically insufficient for detecting the larger particles ejected from comet nuclei 


(millimeter sized and larger), unless the viewing angle with respect to the orbital plane is 


extremely small (illustration 8).  Until sophisticated infrared equipment began imaging 


the heavier particles [4] (illustration 9), the debris tail was sometimes explained as an 


artefact of perspective.    


 


 


 
 


Illustration 8  Image of Comet Lulin taken in February 2009.  The viewing angle is just a few 


degrees above the orbital plane and so we can easily distinguish between the 


(very thin) debris tail moving to the left of the image (towards the Sun) and the 


type 1 and 2 tails to the right (away from the Sun). 


 


 


Surprisingly, there remains some resistance in popular reference materials on this issue.   


The Encyclopaedia Britannica, for instance, states “The larger particles released from 


the nucleus, [...] take up orbits that have nearly the same parameters as the parent 


comet.   Some [particles] gain on the comet and others fall behind until eventually an 


annulus of dust is formed around the comet's orbit.”  [5] 
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Illustration 9  Infrared image taken by the Spitzer Space Telescope of Comet Tempel 2.  The 


Sun is towards the right, and the view is along the comet’s orbital plane.  The 


debris tail is composed of the debris to the right (i.e.  in the sunward direction) of 


the coma, which is at the center of the image. 


 


 


This misconception is not rare.  In the May 11/89 issue of Nature, two physicists 


measuring the mass loss of Halley's comet stated, “Against naïve expectations,  the dust 


particles ejected from the comet are not arranged in some kind of cylinder running the 


length of the comet’s orbit, but are in the form of a thick ribbon like structure.”  [6] 


 


Furthermore, Zdenek Sekanina reports: “A preliminary examination of the tails of 11 


Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) sungrazers, observed between 3 and 20 R



 


on their approach to the Sun, provides information on dust ejected from these comets 


and on the forces to which the microscopic grains are subjected.  Images taken at times 


of the SOHO spacecraft's transit across the orbit planes of sungrazers show their tails to 


be perfectly straight and extremely narrow and their apparent position coinciding with 


that of the projected orbit plane.  This result suggests relatively low particle-ejection 


velocities in the direction normal to the orbit plane (estimated at less than ~ 100 ms-1) 


[...] With no exceptions, dust in comet tails is known to be strongly concentrated toward 


the orbit plane, so that at transit time the tail appears as a straight, narrow streak of 


light whose orientation coincides with the projected direction of the orbit plane.”  [7] 


 


All ridge systems, it will be argued below, derive their unique anatomy from this 


anomalous two-dimensional tail.  It not only shapes planetary surfaces, it does so by 


delivering sheets of ridge-building materials perpendicular to the surface of the 


capturing body.  This unique landing pattern leaves an imprint as clear as a shoe in wet 


concrete.    
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THE “BELLYBAND” OF IAPETUS 
 
 
The cometary hypothesis has already been applied to a mountain range on one of 


Saturn’s moons.  The Planetary Society reports: 


 


“It is the only body in the solar system with a self-defined equator; a startlingly linear 


ridge of tall mountains (a feature that is casually known as Iapetus’ “belly band” exactly 


girdles its equator).  [...] judging from the number of huge impact basins and smaller 


craters covering Iapetus’ surface, there has been little in the way of geologic activity on 


Iapetus recently.”  [8] (illustration 10) 


 


 


 
 


Illustration 10  Iapetus’ “Bellyband”, photographed by the Cassini space probe. 


 


 


We mention the cratering found adjacent to this formation as we did on the asteroid 


Eros, for their association with ridge systems is no coincidence.  We will be dealing with 


this further enigma at the conclusion of this paper.    
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In 2006, Wing-Huen Ip published in Geophysical Research Letters what may be the first 


academically sanctioned extraterrestrial solution to mountain building [9].  He proposed 


that Iapetus accreted its unusual mountain belt from a ring of orbiting debris.  In this 


article, he provided a schematic of what this might have looked like (illustration 11). 


 


 


 
 


Illustration 11  Ip’s ring accretion hypothesis for explaining the origin of Iapetus’ “Bellyband.” 


 


 


Since this paper will also propose an exogenous solution for all the remaining ridge 


systems, it is hoped that Ip’s publication will suspend the readers disbelief long enough 


to assess the arguments offered below. 


 


 


SCHEMATIC OF A MOUNTAIN BELT 
 


 
At this stage, it will be useful to present a schematic of a mountain belt (illustration 12).  


This profile is based on the Appalachians, where the system is acknowledged to sit upon 


the region’s bedrock or craton, rather than being ‘rooted’ in it.  This distinction is critical 


to developing a cometary hypothesis, and was determined empirically through drilling 


and seismic probes.   This discovery will be discussed below.    
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The lack of any sub-surface tectonic activity effectively excludes any local folding 


hypothesis.    


 


 
Illustration 12 Typical basin and range topography. 


 


 


ESSENTIAL CHARACTER OF A MOUNTAIN BELT 
 
 
A mountain belt contains three essential features.   


 


The first is a chain of discontinuous ridges with an asymmetric triangular profile.  This 


element is what is normally called a mountain range or chain.  The asymmetry, not 


shown in the above schematic (illustration 12), is created by an escarpment or cliff-like 


face.  The shallow side of the ridge is sometimes overlapped by the neighbouring line of 


ridges.  (The ridges are represented in this illustration by triangles.  The ridge interiors, 


unlike the adjacent layered sediments, are unsorted and fossil-free.)  


 


The second feature, less spectacular but greater in volume and economic importance, is 


the layers of stratified sediments containing fossils.  Coalfields are an example of these 


sedimentary strata found within and adjacent to the ridge system.  These strata taper 


off as they move away from the ridge axes.  The strata closest to the ridge axis tend to 


be disturbed due to a local shearing effect.  Some are tilted so greatly (illustrations 13 
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and 14) that it is suspected that complete sections have actually flipped over.  The strata 


containing the coal seams of the Appalachians, for instance, though originally laid down 


horizontally dip at angles of up to 50°.  The exogenous source of coal is dealt with in a 


separate publication [10].  Outside the mountain belts, however, strata tend to resume 


their original horizontal orientation as they move away from the mountain belt axis. 


 
Because all ridge systems are discontinuous and contain gaps, the sedimentary layers, 


which were deposited by flowing waters, surround each ridge.  In other words, the 


pattern of the entire original deposition of sediments is much like a long lake or estuary, 


populated by an island chain. 


 


The third element of a mountain belt is the result of magma expelled from mountain-


related tears, which create cone volcanoes and larger pools of extruded magma.  Some 


geologists believe that the distortion caused by the extension or contraction of the crust 


creates tears through which magma pours.  Others hold that it is the magma itself that 


forces its way through the surface.  There is a common conviction, however, that 


mountains, earthquakes and volcanic activity are intimately connected.    


 


 


  
 


Illustration 13  Rock strata in North Wiltshire.  The rocks were originally laid down horizontally  


  (top) and, after tilting and erosion, gave rise to the present landscape (bottom).   


  Diagram not to scale and vertical scale greatly exaggerated. 
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Illustration 14  Tilted sedimentary layers like these near Joggins, Nova Scotia indicate crustal  


  deformation after the sediment was deposited. 


 


As will be discussed in further detail below, this igneous union of mountain belt and 


crust effectively lock the mountain belt to the crust below.  This condition should 


impose a constraint on any attempt to move these sedimentary structures laterally 


without direct evidence of this motion. 
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PART TWO: THE RIBBON/RIDGE EQUATION 
 
 
 


THE RIBBON/JET CONNECTION 
 
 
The first time astronomers pierced the dust and gasses enshrouding a comet’s nucleus 


occurred when the Giotto space probe was sent out to greet Halley’s Comet in 1986 


[11].  One of the surprises was jets ejecting debris from 16 isolated points on the 


sunward surface of Halley’s rotating nucleus (illustration 15).  These jets appear to be 


the source of the number 1 and 2 type tails (illustration 16). 


   


 


 
 


Illustration 15  Image and labelled schematic of the nucleus of Comet Halley. 
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Illustration 16  Artistic rendition of a cometary nucleus and its jets.  The gas and dust particles 


will be forced by the solar wind and solar radiation pressure, respectively, into an 


anti-solar direction with respect to the nucleus (to the left of the image).  The 


larger particles, which will form the debris tail, are affected solely by solar 


gravitation and so will continue in an orbit in a sunward direction (to the right of 


the image), ahead of the nucleus. 


 


 


Further observations, made during periodic comet flare-ups, have determined that the 


finer particulate matter carried by the type 2 tail – less than one micron in diameter – 


fragment and subsequently organize themselves into discrete parallel bands called stria 


[12]. 


   


Central to this paper’s earth-building thesis is the claim that the fragmentation and 


subsequent band-forming process observed acting on type 2 tails acts on the heavier 


ejecta in the debris tail as well.  In other words, all cometary debris is divided into three 


streams: light gases and fine dust which are blown back into the type 1 and 2 tails, 


respectively, in the anti-solar direction, while the heavier debris continues towards the 


attracting body, periodically disintegrating and subsequently forming into parallel sets 


of bands. These ‘synchronic bands’ will be henceforth called ribbons to distinguish them 


from striae. 
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FALLING RIBBONS 
 
 
It will be argued that each jet forms a discrete ribbon of debris.  Each ribbon, heavily 


laden with debris from periodic flare-ups, following the same orbit as the main nucleus, 


is eventually captured and laid down as a single ridge element.  When the comet’s 


nucleus is less than 200 kilometres in diameter, it tends to split [13], its many fragments 


producing great meteor storms which lay down the thousands of ridge elements called 


eskers and drumlins [2]. 


 


Mountain-building comets, on the other hand, tend to retain their planet-sized nuclei 


intact, laying down much fewer jets of monumental mass.    


 


 


 


CAPTURING MOUNTAINS 


 
The capture of a mountain belt has as a consequence the formation of a ring around the 


capturing primary.  First, a segment is cut out of a comets debris tail by the gravitational 


force of the capturing body.  Then, the captured segment is again divided.  The leading 


part ultimately forms a classical Saturn-like ring.    


 


This process begins with the primary capturing a ring arc.  These captured bodies have 


been observed to be circling Saturn (illustration 17), Uranus and Neptune.  These partial 


rings eventually close, become circularized and finally, like most short period comets, 


move down to the capturing body’s equator.    


 


The dynamics producing these rings are poorly understood and a full blown ring has 


never been observed, but the tendency for ring arcs and other elliptical rings tilted to 


the primary’s equator have been observed and recorded. 


 


The trailing elements of the captured segment, more powerfully drawn down 


gravitationally towards the capturing body, form the minor and major ridge systems 


(illustration 18).   
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Illustration 17  Cassini image of ring arcs around Saturn. 


 


 


 
 


Illustration 18 Schematic showing the accretion of a set of ribbons and the subsequent 


formation of ridge elements as well as a ring around the earth. 


 


 


MOUNTAIN RIDGE FORMATION 
 
 
The triangulated profile: The orientation of each flat band, landing perpendicular to the 


earth’s surface, makes it inevitable that each ribbon of debris would land like a dropping 


sheet or curtain.  The two-dimensional ribbon profile would concentrate the falling 


debris along an advancing narrow line, ensuring a rising ridge profile.  Each impacting 


particle exceeding its angle of repose would slide down the sides of the rising ridge.    
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Variation of ridge height and width:  The surface velocity of a rotating planet increases 


in linear velocity from pole to equator.  This condition is demonstrated in the 


Appalachians, for their ridges flatten and widen along with their adjacent valleys as they 


move towards the equator.    


 


Gaps and saddles:  The discontinuous nature of each ribbon, which results from random 


debris outbursts from individual jets, will create a gap or saddle between each accreted 


ridge, allowing for rivers and animal life to pass through these ridge systems.   


 
 
 


THE OPENING ARGUMENT 
  
 
So far, we have drawn the following points in favour of an exogenous source for 


mountain belts and their adjacent sedimentary strata.    


 


First and foremost, we have contended that their presence on all solar system surfaces 


may be explained by the unique manner in which cometary debris is ejected and 


ultimately deployed by capturing bodies.  We have also suggested that present theories 


for the source and deposition of large and small scale ridge systems are both 


contradictory and unsettled.    


 


In the following pages further evidence will be added linking cometary debris more 


securely to structural features common to all ridge systems.    


 
 


MOUNTAIN BELTS AND TOPOGRAPHY  
 
 
Prior to the exploration of the ocean depths in the 19th century, Mountain belts were 


believed to be primarily a land feature.   It did not occur to natural philosophers that the 


great ridge systems that determine the contours of continents and the entire shape of 


large islands such as Iceland, Japan and the Philippines, were the emerging elements of 


a mountain belt system, thousands of kilometres in extent.    
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Despite the wide range and direction of mountain belts, only two major systems exist.   


The first is the circum-Pacific belt, which rings the Pacific Ocean, stretching over 50,000 


kilometres from South America through North America, across Japan and eastern Asia, 


into the south Pacific.   The second major mountain belt forms the Eurasian-Indonesian 


belt that starts in the western part of Europe and northern Africa, across the Alps in 


Europe, into the Near East and eventually to the Himalayas. 


 


 


THE APPALACHIANS 
 
 
This paper will focus primarily on the Appalachian mountain belt (illustration 19).  This 


system contains the typical suite of rock features: semi-parallel ridges, adjacent 


fossiliferous strata and pools of congealed igneous rock.  The belt runs from 


Newfoundland, Canada to Alabama, in the southern United States.  It is one of the best-


explored mountain belts in the world. 


 
 


 
 


Illustration 19 Aerial photograph of Appalachian mountain ridges and valleys taken near 
Bristol, Tennessee. 
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A ROCK MONOPOLY  
 
 
The great rock pile of the Appalachian mountain belt represents virtually all the 


topography in this region.  In the 1850’s, the Iowa state survey noted that “Although the 


Palaeozoic formations persist across much of the United States, the total section is 


much thicker in the Appalachians (12,000 ft) than in the central part of the country 


(1,200 ft).”  [14] 


 


In light of this paper’s subject, the great concentration of rock volume in one 


geographical area is fairly obvious.  Less obvious, but equally significant for geology, is 


the fact that virtually all the rock in this region comes from the first stage of life on earth 


– the Palaeozoic – and approximately 80% of it is represented by contiguous layers and 


formations of non-igneous rock.    


 


This great contrast in rock proportion is made more significant by its uniformity in time.   


This unusual circumstance appears to be common to all mountain belts.  The 


mountainous region in the western part of North America, for instance, is identified 


with the middle period of life on earth – The Mesozoic.  Each of these mountain belts 


belongs to one of only two major landform systems.   


 


If the cometary hypothesis for the origin of mountain belts is correct, the outcome for 


conventional dating systems could not be more dramatic.  An exogenetic hypothesis 


suggests that there were, excepting the most recent stage of mountain development – 


the Cenozoic –, only two major radiations of life on earth, and they both took place over 


a period of hours.    


 


 


MOUNTAIN BELTS AND EVOLUTION 
 
 
The appearance and spread of new species have been associated with evolving 


mountain ranges.  In examining the explosion of new life in the Palaeozoic era, the 


authors of a 1996 article in the American Scientist stated “The Ordovician radiation also 
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coincided with a period when mountains were actively being forged throughout the 


world”.  The authors conclude, “This suggests that an enriched mosaic of habitats, a 


possible increase in nutrients and changing substrates associated with mountain-


building might have played a part in the evolutionary story.”  [15] 


 


So far, we are faced with two facts: (1) the rocks that dominate the earth’s surface are 


found on all visible surfaces in the solar system; (2) they are also highly concentrated in 


time and space.  These facts suggest that mountain belts have a common origin.    


 


A solution to the origin of the Appalachian mountain belt is therefore likely to shed light 


on the evolution of continental topography as a whole and perhaps offer insight into the 


evolution of new life.    


 


 


 ENDOGENY CHALLENGED  
 
 
If planets acquire most of their surface through extraterrestrial accretion, then many of 


the assumptions underpinning geological theory need reconsideration.  Perhaps the 


most important of these assumptions is the declaration found in geological texts that   


the evolution of the earth’s crust and its dependant life forms can only be understood 


by slowing down critical events to an immeasurable pace.  A typical example of this is 


found in a current proposal for a geology course: “The history of the Earth comes from 


the book of rocks that is otherwise known as the Geologic Record.  In terms of a human 


life span, the Earth does not appear to change in any significant way.  The Earth does 


indeed change, but the usual pace of change is so slow that it is imperceptible.” 


 


This dictum, now called ‘Deep Time’, however, would be clearly impractical on a planet 


where global landscapes and biospheres may be acquired within hours.    


 


Creating an entire mountain belt containing hundreds of layers of rock, clay, coal and 


other minerals, according to present theory, calls for the erosion of entire mountain 


ranges, the growth and death of hundreds of forests, and the advance and retreat of 


dozens of marine environments.  It does not take a trained geologist to believe that 


thousands, if not millions of years would be required to complete this process.  This 


belief, however, is based on an unstated and untested premise – that most of this 


planet’s solid surface is derived from the earth’s interior.   
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EXOGENY IS NOT CATASTROPHISM  
 
 
An exogenetic explanation for the formation of the earth’s crust has never been 


contemplated by the secular western mind.  From Aristotle and Plato to Ignatius 


Donnelly, Immanuel Velikovsky and Carl Sagan, extraterrestrial encounters have focused 


mainly on the destruction of the physical environment and extirpation of existing 


species.    


 


Paleontological evidence suggests, however, that our biosphere has not only survived, 


but has been renewed and diversified through a number of distinct global upheavals 


[15]. 


 


The current rationale for this surprising finding is that these catastrophes wiped out so 


many species, that large environmental gaps became available for new life to evolve.  A 


dark barren planet, however, is scarcely an environment for an explosion of new life.   


 


A more interesting hypothesis might be constructed around a planet that has acquired 


copious volumes of hydrocarbon-rich materials, concentrated in relatively small, well-


defined areas of global surfaces. 


 


 


OVERNIGHT MOUNTAIN BELTS  
  
 


The rapid extra-terrestrial acquisition of the Appalachian mountain belt would scarcely 


be a peaceful event.  There would be widespread death and destruction from volcanic 


eruptions, giant tides and direct impact.  Needless to say, these events do not support     


uniformitarian theory but neither do they support present catastrophist ideas.    


 


Impacting meteors cannot, by themselves, trigger the rapid development of new 


species, nor explain the origins of mountain belts.  The connection between the earth’s 


capture of novel crustal materials and the rapid evolution of its biosphere is not the 


subject of this particular paper.  Nevertheless, rapidly acquired mountain belts appear 


to provide new approaches to the enigma of macroevolution.    
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THE WORLD OF ROCK 
 
 


The material we will be discussing below is rock, which geologists define as “a mineral 


matter of variable composition, consolidated or unconsolidated, assembled in masses or 


considerable quantities in nature.” [16] So variable is the content of rock that the main 


categorization of the substance is by particle size, rather than chemical composition.  


The smallest category of rock is clay and the largest is boulder.  Contributing to the 


difficulty of finding more sophisticated methods of categorizing rock is the difficulty in 


tracing its origins.    


 


Flint, one of the most respected geologists of the twentieth century stated: “It is clear 


that the interpretation of upstream paleo-geology from sandstone petrology is not 


straightforward even when the sandstone contains pieces of the source rock itself.  That 


is, we have been concerned with the ultimate sources of the grains.  However 


sedimentary rocks cover two thirds of the continental surfaces.  Not by metamorphic 


and igneous rock.  If we are to construct an accurate paleo-geographic map of the 


Devonian or Jurassic period we will have to determine which of the sand grains are 


coming directly from igneous or metamorphic sources and which are being released 


from older sedimentary rock.” 


 


The crucial question of the origin of non-igneous rocks, as will be seen below, is still 


unsolved.  Both Flint and his contemporaries, however, were clear on one issue: that 


virtually all categories of rock have originated from within the earth.  Since the core 


thesis of this paper is diametrically opposed to this untested assumption, it will be 


necessary to define our geological terms more closely.    


 


 


CATEGORIZING ROCK  
 
 


Flint, like most geologists divided the earth’s rocks into three categories: sedimentary, 


metamorphic and igneous. 
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 WHAT IS SEDIMENT? 
 
 
The word sediment comes from the Latin sedimentum, meaning ‘that which is settled’.   


Sediment originates from wind, ice and water-borne particles, and ends up in easily 


identifiable layers, usually containing fossils.      


 


Most sediment is considered to be the product of weathering (the slow breakdown of 


sedimentary and igneous rock), principally by chemical erosion.  This process is 


presently observed in such diverse phenomena as the leaching of Hawaiian lavas by 


lichens, the hollowing of limestone caves by organic acids and the erosion of Egyptian 


monuments by damp desert sands.      


 


There are some problems with the definition of sedimentary rock.  One of the earth’s 


greatest topographical features – mountain ridges – though classified as sedimentary, 


show no signs of alluvial transport.  Their interiors are fossil-free, and their particulates 


are unstratified and unsorted.  Since I claim that these features are the direct product of 


a comet’s landing pattern, I would prefer to call this category of rock non-igneous.  By 


the same token, metamorphic rock, which is acknowledged to be a mix of igneous and 


sedimentary rocks, processed by a variety of secondary events, I propose to also call 


non-igneous.  This slight change in categories allows the division of the earth’s rocks into 


its alleged source rock – igneous rock – and its eventual product – non-igneous rock. 


 
 


THE EARTH’S SHELL AND TOPOGRAPHY 
 
 


Since the cometary hypothesis claims a clear demarcation between cometary debris, 


which is surficial, and the earth’s shell, presumably made up of congealed magma, all 


references to the lithosphere or crust in this paper are intended to describe the original 


solid, semi-spherical surface upon which the earth’s topography rests.    
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MOUNTAINS, EARTHQUAKES, VOLCANOES AND NON-IGNEOUS ROCKS 


 
 


Present geological theory holds that sediments are derived from lavas issuing from 


breaks in the earth’s crust.  This confines their entrance to the upper world to more 


than 500 active volcanoes.  The United States Geological Survey considers volcanoes 


active if they have erupted at least once within recorded history.  The Survey goes on, 


“Volcanoes tend to cluster along narrow mountainous belts where folding and 


fracturing of the rocks provide channelways to the surface for the escape of magma.  


Significantly, major earthquakes also occur along these belts, indicating that volcanism 


and seismic activity are often closely related, responding to the same dynamic Earth 


forces.”  [17] 


 


The relationship of earthquakes to volcanic eruptions was clear, even to the Greeks and 


the Romans.  What is less clear is how these great belts of rocks originated and why the 


magma from breaks in the local crust and lavas from adjacent volcanoes were expelled 


from these particular locations.    


 


Although there are no active volcanoes in the Appalachians, it seems obvious that the 


crust was fractured in many places along the mountain belt in the remote past.   On the 


other hand, there is no evidence that the Appalachians were ever folded.  The folding 


hypothesis was abandoned when drilling and seismic data proved the Appalachians 


rested upon and not within the crust [18].  Folding theory has now been supplanted by 


another hypothesis; that the belts were moved from one remote production zone to 


their present resting place.  Both folding and mountain-moving theories will be 


discussed in more detail below, but it is sufficient to indicate the problems the latest 


‘allochthonous’ theory brings in its wake.  It assumes that an entire mountain belt 


moved intact, overland, without producing any breaks in the crust.  Then these ridge 


systems stopped, apparently for a long stay, where, coincidently, upwelling magma was 


waiting to weaken and break through the crust.  Aside from this improbability the 


theory assumes that the mountains have found their final resting place.  Yet breaks in 


the earth’s crust are only detected in mountain belt environments, suggesting that the 


act of creating mountain belts and their magma extruding fractures has occurred only 


during their lifetimes.   
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LOOKING UP  
 
 
The latest theory of the Appalachian orogeny is consistent, in one critical issue, with an 


exogenous theory of mountain building.  Both theories negate an endogenous origin for 


mountain belts.  The question now is, was the delivery of mountain-building materials 


overland or overhead?   


 


The cometary model immediately delivers the required weight of cometary debris by 


laying down the ridges and sediments of a mountain belt.  The periphery of these great 


ridges combined with the build-up of adjacent sediments would create an awesome 


shearing stress, rupturing the lithosphere – allowing magma to pour forth and create 


volcanoes and great pools of igneous rock.   


 


The existence of volcanoes and earthquakes concentrated around mountain belts is 


therefore no coincidence; neither is it a coincidence that the same fractures and 


volcanoes are not found elsewhere.  They are the consequence of a direct, one-time 


force exerted on the local bedrock.    


 


 


THE CHEMICAL DISPARITY BETWEEN IGNEOUS AND NON-IGNEOUS ROCK 
 
 
Perhaps the most critical test of a cometary hypothesis would be a different chemical 


and physical signature for the cometary debris and the magmas rising subsequent to the 


crustal fractures produced by the deposition of a mountain belt.    


 


Endogenetic theory necessarily holds that there must be a clear and direct association 


between pools of congealed igneous rock and the great layers of mountain ranges and 


the sediments surrounding them.  It is assumed by all endogenic theory that sediments 


are the eroded remnants of mountain belts.    


 


The cometary hypothesis, on the other hand, holds that mountain belt sediments are 


‘loose’ cometary debris, incorporated into ridge systems and sedimentary strata.   
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“A PENULTIMATE SILICATE FROTH”: THE ALIEN CRUST  
 
 
In an article published by Skinner in American Scientist [19], the author comments on 


the physical contrast to be found in the earth’s sediments and the magmas that 


presumably created them: “Crustal rocks appear literally to be a penultimate silicate 


froth of the most uncommon terrestrial elements [...].”  The writer concludes, “Because 


the earth and oceans and air are extreme distillates and fractionates of the average 


original earth and very unlike it in composition and origin, it is obviously risky, if not 


misleading, to infer that superficial studies tell much of what we must know of time in 


the earth.” 


 


In the 40 years or so since Skinner made this statement, drilling ships such as the 


Glomar Challenger and a variety of indirect techniques, primarily seismic, have been 


employed to probe the depths of our undersea world.  In this age of plate tectonics, the 


search is focused on locating the course of circulating magmas responsible for 


determining the course of descending slabs of old ocean bottom and the slowly 


emerging slabs of new plates.   


 


In a recent international conference, entitled “Transport of Materials in the Dynamic 


Earth” (2001), more intensive isotopic studies underscored Skinner’s appreciation of the 


earth’s “penultimate silicate froth.”   


 


In a leading paper, the authors reported their study comparing the volcanic radioactive 


elements found in Samoan volcanic rocks with continental (terrigenous) rocks.  [20] 


 


The investigators believed that “*The mantle plumes] may provide our most direct 


sampling of the deep mantle, and this distinctive chemistry is conventionally ascribed to 


recycling of ancient lithosphere containing a terrigenous sediment component.”  In 


other words, the authors were attempting to link sub-crustal magmas with continental 


rocks.    


 


They reported “*…] No model has as yet satisfactorily accounted for many of the 


puzzling geochemical characteristics of hotspots.”   
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The authors carefully traced the materials scraped off the overlying terrain in 


attempting to match magma and continental sediments.  “By comparing the 


geochemical character of basalts from Ta'u Island, Samoa, which are the least enriched 


[in radioactive isotopes] of Samoan basalts [...] with the most-enriched material, from 


Malumalu Seamount [...] we are able to characterize the trace-element patterns of the 


‘enrichment’ [the mixed molten materials]; what is noteworthy is the very large 


negative [Page 23] Ti [titanium] anomaly in the enriched component, indeed suggestive 


of a terrigenous sediment component.”  The authors concluded “However, the lack of 


Pb [lead], Nb [niobium], and Ta [tantalum] anomalies, and the negative Ba [barium] 


anomaly, are difficult to reconcile with a terrigenous pedigree for the enriched 


component.  One can simply assert that chemical processing during subduction has 


erased the continental fingerprint.”   


 


What makes these conclusions more relevant to a cometary hypothesis is the lack of 


success in chemically matching volcanic lavas to the contiguous sediments.     


 


 


THE CASE FOR TRAVELLING MOUNTAIN BELTS  
 
 
In developing their basic approach to orogeny, 19th century geologists took two basic 


approaches.   


 


One faction believed that long narrow basins gradually filled with sediments.  The 


weight of these sediments drew the formation beneath the earth’s crust.  The heat and 


pressure of the earth’s interior converted the loose debris into solid rock and, 


eventually, the ridges emerged fully formed as mountains.    


 


A second faction, using the model of a cooling, previously molten earth, argued the 


earth’s crust developed corrugations while cooling, likes a wizened fruit.   


 


Both explanations assumed mountains to be local, relatively static features, their flanks 


or roots embedded in the lithosphere.    


 


Recent drilling and seismic investigations derived from the Appalachians as mentioned 


above [18], however, found no evidence to support either theory.  In no place 


investigated in the entire mountain belt is there any sign of a rooting of the mountain 
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ridge system into the continental bedrock.  This caused a revolution in orogenetic 


theory.   


 


 


“ONE CAN STILL MARVEL AT THE RECENT CHANGE OF PARADIGMS …”  
 


  
The revolutionary nature of this discovery was noted in a special edition put out by the 


Geological Society of America on the history of Appalachian orogenetic theory [18]:  


 


“One can still marvel at the recent change of paradigms […] The Appalachian mountain 


system, the ‘Eastern Overthrust Belt,’ The Piedmont, the Carolina slate belt and other 


crystalline terrains [...] were once thought (and not that long ago) to be firmly rooted in 


the continental crust, an integral part of the Laurentian craton (a relatively rigid and 


immobile region of continental portions of the earth's crust).  The probability, or even 


possibility, that these terrains have travelled 250 km or more on horizontal faults would 


have seemed fanciful, even as little as 25 years ago.  That the Charlotte, the Kiokee, or 


the Raleigh belts are micro-continents that may have travelled hundreds or even 


thousands of kilometres to ‘dock’ against the Laurentian craton would have been 


scoffed at as another variation of the then largely discredited theory of continental 


drift.” 


 


Moving entire mountain ranges, row on row, hundreds of kilometres, may seem 


fanciful, but there is little choice for geologists wedded, for hundreds of years, to 


endogeny.   But the alternative of mountains from the sky, to layman and scientist alike, 


seems even more fanciful.  The evidence for this hypothesis, however, is compelling.    


 


 


MOUNTAIN-MOVING PROBLEMS  
 
 
While geologists still contend with such critical issues as the necessary locomotion 


required for moving mountains, more fundamental problems must be faced, the first 


being – if mountain belts move, why do they stop over lithospheric fractures? It must be 


assumed that their mass has not changed; yet the damage associated with their present 


resting place appears permanent with volcanoes and magma spouting tears located 


along their path.  One must ask what event made them stop, for what sees permanent 
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rest? Also there is the question of the building up of sediments adjacent to mountain 


ridges.  These deep layers of fossil-bearing sediments seem to be a local phenomenon, 


apparently related to the erosion of ridges themselves.  All the non-igneous elements of 


the Appalachians belong to the same Palaeozoic era.  If so, these deep layers of 


sediments must have travelled along with the volcanoes and ridge elements? 


 


Aside from local tilting of adjacent sedimentary strata, the intermountain sediments and 


deposits of igneous rock of the Appalachians appear undisturbed.  It is unlikely that they 


would have travelled hundreds of kilometers without demonstrating significant 


disturbance.  Moreover, the entire Appalachian mountain belt appears to be a rather 


static structure.  In the exploration of the origins of sediments dealt with below, 


evidence will be offered to suggest that the Appalachians and other mountain belts 


have not eroded to any significant degree.    


 


The present positioning of mountain belts over breaks in the earth’s crust, along with 


the relatively undisturbed position of volcanoes, lava traps and stacked inter-mountain 


sediments, represents one of a number of problems facing a credible theory of laterally 


moving mountain belts.     


 


 


MOUNTAIN FOLDING 
 
 


The Appalachians, the most closely examined of mountain belts, appear to be the only 


continental mountain belts that have been proved to be surficial features.  What of the 


others? 


 


Most orogenic theories deal with the distortion of the crust by crustal extension or 


contraction, presumably pushed and pulled by lateral plate-tectonic forces.  This implies 


that the underlying bedrock, whether igneous or sedimentary, was incorporated into 


the final structure.    


 


Charles Lyell, the leading geologist of the 19th century, believed, along with many of his 


colleagues, that the pressure of molten rock was the motive force for uplift.  They 


therefore deduced that cooled molten magma lay at the heart of great mountain ridges.   


The ‘folding’ phenomenon was due to the doming of the overlying sedimentary strata in 


response to locally rising magma.  Charles Lyell, on taking a good look at the peaks of 
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mountain ranges, was somewhat puzzled by their triangulated or ‘hinged’ profile.  They 


should have been more rounded, he reasoned, but took the thought no further.  Well 


before the end of the 19th century, a consensus arose that mountain ridge interiors 


were sedimentary, and the magmatic intrusion theory passed into disuse until the age 


of plate-tectonics.    


 
The rising magma theory was generally superseded by Eli de Beaumont, a brilliant 


French cartographer who brought in the concept of mountain belts as wizened fruit.   


This approach was derived from the cosmological theory that the earth, as a cooling 


molten orb, started its cooling process from the outside in, allowing the crust to 


contract.  The contraction placed local tangential pressures on the crust, which rose as 


mountain ridges.  This in turn was criticised on two important grounds.   


 


The first was strictly mathematical.  In a mountain belt such as the Appalachians, there 


was simply not enough crustal fabric to create the folds.  Assuming a conservative 


equilateral triangle for a typical ridge profile, a ridge would consume two lengths of 


crustal fabric for each lateral length moved.  The crust simply ran out of available fabric 


at an early stage of folding.  Moreover, the molten condition of sub-crustal rock, 


suggested that the contraction would be spread around the globe evenly.   


 


Compounding this difficulty, mountain ridges show no indication that they were once 


covered by layered sediments.  Their interiors are unsorted and fossil-free, and there is 


no indication of other conventional sorting or stratification.  Each ridge should show a 


continuity of surface characteristics, and this is simply not the case.  In other words, the 


surface layers of mountain ridges should display the same stratification as the flat lands 


adjacent to them, but it does not exist.  The only explanation offered is that the 


evidence of fossilization and stratification was lost in the chaos of formation.  The 


disappearance of the evidence required for the theory, by the very phenomenon we are 


trying to critically examine, is indeed unfortunate. 


 


But this explanation is particularly difficult to accept due to the excellent preservation of 


the sediments arrayed adjacent to mountain ridge systems that presumably either 


moved with them or over them.    
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THE PERSISTENCE OF FOLDING  
 
 
Despite the general discomfort with mountain building that is dependent on ideas of 


upwelling magma and compressive folding, geologist persist in using dubious ideas in 


orogenetic writing.  The reason is obvious; there are just so many explanations available 


in an endogenetic model.  After a suitable number of years, old questionable theories 


are recycled to explain the birth and death of mountain ridges.   
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PART THREE: LOOKING OVERHEAD 
 


  


 


Cometary dynamics is still an obscure science, but recent observations have confirmed 


that many comets tend to flare-up and lose significant portions of their mass as they 


approach and retreat from their primaries [21] [22] [23].  This is most frequently 


observed in their passage around the Sun.  In 1994, however, the remaining 15 of the 


original 21 fragments of Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 were captured and accreted by 


Jupiter [24] (illustration 20).  This event suggested that comets show the same 


disintegration pattern when captured by a planet as they do when rounding the Sun. 


   


There is no clear understanding of when and why comets flare-up, split and rapidly lose 


their substance [13].  The concept of Roche’s limit is sometimes used but there is no 


consensus*.  Influenced by the current model of comets as frail and insubstantial 


collections of ice and dust, many astronomers believe that competing gravitational 


forces pull a comet’s insubstantial nucleus apart as it nears its primary.  This theory, 


fabricated to account for a comet’s anomalous flare-ups deep in outer space, is 


becoming suspect as we are able to look more closely at the surfaces of cometary 


nuclei.  We find their appearance very similar to other bodies in the solar system.  


Whatever the explanation for a comet’s shrinkage, it would take a loss of less than .01% 


of the mass of a Venus-sized nucleus to provide our planet with its great mountain belts. 


Comets have been known to lose even greater percentages of their mass over one 


perihelion approach [25].    


                                                 
* From “Split Comets” by Hermann Boehnhardt [13]: “Several fragmentation mechanisms are used 
to explain the splitting of cometary nuclei. Thus far, the success of these scenarios in the 
understanding of these events is limited, presumably since (1) the most important parameters of 
comet nuclei (such as internal structure, nucleus/surface stratification, material types, tensile and 
shear strengths, size, and rotation) used in these models are not at all or not very well known, and 
(2) the available observations do not constrain well the actual event sequence and the physical 
properties of the parent and daughter components of split comets. Not surprisingly, only for one 
split comet, D/1993 F2 (Shoemaker-Levy 9), do modelers seem to agree on the fragmentation 
scenario (i.e., tidal splitting close to Jupiter), although with significant differences in the details of 
interpretation and conclusion.” 
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Illustration 20 The 21 “pearls on a string” of Shoemaker-Levy 9 on their approach to Jupiter in 
1994. 


 
 
 


THE COMET AS COSMIC MILL 
 
 


The rapid rate of cometary dissolution is a poorly understood mechanism.  The 


“explosive” process can take place at any point on the body’s elliptical orbit and has 


been observed to occur as far as 50 AU from perihelion. [13] [26]   


 


  


THE VALUE OF MINOR RIDGE SYSTEMS 
 


 


Smaller scale ridge systems are an important model for establishing an exogenic model 


for planetary topography.  Esker and drumlin ridges are not massive enough to shear 


the earth’s crust.  Though dramatically lower in total mass, their laydown takes the form 


of a great meteor storm composed of tens of thousands of debris ribbons [2].  But their 


smaller scale has provided an easily accessible, well preserved memorial of the event 


that laid them down.  Locked in their rocky interiors and strewn about their sides is a 


clear narrative of their journey from jet to ground.   


 


How these ridges of sand and gravel, great and small, turn to rock seemingly overnight 


will also be discussed below.   
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ESTABLISHING RIBBONS  
 


 


We began the argument for exogeny by tracing the unusual profile and organization of 


ridge formations to the thin sheet of debris ejected from cometary nuclei, and followed 


it to its final unique perpendicular landing pattern.   


 


Of equal importance in establishing exogeny is proving the existence of individual 


ribbons of cometary debris and the order in which particles in each ribbon are 


organized. 


 


The evidence supporting this contention comes from the unique structure of glacial land 


forms.  Not only are they made up of materials alien to the earth’s interior, the order in 


which they are organized and the surface condition of each particle, from top to 


bottom, is directly opposite to the order and condition expected of materials conveyed 


by either ice or water [2] [27]. This arrangement, with the finest debris found furthest 


(laterally) from the nucleus, seems at first, fully rational.  Theory dictates that the larger 


than micron sized particles ejected from the nucleus of a comet should be organized, 


along the comet’s orbit, with the most massive particles closest (laterally) to the 


nucleus. But physical mysteries still remain.  Both the thinness of the debris tail as 


reflected in the width of landed eskers and the ribbons in which they are delivered 


cannot be easily explained or even definitively observed. This is due to the limitations of 


present astronomical observation techniques which can detect fluorescing and 


reflecting micron-sized ejecta, but ironically cannot observe the darker surfaces of 


metre–sized boulders. Fortunately, the fragmentation pattern and subsequent 


organization of ejecta into discrete bands has been observed in type 2 dust tails [12].  


 


   


STRIAE  
 


 


During periodic cometary flare-ups, astronomers have observed stria – parallel strips of 


dust in the type 2 dust tail, fragmenting and expanding laterally during “outbursts”. This 


process, takes place simultaneously along the entire length of the affected stria [12].   
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Kimihiko Nishioka describes this process: “Some big comets showed type II tails with 


many narrow striae called “synchronic bands,” the formation mechanism of which is still 


unknown.  A dynamic model for the formation mechanism of synchronic bands [...] is 


proposed. 


 


The complex particles [...] disintegrate repeatedly into individual unit particles at various 


disintegration speeds.  Then, these unit particles break up and their fragments are 


observed as synchronic bands.  These fragments continue to disintegrate or sublimate 


into smaller pieces and finally they become too small to be seen at a certain normalized 


lifetime. 


 


The structures calculated with this theory fit well the observed shape and orientation of 


the synchronic bands of Comet West and Comet Seki-Lines.” [28] 


 


Zdenek Sekanina et al. have also observed the same process taking place in Comet Hale-


Bopp. From early March to mid-April 1998, a series of photographs captured the birth of 


striae over a 40-day period: “*...] At that time they appeared very weak and confined on 


the “young” side of the dust tail. During 8 to 18 March 1998, 17 prominent and well 


defined as well as at least 9 weak to marginal striae could be identified and measured in 


the processed images.”  These stria, like the unseen ribbons of the earth-building debris 


tail, develop laterally and broaden.  “The striae became very broad and diffuse in early 


April 1998 (still present on 8 April s1998).  The preliminary analysis showed that the 


mother grains of the striae dust were release from the nucleus about 40-60 days before 


perihelion.”  [29] (illustration 21) 


 


It is this activity, observed in type 2 dust tails, that we contend mirrors the same process 


that takes place in the debris trails moving towards any capturing body, be it the Sun, 


Jupiter or our own planet.     


 


 


THE METEOR STORM AS ENDGAME 
 


 


In attempting to construct a credible model for mountain belt building, it is necessary to 


understand super swarm production as the termination of a much larger event.   
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Illustration 21 From “Split Comets” by Hermann Boehnhardt [13]: “Striated dust tail of Comet 
C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp). In March and April 1996 the diffuse dust tail (right part 
of the image) of Comet C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp) contained many striae. In the 
image the striae are best visible as narrow straight bands to the outer edge of 
the dust tail. [...] The prominent structured ion tail points away from the 
direction of the Sun. [...]” 


 


The track of the ridges forming super swarms rarely reveal boulders more than a few 


metres in diameter, and the many craters (called pot holes or kettles) strewn along their 


paths, both on earth and elsewhere, show no indication of bolide impact.  It is necessary 


to conclude, as in the case of the fragmentation of Comet C/1999 S4 (LINEAR) [13], that 


the fragments that produce super swarms, are essentially dissociated prior to accretion.   


This does not appear to be the case for mountain belts.  The relatively small number of 


semi-parallel ridges, suggest that no more than a dozen active ejecta-laden ribbons 


were captured and accreted during the mountain building episodes.   


 
 


RING TONES 
 
 
Another important line of evidence supporting the structure and order displayed in 


ridge architecture are found in planetary rings.  Only in recent times have they been 


connected directly to comets, for the 19th century consensus was the view that rings 
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were primordial, a product of the creative cosmogonal swirl that moulded the nascent 


sphere.  Improved observational techniques began to detect transitional phenomena.   


 


Although we cannot pinpoint the source of each planetary ring, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus 


and Neptune all appear to have very thin featureless bands of debris spreading towards 


their respective equators from the outer edges of their outermost ring.  This translucent 


web of dust, which is called the plateau at Neptune and gossamer at Jupiter, appear to 


be associated with their moons and mysterious ring arcs.  (illustration 17) 


 


Voyager's trip to Saturn disclosed main rings that will one day be compared to a flared-


up comet’s debris tail.  They were “*...] composed of ringlets so numerous that the ring 


system looks much like a phonograph record, with thousands of thin grooves in it.” [30] 


 


It is not clear whether a gossamer web join each of the thousands of ringlets, but recent 


examination of Saturn's ring gaps has disclosed that thin bands of debris join them.  The 


NASA website reports that “*...] divisions between the rings, once thought to be empty 


spaces, were now seen to be full of very small fine-grained particles [...] Some ring 


bands appeared to have sharp outer walls, while others seemed to go on and on.” 


 
 


 AMALTHEA AND THEBE 
 
 
Though the direct creation of planetary rings by comets remains somewhat speculative, 


two recent observations of the great ringed planets appear to be bringing respectability 


to the idea.   


 


In the January 1999 edition of Astronomy, Tracy Steadier reported: “Galileo imaged 


Jupiter's faint outer ring, known as the gossamer ring, with remarkable clarity.  This 


ephemeral ring was found by Galileo to be made of two dusty rings of debris.  On closer 


inspection, surprised astronomers also discovered that the rings were trailing from the 


orbits of two small Jovian moons: Amalthea and Thebe.  These satellites orbit Jupiter in 


paths that tilt slightly relative to the gas giant's waist.  In an elegant twist, the vacillating 


paths of Amalthea and Thebe correspond to the thickness of their sides. ‘Since the 


particles have the same orbit and tilt, they are probably born of the satellites,’ says 


Cornell University astronomer Joseph Burns.”  [31] 
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Note again the anomalous ejection of debris precisely along the plane of the orbiting 


satellites – exactly the motion proposed by McCrosky [3], Maddox [6], Sekanina [7] and 


others for the disposition of cometary debris. 


 
In May 2009, a group from the Cassini mission to Saturn published “Enceladus: An Active 


Cryovolcanic Satellite.”  [32] 


 


“Enceladus is one of the most remarkable satellites in the Solar System [...]” (illustration 


22) Most of their attention was focused on the evidence of a substantial ocean, on what 


should have been a deeply frozen body.  They observed plumes, consisting mainly of 


water being ejected from “jets” located at Enceladus’s south pole.   


 


 


 
 


Illustration 22 Large mosaic of images taken by the Cassini Spacecraft of Saturn's moon 


Enceladus. 


 


 


In the excitement, a reader might be forgiven for missing a most unusual finding on the 


disposition of this satellite’s ejecta, for “The authors concluded that these processes 


probably provide the dominant source of Saturn’s E ring.”   


 



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mosaic

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cassini-Huygens

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saturn

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enceladus_%28moon%29
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The authors, however, failed to mention what mechanism organized the movement of 


these ejecta from a motion perpendicular to the satellite’s orbit to a final home on 


Saturn’s ring plane.   


 


 


SHOWERS 
 
 
The capture of the rocky ribbons produced by cometary debris tails may be witnessed 


on any cloudless night of the year as their particles are ignited by our atmosphere [33] 


(illustration 23).  Less frequently but more impressively, the earth passes through the 


trail of a comet on its return to the inner solar system, and then the night sky looks 


similar to the great meteor storms  that produced the New Quebec, Keewatin and Gulf 


of Bothnia super- swarms [2]. 


 


 


 
 


Illustration 22 Leonid meteor shower. 


 


 


In establishing an exogenetic origin for super-swarms, it is not necessary to construct 


statistical models justifying their formation.  We witnessed such an event taking place 


between Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 and Jupiter in 1994 [24]. As for the frequency of 


trails of comets passing through the Earth’s orbit, it happens at least 11 times a year 


[33].   
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Though the era in which these ridge systems were formed is not precisely known, the 


ceremonials and related sacred texts dealing with ancestral memories of these great 


meteor showers are extensive and convincing.  They are dealt with elsewhere [34] but a 


particularly vivid and detailed memory of these events was passed down by the Skidee 


band of the Pawnee nation. Their priests calmed their tribe, who were panicked by the 


great meteoric shower of 1833 [35], with the explanation that stars may be falling to 


earth, but the North Star, they assured the tribe, was still in its place, and so the world 


would not, this time, come to an end.   


 


It should also be noted that this cosmocentric tribe must have seen comets during a 


much closer approach, for they call comets “feathered stars” and were inveterate 


meteorite collectors.  Their leading priest represented the planet Mars, who was 


pictured riding on a bed of meteorites.   


 


Immanuel Velikovsky – author of “Worlds in Collision” and the 20th century’s leading 


catastrophist – was certain that the planets Mars and Venus, in a series of near 


encounters, produced these great meteor storms.  While neither holding to nor 


repudiating these claims, Velikovsky’s reconstruction of these great cosmic storms is so 


astute and colourful, that this excerpt should be reproduced: [36] 


 


“The Terrible Ones 


 


Venus had a tail, considerably shortened since the time it was a comet, but still long 


enough to give the impression of a hanging flame, or smoke, or attached hair. When 


Mars clashed with Venus, asteroids, meteorites, and gases were torn from this trailing 


part, and began a semi-independent existence, some following the orbit of Mars, some 


other paths.  


 


These swarms of meteorites with their gaseous appendages were newborn comets; 


flying in bands and taking various shapes, they made an uncanny impression. Those 


which followed Mars closely looked like a troop following their leader. They also ran 


along different orbits, grew quickly from small to giant size, and terrorized the peoples 


of the earth. And when, soon after the impact of Venus and Mars, Mars began to 


threaten the earth, the new comets, running very close to the earth, added to the 


terror, continually recalling the hour of peril. 
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Ares of Homer, going into battle, is accompanied by never resting horrible creatures, 


Terror, Rout, and Discord. Terror and Rout yoke the gleaming horses of Ares, themselves 


dreadful beasts, also known by these names; Discord, ‘sister and comrade of man-


slaying Ares, rageth incessantly; she at the first rears her crest but little, yet thereafter 


planteth her head in heaven, while her feet tread on earth.’ 


 


Similarly, the Babylonians saw the planet Mars-Nergal in the company of demons, and 


wrote in their hymns to Nergal: ‘Great giants, raging demons, with awesome members, 


run at his right and at his left.’ These ‘raging demons’ are pictured also in the Nergal-


Eriskigal poem; they bring pestilence and cause earthquakes. 


 


It appears that the mythological figures of the Furies of the Latins or the Erinyes of the 


Greeks, with serpents winding about their heads and arms, flashing flame with their 


eyes, swinging torches around like wheels, grew out of the same prodigies which moved 


rapidly, changed their forms hourly, and acted violently. The Erinyes traveled in a group, 


like huntresses or like a ‘pack of savage hounds,’ but sometimes they appeared to be 


split into two groups. 


 


To these comets, traveling in bands with Mars or Indra, are dedicated many Vedic 


hymns, indeed a great part of them. They are called Maruts ‘shining like snakes,’ ‘blazing 


in their strength,’ ‘brilliant like fires.’ 


 


  O Indra, O strong hero, grant thou glory to us  


  with the Maruts, terrible with the terrible ones, 


  strong and giver of victory. 


 


And it is said that their ‘strength is like the vigor of their father.’ 


 


  Your march, O Maruts, appears brilliant. . . . 


  We invoke you, the great Maruts, 


  the constant wanderers. . . . 


  Like the dawn, they uncover the dark nights 


  with red rays, the strong ones, 


  with their brilliant light, 


  as with a sea of milk. . . . 


  Streaming down with rushing splendor, 


  they have assumed their bright and brilliant color.8 
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Stones were hurled by these comets. 


   


  You the powerful, who shine with your spears,  


  shaking even what is unshakable by strength . . . 


  Hurling the stone in the flight! . . .  


  All beings are afraid of the Maruts. 


 


  May your march be brilliant, O Maruts . . . 


  Shining like snakes. 


  May that straightforward shaft of yours, O Maruts, 


  bounteous givers, be far from us, 


  and far the stone which you hurl!” 


 


 


SPLITTING AND RIBBON-MAKING 
 
 
The fragmentation of comets appears to be a two phase mechanism designed to 


systematically reduce all matter to heterogeneous rubble in a cosmic recycling scheme.   


 


When a comet is in full flare-up mode, it is distributing light gases and micron-sized dust 


into a gigantic torus (donut shaped) cloud called the zodiacal light in one direction and a 


far greater load of earth-building debris in the other.   


 


It is only in the earth-building debris train, made up of fragments massive enough to 


follow the path of the main nucleus [4], that the comet undergoes splitting.   This poorly 


understood phenomenon creates a series of mini-comets or cometesimals [13], a 


process which accelerates the comminution or fragmentation to a point where the 


mother nucleus is reduced to a series of stacked ribbons.   


 


In other words, each and every fragment in a comet’s debris tail, when it splits, 


functions exactly as the mother body, following its elliptical orbit along the same two-


dimensional plane, until the next outburst, at which time the same splitting and 


concomitant debris production will take place.   
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The closest view that astronomers have obtained of this activity was the disintegration 


of a fragment of Comet Schwassmann-Wachmann [37] (illustration 23) during which 154 


cometesimals were born: “The fragmentation of the split Comet 73P/Schwassmann-


Wachmann 3 B was observed [...] We analyzed the [...]  images,  detecting  no  fewer  


than  154  mini-comets [...] We  found  that  most  of  these  mini-comets  were ejected  


from  fragment  B  by  an  outburst  occurring  around  1  April  2006 [...] We found that 


the radius of these mini-fragments was in the 5- to 108-m range [...]”  [38] 


 


 


 
 


Illustration 22 Hubble image of the breakup of Schwassmann-Wachmann, April 2006. 


 


 


It would not require an overly sophisticated scientific mind to judge the significance of 


Schwassmann-Wachmann’s fully disaggregated fragment B crossing the earth’s orbit 


just after the 2007 flare-up.  A 100 m diameter fragment would produce a ten meter 


high esker approximately 5 km long.   


 
In “Tails of a Recent Comet” [2], the match-up of a comet’s debris trail, presumed to be 


divided into discrete ribbons, was compared to the topography of a mixed swarm of 


eskers and drumlins in unconsolidated and lithified form.  The unique condition and 


order of the particulates incorporated inside of and strewn about these ridges of sand 


and gravel were also compared to hypothetical curtains of debris shifted and abraded 


by our planet’s atmosphere, and found to closely match these conditions.   
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In reviewing this paper more than a decade later, some assumptions concerning the 


origins of debris tail ribbons were either shaky or wrong*. Nevertheless, the recent 


space probes of comets and the exploration of Saturn’s ring system and satellites by 


Cassini have strengthened the arguments for an exogenetic origin for earthly and intra-


planetary ridge systems.   


 


In the following section dealing with the formation of mountain belts, the arguments 


developed for minor ridge formation made in the author’s previous paper will be 


repeated only for emphasis.  New evidence supporting an exogenetic origin for both 


minor and major ridge formations will be presented.   


 


 


MOUNTAINS ARE NOT CONE VOLCANOES  
 
 
A comparison of mountain building theories must begin by understanding what 


geologists mean by ‘mountains’.  The Random House Dictionary definition is closer to 


that of a cone volcano: “moun·tain (mounÆtn), n. A natural elevation of the earth's 


surface rising more or less abruptly to a summit, and attaining an altitude greater than 


that of a hill, usually greater than 2000 ft. (610 m)”  [39] 


 


The phrase ‘mountain belt’ which we mean to be a semi-parallel series of ridges, filled 


with sediment and volcanic materials – the focus of this paper – is not even found in the 


same comprehensive dictionary, although ‘mountain belt’ registered near 5,000 hits on 


Google.   


 


                                                 
*
 The first error was attributing the discontinuity of all ridge systems to the rotation of cometary 


nuclei.  I assumed that all ridges were tied to the production of each active jet on the sunward or 
primary-facing side of the nucleus.  In other words, the ‘morning’ and ‘evening’ defined the length of 
each ridge.  It was only when I did the arithmetic that I discovered that a typical cometary day of 11 
hours would create a ridge of close to 40 kilometres in length, assuming an average escape velocity 
of 10 metres per second.  This exceeded the average length of esker/drumlins by one order of 
magnitude.  It now seems more appropriate to attribute the discontinuity to sputtering, an 
electrostatic force suggested for the source of Encelidus’s contribution to Saturn’s E  ring.  The 
second error was confusing the elusive debris tail with the visible type 2 striae-producing tail  


observed by Nishioka [28] and Sekanina [29]. 
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Mountain building theory, along with its concomitant seismic and volcanic activity, a 


historically problematic topic, is currently the principle byproduct of the reigning plate-


tectonic paradigm.    


 


To be specific, mountain belts, according to present theory, are the product of the 


collision and separation of plates.  Oddly, this disparate set of movements, one plate 


pushing and the other pulling, is capable of making mountain belts of the same design.  


 


And yet plate tectonics is apparently a system, like life itself, which may only be found 


on earth. 


 


This is only one of the many problems involved in matching this theory to the evolution 


of great and small ridge systems found on all terrestrial planets and their satellites.  The 


difficulties with plate tectonics and other endogenic theories will be discussed in more 


detail below, but it should be clear by this stage that a single cause for all intra-planetary 


ridge systems deserves serious consideration. 


   


Applying a cometary solution to mountain building brings the weaknesses of 


endogenetic theories into further relief.   


 
 
 


THE NORWOOD ESKERS 
 
 


On Friday August 21, 2009, the author and a colleague visited one of the last esker 


formations in Southern Ontario.  Though located within a busy quarry run by the Drain 


Brothers, much of its classic structure remained intact, for the sturdy 15 metre high 


ridges bore the pylons of Ontario Hydro’s high-tension power lines (illustration 23).  In 


the act of mining the gaps between the pylons, the quarrymen revealed the ‘smoking 


gun’ of exogeny [2].  Within the base of the core, exposed by the mining, was the layer 


of sharp-edged sand.  Lying on the sand was the gravel, its edges becoming more 


rounded as the particles rose to the esker’s ridge top. Lying near the top of the interior 


of these formations were large, fully rounded boulders (illustration 24).  Adjacent to the 


formation, quarrymen were excavating several flat-bottomed pits, called pot holes or 


kettles, stacking the aggregates into heaps according to particle size. 
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Illustration 23 Esker near Norwood, Ontario. This formation runs for many kilometers in a 


north-east direction and is part of the New Quebec super-swarm. 


 


 


 
 


Illustration 24 Excavated interior of an esker near Norwood, Ontario. Of particular interest is 


the increasing particle size and roundedness as one moves from bottom to top. 


The boulders observed at the base have rolled down from the top during the 


excavation process. 


 


 


In the concluding parts of this paper, the difficulty of ascribing the genesis of these 


ridges and gravel pits to the action of flood or ice will be discussed.  At this stage, a 


review of the capture and laydown of a Norwood type esker should provide an excellent 


model for the evolution of its giant forbearers – our earth-girdling mountain belts.  
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AN ESKER IS A NAKED DRUMLIN 
 


 


Before describing the fiery entry of an esker/drumlin swarm, a brief description of the 


three main ridge types involved is necessary.  Although eskers are always in a minority 


position, they are usually found adjacent to drumlins and their related forms (craig and 


tails, roche moutonnées (illustration 25), rock drumlins, flutes etc.).   And this is the case 


with the Norwood eskers.  All three types are found in the same swarm, their axes 


oriented in the same direction – always pointing towards the super-swarm’s divide [2].  


More critically, their cores show the same light to heavy, sharp to rounded particle 


order, moving from bottom to top.  And this categorization is not rigid, for all ridge 


types often share companion features, some types half cemented and some partially 


covered.  Yet, as a species, they are rarely discussed as an ensemble in professional 


journals, for each ridge type requires a separate and often contradictory explanation.  


For instance, eskers are generally described as products of intermittent water courses 


operating either in or on a retreating ice sheet.  While drumlins are thought to be 


moulded into their streamlined shape by forwardly advancing ice sheets which gather 


up the gravel, sand and soil, organize it into its peculiar inner order and construct its 


rather delicate outward shape.   While this creative activity is taking place, in necessarily 


opposing ice sheets, moving from non-existing mountain slopes, the same drumlin 


constructing ice sheet is, according to current texts, carving cemented reproductions   


out of the rock face.   


 


 
 


Illustration 24 Field of roche moutonnées. 
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Compounding all these self-contradictory explanations is the mystery of the source and 


genesis of the building materials themselves, for this peculiar assemblage of broken and 


rounded rocky debris does not appear to be the product of glaciers (see PART FOUR of 


this paper).   


 


Making distinctions between ridge types is necessary for comparing and contrasting the 


final condition of minor and major ridge systems.   


  


In the case of esker and drumlin formations, the lighter elements (clay, silt and 


hydrocarbons) located in the leading part of the dropping ribbon are affected by the 


earth’s atmosphere. 


 


In the case of the latter, the load is so great that atmospheric winds will have little or no 


affect on its passage through the earth’s atmosphere.  Eskers, on the other hand, have 


their clay and silt covers torn away by winds and transported elsewhere.  On planets 


without atmosphere, like the moon and Mars, minor ridge systems appear to have all 


their layers intact.   


 


 
 


THE INDIVIDUAL BAND AS RIDGE-MAKER 
 
 


A critical clue to cometary ridge building is the dynamic character of each particle 


leaving a comet’s nucleus.   As each jet ejects a divisible particle, it effectively launches a 


new comet.   This process of continuous sub-division, ejecting from a single jet, creates 


an individual band within the comet’s two-dimensional debris tail.  


 


Each band, as it descends and lands perpendicular to a planet’s surface creates a ridge.   


The effect would be recreated by a truck filled with sand.   Sand pouring from an in-line 


slit in the truck bed would create a continuous ridge; the continuous peak formed by 


sand exceeding its ‘angle of repose’ would cause the particles to slide down the sides.    


 


If the earth is moving fast enough, each band will create a separate ridge.   If the earth is 


rotating slower or the band touches down at the geographical polar axis, the bands will 


overlap creating what geologists call a nappe.   These are usually explained by the 
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dubious theory that mountain ridges are originally folded and sometimes flop over, 


occasionally covering the foothill of the adjacent ridge.     


 
 


 SPREADING AND WHEELING  
 
 
As each band of debris approaches the rotating earth, each following ribbon, originally 


in line with its neighbour, would not land directly on top of the leading band, but beside 


it, creating a semi-parallel system. 


 


The separations between ridges would grow wider as the descending ribbons 


approached the faster moving equatorial region.     This radiating pattern can be clearly 


seen in the Appalachians as the belt approaches the southern states.   The earth’s 


progressive acceleration may be observed in the curve of the entire Appalachian 


formation which wheels around in line towards the west.    A more intriguing sinuosity 


would occur as the descending bands passed over the rotational axis.   This would cause 


a sine curve as the band became influenced by its second approach to the equator, 


which is now moving opposite sense.    


 


These unusual curving configurations were noted as early as the mid-19th century by 


Charles Lyell [14].    


 
 
 


RIDGE DISCONTINUITIES  
 
 
The key to understanding the discontinuities in ridge systems is the following.   Each jet 


represents an individual band of cometary debris.   Particulate debris is ejected from jets 


arrayed on the sunward surface of a comet’s nucleus.   If there are ten jets operating on 


the sunward side, there are ten bands in production arrayed along the path of the 


comet’s orbit.  As the nucleus rotates to the evening side, the band/jet is cut off, and a 


new jet/band comes into production on the ‘morning’ side.   This intermittent feature of 


jetting is responsible for the discontinuous nature of band and, hence ridge production.   


It is therefore the turning on and off of jets that is responsible for the saddles and gaps 


between ridges, allowing the migration of settlers and nomads through the forbidding 
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heights of mountain ranges and providing outlet channels for the meandering rivers on 


their way down to the sea.    


 
 


EXPLAINING ESCARPMENTS  
 


 


More critical to the linkage between tail bands and mountain ridges is the escarpment 


feature found in all mountain belts.  The word escarpment refers to the long, 


precipitous, cliff like ridge of land or rock, commonly understood to be formed by 


faulting or fracturing of the earth's crust (illustration 25). 


 


 
 


Illustration 25 Escarpment on the Cumberland Plateau, Tennessee. 


 


 


On the opposite side of a mountain ridge’s escarpment is what is commonly called a 


foothill, a slow rise to the edge of the escarpment.    


 


Each mountain belt, whether continental or sub-oceanic, has this asymmetric cross-


section, and the escarpments in each mountain belt, always face in the same direction.  


This feature otherwise inexplicable is determined by the progressive diminution of the 
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mass of cometary debris as it moves laterally away from the mother jet, i.e.  towards the 


sun.   The most massive elements, great boulders or even large splits of the nucleus 


itself, tend to keep the greatest mass closest to the original nucleus.   This is principally 


due to gravitational constraints.   The escape velocity of each particle is determined by 


its mass, and so the larger elements are necessarily concentrated on the nucleus side of 


the band.   It has also been observed that each particle, escaping from the comet 


nucleus continues to disintegrate, providing a progressive attenuation of each band.   


 


As the band begins its descent, it will always land the thin edge of the band first and the 


thick edge last.   This orientation delivers the asymmetrical profile of a mountain ridge.   


As the debris lands in line and the earth passes under the progressively dropping curtain 


of debris, the foothill begins and elevates towards the escarpment or ridge summit.     


 


Evidence for the heavier side of trailing edge of the band may be seen in the anomalous 


appearance of great rocks and boulders proximate to great and small ridge systems.   


They are called erratics and are explained by glacial theory, which believes them to have 


been conveyed by moving ice sheets.   This may explain some erratics but many are 


arrayed too close to the mountain ridge to be accounted for in this manner.   


 
 


AN ANCESTRAL MESSAGE 
 
 


Our ancestors lived and may well have evolved through a tail capture event 


conventionally dated to approximately 10,000 BC, which involved large scale sudden 


global changes.   This text, taken from the ‘Visuddhimagga’ Buddhist Text on the World 


Cycles, may have been derived from the remembered event.   It mirrors the projected 


capture and the sequence of landing debris in uncanny detail:  


 


"When a world's cycle is destroyed by wind … there arises in the beginning a cycle 


destroying great cloud...there arises a wind to destroy the world cycle and first it raises 


a fine dust and then coarse dust and then fine sand, and then coarse sand and then grit - 


stones up to boulders large....  as mighty trees on the hill tops....  The wind turns the 


ground upside down, large areas crack and is thrown upwards.   All the mansions on 


earth are destroyed in a catastrophe when worlds clash with worlds.”  [40] 
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 MACROSCOPIC FEATURES OF A COMETARY HYPOTHESIS  
 
 
In applying a cometary solution to mountain building, further enigmas surrounding 


mountain building are solved: 


 


Ridge interiors:  As the finer materials near the leading edge of each band enter the 


atmosphere, they are more vulnerable to ambient conditions and, to a degree, 


scattered by atmospheric winds.   It is also likely that hydrocarbons and other gases are 


concentrated in the same leading area of the band.   It is these materials that are mainly 


captured by earth’s floodwaters and the water accompanying the cometary debris.   


These materials, captured and transported by alluvial processes would account for a 


significant volume of the sedimentary layers found adjacent to and spreading laterally 


from the ridge axis.   The materials in the following edge, filled with the greatest massive 


debris, would pile up with little chance for transport.   Aside for vegetation and fauna 


trapped under the swiftly dropping curtain, the rock particles would raise the 


characteristic asymmetric triangulated profile of the ridge without trapping any life.   


The resistance to alluvial transport would also account for the unsorted, unstratified 


condition of the interior of a ridge.    


 


Energy Source:  All endogenetic theories of orogeny require an energy source to raise 


and dispose of mountains.   Even the provision of sub-crustal radioactivity has limited 


the era of mountain building to the lives of radioactive elements.   In an exogenetic 


model, the planet’s gravity supplies virtually all the energy needed to create a mountain 


belt.    


 


Volcanism and Earthquakes:  The coincidence of billions of tons of rocks lying on top of 


a splitting lithosphere is explained by exogeny.  In endogeny, the materials must be 


transported overland keeping the characteristic complex shape of a mountain belt, with 


its deposits of inter-ridge sediments and accumulations of igneous rock intact.    


 


Igneous to non-igneous rock ratio:  The inability of geologists to match igneous rocks to 


surrounding sediments is a result of the earth-cracking encounter of a great comet’s tail 


with the earth.   It also explains the disproportional volume of non-igneous rock.     
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PART FOUR: SEDIMENT AND EARTH HISTORY – THE 
DIMENSION OF TIME 


 
We have so far looked mainly at the ridge portion of a mountain belt.   We will now take 


on the question of rocks found adjacent to ridges.   It is as important as the other rocks 


in developing an extraterrestrial model for the earth’s mountain belts.    


 


The Britannica states [41] "the proper sequence of the layers exposed in any particular 


outcrop - be it as extensive as the Grand Canyon or as limited as a small road cut - can 


be determined....   As the only tangible record of a certain past interval at a certain 


place, every sedimentary outcrop is essentially the sole source of whatever is to be 


learned about that interval in that place." 


 


But care must be taken with these records, and The Britannica points out one of their 


serious deficiencies:  "Unfortunately, when the geologist finishes interpreting a single 


sedimentary outcrop, he has only the story of an unknown time interval from 


somewhere in the vastness of the past." 


 


The Britannica’s cautionary attitude comes from its understanding of the disconnected 


nature of what is called the geological column.   Even the most conservative geologist 


concedes that, within a particular era, sedimentation proceeded at markedly different 


rates at different places on the globe.    


 


Nonetheless, these equivocations only mask the fact that most of the earth’s history 


exemplified by complex stratigraphical sequences is entirely missing from substantial 


expanses of the world's surface.       


 


Compounding this problem are the present gaps in radiometric dating techniques, 


leaving us without a continuous or precise time record further back than forty thousand 


years.   
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Moreover, if an exogenetic theory of crustal formation is right, attempts to objectively 


date the earth's rocks radiometrically can give us, in most instances, only the age of the 


cometary debris that comprises over three-quarters of the earth’s crust.    


 
 


 THE TIME DIMENSION  
 
 
There is a clear dichotomy between endogenous and exogenous interpretations of 


classical sedimentary strata.   Geologists see every layer as a particular regime in earth 


history, the age of which generally reckoned by the time it takes to erode each layer.   


The cometary hypothesis computes the time required to form a stratum as for a flowing 


or stagnant body to settle or precipitate its contents.    


 


 


 BEDDING SURFACES  
 
 


The separations between sedimentary strata are called bedding (planes) surfaces and 


there are two anomalies associated with them.  


 


The first is the lack of expected erosional activity between each theoretical successive 


sequence in the geological column.   The second anomaly consists of the great time gaps 


found in every location.    


   
 


THE GRAND CANYON  
 
 
Before looking into the make-up and divisions of the geological column, some 


philosophical reflection on its macroscopic composition is warranted, for the whole idea 


of stratification seems to present an innate contradiction to the doctrine of 


uniformitarianism.    


 


When the tourist looks into the abyss of the Grand Canyon, he is asked to believe that 


the kilometre-deep strata, principally made up of sedimentary rock, are the product of 


gradual erosion.   But the stratification to be observed is far from uniform.    
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If uniformitarianism implies constancy, what do these substantial and unique layers of 


metals, limestones, coal beds and multicoloured silicates represent, if not distinct 


geological regimes?  


 


Science provides sophisticated concepts such as foliation and metamorphosis to explain 


these purported great expanses of earth history, principally caused by chemical 


rediffusion, relentless pressure and infinite time.   The problems with these theories, 


which we will deal with later, are that they do not get around a basic contradiction.   The 


existence of distinctive strata, some of which are thousands of metres thick, each 


member supposed to represent some unique set of unreplicable events, directly 


contradicts the doctrine of uniformitarianism.      


 
 


THE UNIFORMITARIAN WORLD  
 


 


In the uniformitarian world of geology, the processes we are instructed to observe in 


the interpretation of the formation of strata are of a seasonal nature.   These yearly 


sedimentary depositions are recorded in the settling clay and silt of rivers and other 


catch basins, as is the yearly snowfall that accumulates and compresses into measurable 


layers of ice in the alpine and arctic regions.  These relatively thin pages of the 


geological record, however, are not the stuff of the Grand Canyon, with their hundred 


metre deposits of cemented silica and carbonate debris.  The uniformitarianist time unit 


is ideally an eternal cycle of the unchanging seasons, and if we accept this premise we 


should be gazing into a canyon consisting of a monochromatic wall of millions of thin, 


uniform, annual layers.   Obviously other processes are at work here, for what we see is 


a bewildering array of multicoloured monolithic layers of varying thicknesses.    


 


The author of a standard petrology text had the following to say of these sharp 


boundaries separating sedimentary strata:  


 


“Bedding surfaces commonly are generated by contrasting textures...  for example, the 


contrast between the very coarse texture of the conglomerate and the finer texture of 


overlying sandstone.   What mechanism produced the boundary between the coarser- 


and finer-grained layers?  Was it a rapid decrease in stream current velocity; or a lateral 


shift in channel position; or the transgression of an offshore marine sand bar over a 


gravel beach?  The causes of bedding surfaces (planes) are many, and often they are not 
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understood.  Their existence, however, means that something must have changed 


during the interval of time represented by the infinitely thin surface; perhaps a change 


in water chemistry caused incipient cementation of the earlier sediment; or perhaps 


there was a change in water temperature resulting from a change in solar radiation; or 


perhaps a change in stream current velocity occurred as a result of a spring flood on 


April 7th of the early Middle Devonian.   It is worth remembering that most of the time 


since the earth was formed is represented in the geologic record by bedding surfaces, 


not by rocks.   Hence, the bedding surfaces we see in outcrops deserve careful 


examination.   Their commonness should not make them less noteworthy." [42] 


 


But it is not just these invisible divisions that are anomalous, it is the strata on each side 


of this divide.   They are radically dissimilar in texture, thickness and chemical makeup.   


In the carboniferous, for instance, a thin layer of fossil-filled clay may be easily removed 


from the fossil-free coal seam, which in turn, may be easily broken away from the upper 


shale stratum.   These repetitions, called cyclothems or rythmites, repeat themselves as 


much as 100 times, each stratum separated by a mysterious bedding plane. 


 


George McCready Price spoke colourfully of the lack of erosional activity between 


sedimentary layers: "Nature must have served an injunction on the action of the 


elements and they had to continue in the neither status quo for millions of years, the 


neither water wearing away nor building up over any part of this taboo ground during all 


this time." [43] 


 


Price was particularly referring to the boundaries between great gaps in earth history.    


 
 


UNCONFORMITIES - MISSING EARTH HISTORY  
 
 
The sequence of rocks in the Grand Canyon's walls suffers from the same anomaly as 


the rest of the geological column, in that most of it is missing.    


 


The tourist passing by an outcrop in the canyon wall is advised by a brass plaque that 


the Ordovician and Silurian periods of the Palaeozoic era are missing from the Grand 


Canyon sequence, a lacuna, by accepted chronology, of 100 million years. 
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These gaps are called unconformities, and are so common in the geological column that 


they are regarded as stratigraphical signposts rather than geological anomalies.    


 


Both Lyell and Darwin were quite aware of these great gaps in the geological record.    


Darwin was quite vivid on the subject in ‘The Origin of Species’: 


 


“But we know, for instance, from Sir R.  Murchison’s great work in Russia, what wide 


gaps in that country between the superimposed formations; so it is in North America 


and in many other parts of the world.   The most skilful geologist, if his attention had 


been exclusively confined to these large territories would never have suspected that 


during the periods which were blank and barren in his own country, great piles of 


sediment, charged with new and peculiar forms of life, have elsewhere been 


accumulated.” [44] 


 


What Darwin failed to point out is that these great piles of sediment are usually 


organized into confined orderly layers, and there appears, typically, to be no sign of 


erosional activity   separating them.    


 
 
 


 EXPLAINING UNCONFORMITIES AND BEDDING SURFACES    
 
 
A common solution to unconformities – the apparent great gaps in the geological 


column, and bedding surfaces - erosion-free surfaces between sedimentary strata - is 


that no appreciable time passed in the deposition of these strata.    


 
 


EARLY IDEAS ON EROSION  
 
 
The issue of the creation and disposal of sediment was still an important component of 


geological enterprise in the late nineteenth century.    


 


Not only were the earth’s sediments assumed to have been eroded from its mountain 


belts, some geologists claimed erosion as the tool for sculpting these prominences as 


well.  
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Before plate-tectonics became the instrument of choice for pushing and pulling 


sediments into mountain belts, late nineteenth century geologists contested over 


whether rushing water or great splits in the earth’s crust were responsible for these 


mighty ridge systems.    


 


Some geologists believed that great floods carved out mountain belts.  Skinner reports 


that "Buch ...  declined to accept erosion as a major factor in creating relief - for Buch, 


everything was a consequence of plutonic upheaval in some form.   An inheritance of 


this conviction was the theory, still defended in the 1870s, that the deep Alpine valleys 


were fissures in the crust and certainly not the product of the puny streams barely 


visible from the peaks they had supposedly created." [19] 


 


Whatever the source of mountain belts, however, no one doubted the requirement of 


sediment disposal.    


 
 


SEDIMENT DISPOSAL – TOO MUCH OR TOO LITTLE? 
 
 
Both endogenous and cometary models pose contrasting problems.   The current model 


appears to generate too much sediment, and the cometary model, too little.    


 


Not only do today’s great rivers disgorge unexpectedly large amounts of sediment, the 


total sedimentary burden, monumental when computed at uniform rates, cannot be 


found at continental margins. 


 


 


COMPUTING SEDIMENTARY OUTPUT   
 
 
What Lyell and his contemporaries brought to ancient observations of the sedimentary 


output of great rivers was the discipline of computation.  When measurements were 


made, the numbers were truly impressive.     
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THE RATE OF DENUDATION  
 


 


Even now in regions where the uplifting and relief-creating mechanisms have been 


inoperative for several hundreds of millions of years, the lands have been reduced by 


denudation to low and often nearly featureless plains.  Yet, it is clear that any modern 


theory of landform evolution must take into account the possibility of a periodic 


regeneration of continental elevations, particularly of large-scale relief features.  For 


without such regeneration, there would be no continents or mountains even today, 


given their present rates of erosional destruction. 


 


 As early as 1830, Lyell reported an attempt to measure the annual rate of sedimentary 


deposition in the Ganges delta.  In his last edition of ‘Students Elements of Geology’ 


[14], he made the following report on the Mississippi River:  


 


“That river drains a country equal to more than half the continent of Europe, extends 


through twenty degrees of latitude, and therefore through regions enjoying a great 


variety of climate, and some of its tributaries descend from mountains of great height.   


 


The Mississippi is also more likely to afford us a fair test of ordinary denudation, 


because, unlike the St.  Lawrence and its tributaries, there are no great lakes in which 


the fluviatile sediment is thrown down and arrested in its way to the sea.  In striking a 


general average we have to remember that there are large deserts in which there is 


scarcely any rainfall, and tracts, which are as rainless as parts of Peru, and these must 


not be neglected as counterbalancing others, in the Tropics, where the quantity of rain 


is in excess.  If then, argues Mr.  Geikie, we assume that the Mississippi is lowering the 


surface of the great basin which it drains at the rate of one foot in 6000 years, 10 feet in 


60,000 years, 100 feet in 600,000 years, and 1000 feet in 6,000,000 years, it would not 


require more than about 4,500,000 years to wear away the whole of the North 


American Continent if its mean height is correctly estimated by Humboldt at 748 feet.  


And if the mean height of all the land now above the sea throughout the globe is  1000 


feet, as some geographers believe, it would only require six million years to subject a 


mass of rock equal in volume to the whole of the land to the action of sub aerial 


denudation.  It may be objected that the annual waste is partial, and not equally derived 


from the general surface of the country, inasmuch as plains, watersheds, and level 
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ground at all heights remain comparatively unaltered; but this, as Mr.  Geikie has well 


pointed out, does not affect our estimate of the sum total of denudation.  The amount 


remains the same, and if we allow too little for the loss from the surface of table-lands 


we only increase the proportion of the loss sustained by the sides and bottoms of the 


valleys, and vice versa.” 


 
 


SOURCING SEDIMENT 
 
 
Lyell’s computations conjure up a vertiginous sedimentary edifice.  Assuming 


approximately 450 million years for the estimated duration of all fossil-bearing 


sediments, a pile of rock approximately one hundred times the average height of the 


North American continent [70,000 feet] would be the grist required for steadily feeding 


Lyell’s imagined sedimentary mill.     


 


It is understandable that early geologists assumed that the Appalachians were only the 


latest of a series of mountains that had arisen and eroded away to feed the Mississippi.    


 
 


LYELL’S RATIONALE FOR SEDIMENTARY PRODUCTION 
 
 


With this enormous rate of denudation, the superabundance of sediments flowing into 


the earth’s deltas did not appear to faze Lyell.  He had assumed that 90% of the earth’s 


sediments, essentially the missing portions in the geological column, were represented 


in the debris floating down the Mississippi and other great rivers.   Moreover the deep 


strata found in inter-mountain basins such as the Appalachian coal fields were, to him, 


examples of vertically reciprocating terrains, which replicated in the ghostly past, the 


necessary source of the superabundant sediments.   


 


A scenario, which imposed regimes of repeating alternations of land and sea, removed 


the spectre of a primal gigantic highland dozens of times higher than present mountain 


ranges.     
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THE PRISTINE APPALACHIANS  
 
 
Both Darwin and Lyell assumed that these “great piles of sediment” were the meagre 


remains of sediments, which had once filled the great gaps in the geological column.  


   


Unfortunately there seems to be little evidence that the Appalachians, like most 


mountain belts, have been eroded to any extent.   The peaks of the ridges are sharp and 


the carboniferous sediments contained by the ridges are, by current calculations, over 


200 million years old at their surface.    


 


It is inconceivable, however, that on Lyell’s restless earth, on which continents casually 


change places with oceans, areas such as the earth’s coalfields had remained inviolate 


for over 200 million years.  This problem continues to be unexplained no matter what 


model, past or present is applied.    


 


 


 WHERE DID ALL THE REGOLITH GO? 
 
 
Even if we can accept the idea of 200 million year old formations uniformly resisting the 


ravages of erosion, there is yet another problem clinging to a theory of steady state 


erosion.   We cannot find any traces of sediment at continental margins, or further 


offshore, consistent with either Lyell’s or any other estimates.   Where did all the 


sediments go?  


 


 


THE GLOMAR CHALLENGER 
 


 


In the 1960’s, the scientific voyage of the Glomar Challenger (illustration 26), having 


made an extensive investigation of the continental shelves, found only a fraction of the 


expected sediments.    
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Illustration 26 The Glomar Challenger. 


 


 


In evaluating the expedition’s results, Skinner stated the problem.   "Geologists are able 


to make very good estimates of deposition of erosional sediments into the world's 


oceans.   The rate is such that the basins would be filled in tens of millions of years.   


Even allowing for adjustments of isostacy....  this was far shy of the number of the 


several billion years generally accepted as the age of the earth." [19] 


 


This "gross inconsistency" lasted for many years until plate tectonics came to the rescue, 


by reintroducing John Herschel's nineteenth century theory of sediment-driven isostacy 


with one substitution.   Instead of the pressure of sediment melting and driving magma 


beneath the continents, providing elevation for the rock cycle, Plate motion would also 


act as a global broom, sweeping the surplus sediment under the continental carpet.    


Skinner reports the insight.   


 


"...  The accumulation of sediments near the continents no longer presents a problem.   


The sediments are continually scraped from the plate as it takes its downward plunge at 


the continental margin.   The accumulation is presumably impacted into the continent 


and rebuilds and maintains it in some crude isostatic equilibrium." 
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A SOLUTION TO THE SEDIMENT PARADOX  
 
 
A solution to the paradox of too much or too little sediment may be solved if we turn 


away from a partly endogenous uniformitarian model.   Let us consider the sediments 


now filling our estuaries as the remains of a series of cometary encounters that ceased 


as recently as 2600 years ago.  We are, from this perspective, looking at the sedimentary 


deposition from a recent cometary encounter, rather than the persistent denudation of 


cycling continents.    


 


 


MOUNTAIN BELTS: A CONCRETE SOLUTION  
 
 


The main reason that highlands seem impervious to erosion is that much of it consists of 


sedimentary rock, and this type of rock is concrete.   It takes a great deal of cement to 


create enough concrete to cover the earth with mountain belts.   Where did it come 


from?  


 
 


  THE ‘TRUE ROCKS’    
 
 
Much of the fragile rock structures, their shales [mudrock], clay, and layers of sand, 


gravel and silt, are vulnerable to erosion.  The layers of sandstone, aragonite, and 


limestone cover and support the more fragile strata.  The ridges of great mountain belts 


contain masses of conglomerate rock, which help retain its impressive structure.    


 


 


What makes these rocks resistant to the erosive effect of flowing water is their well-


known structure – the ‘true rocks’ are essentially concrete.  This is the same material 


that the Romans used to build their coliseum and famous baths, and the material 


preferred today for skyscrapers, stadiums and swimming pools.    
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Sedimentary rock and concrete are both composed of two main ingredients – a matrix 


or filler, usually gravel and sand, and cement.   The cement is the glue that holds the 


matrix together.    


 


The information found in most high school textbooks stating that the earth’s rocks 


require heat and pressure to form, is, ironically quite the contrary.   Once water is 


poured into container of sand, gravel and cement, the reaction produces heat and 


within hours, the slurry hardens into the same material holding mountain belts 


together.    


 


The existence of ready-made rock therefore dampens the requirement of time, for the 


immediate formation and subsequent slow breakdown of mountain belts.  The 


remaining problem of recent overproduction of continental sediments still must be 


explained, but first, a note on the source of cements.    


  
 


THE PROPERTIES OF CEMENT  
 
 
The critical ingredient in concrete is calcium carbonate; the glue that holds all true rocks 


together.   


 


The chief ingredient of cement is Lime, also called burnt lime, calcium oxide, caustic 


lime, calx, and quicklime.  It is a white or grayish-white, odorless, lumpy, very slightly 


water-soluble solid, CaO, that when combined with water forms calcium hydroxide 


(slaked lime).    Once set, this material can bind almost any dry debris into a versatile 


conglomerate.    


 


Industrial cement is manufactured by heating calcium carbonate, limestone, or oyster 


shells, in an oxygen free environment.  It does not appear naturally anywhere on earth.   


Occasionally weak acids [carbonic] will produce calcium carbonate in solution.   This is 


the source of stalagmites and stalactites in caves.   But this process cannot account for 


the cements found in the earth’s great rock systems, some of which are almost pure 


calcium carbonate.  
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RECENT CEMENTING OPERATIONS  
 
 
A relatively straightforward approach to dealing with the overabundance of sediments 


in the current geological period is to, once again, tamper with our established dogma of 


bottomless uniform geological time.    


 


The most recent slice of the geological column is called the Holocene.   In the human 


time dimension, it is the period when the ice sheets covering North America and Eurasia 


pulled back to reveal a new landscape, rich in agricultural soils.  The material most 


associated with this advance to civilization is called loess.    


 


 


 LOESS  
 
 
Most of the great river valleys of Europe and North America are covered with a loam-


like material called loess.  Multi-layered and fossil-free, it has been identified as the 


outwash of the great ice sheets of the last ten to fifteen thousand years.   The loess, we 


are told, was supplied by great winds of this era, which deposited thousands of cubic 


kilometres of the silt-like materials on the retreating ice.  These winds are conceded to 


have a speed and direction that has no relationship to present day weather patterns.    


 
 


CHEMISTRY 


  
Microscopically, loess, when not worn by alluvial processes, has an angular sharp-edged 


shape, which makes its unstratified deposits quite porous, in most cases at least 50% air.   


Chemically, it is complex and heterogeneous, made up mainly of quartz and with some 


clay minerals, micas, hornblende, and pyroxene added into the mix.   By weight, up to 


40% of the sediment may be carbonates.   The composition of loess "is so elastic that it 


tells us little about the rocks in which the minerals originated." [45] 
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DOMAIN  
 
 
Loess underlies an enormous aggregate area of at least 10 million square kilometres in 


North America and more than 1.8 million square kilometres in Europe.   So vast are the 


deposits, that Flint states that a large proportion of the buried Quaternary soils now 


known, are developed in loess. [45] 


 
 


 LOESS’S PROVENANCE  
 


 


In researching the source of these materials, geologists are generally content to indicate 


the geographical sources of the wind-borne particles and not the actual method of their 


production.  Flint cites deserts, outwash and recently exposed till, adding some 


perplexity to the problem by admitting that once covered, the loess deposits are not 


easily airborne.     


 


Some effort is expended in developing a method for these particles to lift off the 


ground, and we are led to believe that sand particles help the take-off by kicking the lazy 


silt into the air. [45] 


 


These hypotheses only obscure the fact that outwash, deserts and till deposits are only 


secondary sources of loess and, even if perfectly able to rise freely and circulate to 


northern latitudes, could not account for the thousands of cubic kilometres that are 


found in some North American deposits.      


 


The current attitude towards the source of loess deposits is to point to the inferred 


origin of the prevailing winds.  Unfortunately, this sometimes suffers from a nationalistic 


bias.    


 


Geologists never seem to own up to a local source for loess.   Each nation disclaims the 


intrusion, as if the loess were some old version of acid rain.  Since much of the 


Pleistocene loess shows a westerly directionality, we have the geologists, from a bird's 


eye view, pointing perpetually eastward, quite naturally outside of their own territories. 
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Another difficulty in explaining the origin of loess is that a good part of the loess found 


on the earth's surface does not seem to be the product of alluvial processes, a primary 


condition of their eventual transport and deposition by air.    


 
 


 NORTHERN CHINA  
 


 


The greatest deposits of loess not located adjacent to Holocene glaciations occur in 


Manchuria, where they are found in unstratified conglomerations as deep as one 


hundred metres (illustration 27).   They were first described in the late nineteenth 


century.    


 


 
 


Illustration 27 Central Chinese loess plateau, near Jingchuan, Gansu, China. 


 


 


The writer of the Chinese report registered his frank disbelief that these deposits could 


have been alluvial in origin.   He noted that loess was found in formations as high as 


seven thousand five hundred feet and "the uniform composition of this material over 
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extended areas, coupled with the absence of stratification and of marine or fresh water 


organic remains, renders impossible the hypothesis that it is a water deposit." [46]  


 


The writer especially noted the use the Chinese peasants made of the loess, for the soil 


yielded up to three crops per year and required no manuring.   "Wherever this deposit 


extends, there the husbandman has an assured harvest, two or even three times a year.   


It is easily worked, exceedingly fertile, and submits to constant tillage, with no other 


manure than a sprinkling of its own loam dug from the nearest bank." [46]   


 


The material not only provided homes which were dug out of the side of its cliffs, but 


also partition walls and furniture were made of this remarkable material.   "Whole 


villages cluster together in a series of adjoining or superimposed chambers, some of 


which pierce the soil to a depth of more than 200 feet." [46]   


 


The reason for the extraordinary qualities of this material is that it is 'nailed' together by 


tiny limestone capillaries, creating a lightweight masonry composite.   These peculiar 


tubules provide the capillary action that draws the moisture up from the bedrock.   This 


peculiar vertically oriented structure led geologists to state that this formation was 


vertically stratified, probably giving the reader the mistaken belief that the materials 


were conventionally stratified into some sort of bizarre vertically oriented structure.    


 
 


 THE COMETARY ORIGIN OF LOESS  
 
 
The process by which loess is cemented together is not well understood, but it is 


obviously some alluvial or draining process. 


 


In 1931 J.B.Penniston, writing in Popular Astronomy, suggested that loess was meteoric 


in origin.   He also offered an explanation for the formation's vertical stratification and 


noted the unlikelihood that the sharp-edged grit could have been worn down by water.   


After noting the similarity loess shared with meteoric and volcanic particles, and its 


dissimilarity to "rock flour," the product of glacial grinding, he turned to the peculiar 


calcareous tubules, suggesting that "water, as from a fine drizzle of rain, would descend 


unevenly, and coming in contact with newly fallen meteoric matter, the finest material 


would be segregated along these lines of flow, ultimately becoming crystallized as is 


found in the hollowed tubes in the loess." [47]  
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The most interesting element of his hypothesis was his choice for the mineral source of 


the calcareous tubules.   The loess deposit itself, devoid as it was of fossils, made a poor 


source of calcium.   The hard shells of some marine organisms, even if they contributed 


to the materials, would have had to undergo bathing in carbonic acid or other organic 


acid baths in order to dissolve.   Ordinary rainwater would not do the job.   The 


astronomer indicated that calcium oxide (lime) mixed with rainwater would create these 


tubules.   Calcium oxide, however, was not normally found in earth minerals.  Penniston 


then pointed out that meteorites did contain calcium oxide in appreciable amounts.   If 


this powder were distributed within the loess deposits, it would account for the 


phenomenon.    


 
 


  OTHER CEMENTED LANDSCAPES  
 
 
The fingerprint of exogenous calcium oxide may be found in other recent geological 


features. 


 


Deserts and semi-arid landscapes are covered by a tough concrete composite   called 


hardpan.   Hardpan usually is found less than a metre beneath of weathered soils and is 


so tough that dynamite or heavy road building equipment is necessary to tear it up to 


prepare the land for agricultural purposes.   So recent is this formation, in geological 


terms, that hardpan is found covering human habitations.   C14 analysis has found it to 


form as early as 2400 years ago.    
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PART 5: LOOKING UNDER 
 
 
 
In the conclusion of this section, the mountain belt will be followed as it dips below the 


continents.   The oceans will be removed to reveal a global lithosphere covered by 


mountain belts.     


 


The cometary hypothesis assumes that a captured great comet’s tail capable of 


wrapping its rocky belt around the earth would not discriminate between land and sea.    


 


Geologist and geographers, still wedded to older traditions distinguishing between the 


domains of land and sea, tend to give different names to these mountain belts 


depending on their travels above and below sea level.   On the Continents, Mountain 


belts are called chains and ranges, but when they enter the sea they become seamounts 


and abyssal hills.    


 


It will be argued that great continental mountain belts, when they enter the ocean 


depths, show only those changes to be expected from dropping through an atmospheric 


medium and then sinking into a watery environment.    


 


 SEAFLOOR EXPLORATION  
 
 
The difficulty of topographically linking the domains of land and sea is understandable 


from a historical point of view.   The ocean depths for millennia were known only to the 


unfortunate mariners who drowned in their efforts to conquer its immensities.   The 


ocean bottom remained terra incognita until late in the 20th century.    


 


To quote a recent critique of plate-tectonics, “When plate tectonics was first elaborated 


in the 1960s, less than 0.0001% of the deep ocean had been explored and less than 20% 
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of the land area had been mapped in meaningful detail.  Even by the mid-1990s, only 


about 3 to 5% of the deep ocean basins had been explored in any kind of detail …” [48] 


 
 


THE EARTH’S GREATEST MOUNTAIN BELT  
 
 


By far, the greatest of the sub-oceanic mountain belts is now called the Mid-Oceanic 


Ridge. The United States Geological Survey reports: 


 


“In the 1950s, oceanic exploration greatly expanded.  Data gathered by oceanographic 


surveys conducted by many nations led to the discovery that a great mountain range on 


the ocean floor virtually encircled the Earth.  Called the global mid-ocean ridge, this 


immense submarine mountain chain -- more than 50,000 kilometres (Km) long and, in 


places, more than 800 km across -- zigzags between the continents, winding its way 


around the globe like the seam on a baseball.  Rising an average of about 4,500 meters 


(m) above the sea floor, the mid-ocean ridge overshadows all the mountains in the 


United States except for Mount McKinley … in Alaska (6,194 m).  Though hidden 


beneath the ocean surface, the global mid-ocean ridge system is the most prominent 


topographic feature on the Surface of our planet.”  


 
 


 PLATE-TECTONICS AND THE MID-OCEANIC RIDGE 
 
 


The idea of splitting continents was originally stimulated by the nesting quality of South 


America’s and Africa’s opposing shorelines.  The eventual triumph of this idea is credited 


to the persistence of a German meteorologist named Alfred Wegener.  Although 


Wegener provided the catalyst and framework for plate-tectonics, there was a critical 


piece missing.  


 


What was the nature of the platform upon which the splitting took place?   Did the 


earth’s surface simply stretch as the continents parted? Geologists, contemplating an 


inflating global sphere, without any easily understood mechanism, were quite sceptical 


of the entire theory.   An alternative, however, arose with the discovery of a large ridge 


system dividing the Atlantic Ocean.  This knowledge had been around for some time, 


acquired by weighted lines.    The structure, however, was quite sketchy.    The data 
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acquired by the German research vessel ‘Meteor’ in the late 1920s elaborated the 


system.  These data showed the existence of a central valley along much of the crest of 


the Mid-Atlantic Ridge.    


 


In searching for a mechanism for continental drift and its corollary, sea floor spreading, 


the Mid-Oceanic Ridge soon became the necessary part of the theory.    


 


Positioned, as it was, mid-way between Europe and North America, the temptation was 


great for designating these breaks in the ocean floor as a major parting line for a super 


continent.   In the early sixties, a series of quasi-parallel geo-magnetic strips appearing 


to spread from both sides of the system displayed signs of alternating reversed 


polarities.   This convinced most geologists that the creeping sea floor, while still hot, 


picked up the prevailing geo-magnetic field’s direction.   Theorists concluded that the 


Mid-Atlantic Ridge was the parting line for two great moving rigid plates slowly pushing 


Europe and North America apart.  They believed that the moving oceanic plates, when 


meeting continental margins, were subducted into the earth’s molten interior.  The 


golden principle of balance and uniform rate was met, and the theory gained favour.  


 


Today The Britannica proclaims: “Plate tectonics has revolutionized virtually every 


discipline of the Earth sciences since the late 1960s and early 1970s.  It has served as a 


unifying model or paradigm for explaining geologic phenomena that were formerly 


considered in unrelated fashion.  Plate tectonics describes seismic activity, volcanism, 


mountain building, and various other Earth processes in terms of the structure and 


mechanical behaviour of a small number of enormous rigid plates thought to constitute 


the outer part of the planet (i.e., the lithosphere).” [49] 


 


Exploration of the Mid-Atlantic portion of the Mid-Oceanic Ridge, has been, in recent 


years, examined more intensively through a number of ambitious deep sea drilling 


expeditions.    


 


These recent data should help determine whether the 50,000-kilometre “mountain 


chain” marks the zone from which plates have been separating for 200 million years or, 


in the alternative, it is the earth’s longest captured tail segment.    
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DO MOUNTAINS MOVE APART?  
 
 


Some of the assumptions underpinning plate-tectonics will be challenged below.    


These arguments are not intended as a general critique of the theory.   It is only where 


plate-tectonics claims to account for the creation of mountain belts that swords must be 


crossed.    


 


Those searching for more exposition and criticism of plate-tectonics are referred to [48]. 


 


 
 


ONCE A MOUNTAIN BELT, ALWAYS A MOUNTAIN BELT  
 


 


The casual mention of the Mid-Oceanic Ridge as the earth’s largest mountain range in 


geological publications must not be taken lightly, for much of the cometary hypothesis is 


based on this assumption.   There is a strange dichotomy in the nomenclature, however, 


beginning with the more familiar description of the structure as a ridge.    


 


 


 WHEN IS A RIDGE A MOUNTAIN?  
 
 


Present geological nomenclature is clear; a ridge is only one element of a mountain belt, 


also called a mountain system or chain, which represents a series of interconnected or 


geologically related mountain ranges. 


 


The Mid-Atlantic ‘ridge’ is at times over 700 kilometres wide and is made up of dozens 


of ridges.   The misnomer, which implies a singular geological feature probably, arises 


from the original notion that mountains originated from a ‘bulge’ created by sub-


lithospheric upwardly welling magma.  The magma broke through the lithosphere, 


presumably created the ‘ridge’ as it broke through the surface rock and divided into two 


diverging plates. 
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A more recent interpretation sees the lithosphere stretching to the breaking point, 


allowing the upwelling magma to then part and spread.   This notion, thanks to plate-


tectonics is still with us, since the theory requires a clear and seamless connection 


between a rising plume of magma and the growing sea floor.   This requirement for 


diverging plates puts undersea mountain building into a theoretical straightjacket.   The 


plate-tectonic image seems to have nothing to do with the picture we have of 


continental mountain belts which are believed to be the product of sediments which, in 


some manner, are turned into mountains through convergent forces.   How divergent 


plates find sediment in the first place and then form these sediments into parallel ridge 


systems while steadily moving apart has not, to my knowledge been explained.   Even 


more troubling is how continental mountain belts which are considered principally 


sedimentary structures, mutate into an igneous species as they drop beneath the 


oceans. 


 
 
 


DOES THE MID-OCEANIC RIDGE MEET COMETARY CRITERIA?  
 


 


If the Mid-Oceanic Ridge, like all other mountain belts, both continental and sub-


oceanic, is the product of a comet’s tail, they should share the following characteristics: 


The ridge and stratified elements of a mountain belt should represent a uniform non-


igneous structure lying upon the lithosphere.    


 


 The volcanic and earthquake regime - the product of local shearing pressures- should 


be confined to the mountain belt.   Moreover, the magma extruding from the shearing 


zone should be discontinuous and confined, as well, to the ridge zone. 


 
 


 THE CONTINUITY OF MOUNTAIN BELTS 
 
 


 In Lyell’s time the question of the nature of mountain ridges was controversial with his 


explanation favouring a subterranean magmatic source [14].   Toward the end of the 


19th century, geologists maintained that the ridge structure still was sedimentary in 
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nature, and this finding, in regard to continental mountain ridges, is the present 


conventional interpretation.  Applying this finding to the Mid-Oceanic Ridge, however, 


represents a calamity to Plate-tectonics.   It is difficult enough to explain how sediments 


erode under water; it is even more difficult to account for such large accumulations 


located at the leading edge of the diverging plates.    


 


What advocates of plate-tectonics seem to be claiming is that the great sub-oceanic 


ridge systems are a single longitudinal bulge in the lithosphere caused by upwelling 


magma.   This theory is contradicted by recent seismic profiling that indicates that the 


ocean floor cuts across the Mid-Oceanic Ridge system.  This is also consistent with the 


revolutionary findings that the Appalachians were not rooted in North America’s 


bedrock.    


 


On a purely rational basis, developing a 19th century explanation for mountain ridge 


formation leads to an unfortunate dichotomy.  It implies that the Mid-Atlantic-Ridge 


requires one type of genesis underwater and another when it emerges to form the 


island of Iceland.   The same absurdity would apply to Japan, the West Indies and other 


emerging mountain belts. 


 
 


 RIDGES, SEA MOUNTS AND ABYSSAL HILLS  


 
Another difficulty concerning the double ridge concept is the discovery that over thirty 


per cent of the ocean floor is covered with ridge systems, many of which have volcanic 


and earthquake zones associated with them.    


 


Abyssal hills are the most widespread geological feature on the earth.  Like their 


continental cousins, abyssal hills and sea mounts run parallel to each other and this 


includes the Mid-Oceanic Ridge system.  Moreover abyssal hills and mountain belts 


show the same peculiarity of an assymetrical ridge profile. 


 


Abyssal hills and sea mounts are considered, like the Mid-Oceanic Ridge, to be volcanic 


in origin.   These discoveries have forced geologists to consider the magma extruding 


structures to be new parting lines in the plate system.   These inconsistencies, and 


others, have increased the original number of plates from ten to over one hundred and 


growing 
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 DO PLATES MOVE APART?   
 
 
Mountain belts, if cometary in origin once lay down, would have little lateral movement.  


Their great mass could shift downward, to accommodate vertical compressive forces.  


The magma-disgorging cracks in the lithosphere are, therefore, in the cometary 


hypothesis, the result of crustal shearing.   But this shearing activity would be a local 


event, extending little further than the mountain belt itself.     


 


 


 


GAPS IN THE MID-OCEANIC RIDGE 
 
 
There are large sections of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge that are missing.  David Pratt reports: 


“Several parts of the ridge have no important fracture zones or even traces of them.  For 


instance, they are absent from a 700-km-long portion of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge between 


the Atlantis and Kane fracture zones.  There is a growing recognition that the fracture 


patterns in the Atlantic ‘show anomalies that are neither predicted by nor ... yet built 


into plate tectonic understanding" (Shirley, 1998a, b).’” [48] 


 


This anomaly has led to the admission that plate motion is episodic.   Even if we could 


accept this ad hoc explanation, the substantial gap indicates that no spreading activity 


had been going on in this area for over 200 million years.   How hundreds of kilometres 


of plates could advance while adjacent crust remained immobile is not easily explained.    


 


These discontinuities, however, are typical; in both continental and sub-oceanic 


mountain belts reinforcing the hypothesis that the great mass of rocky debris 


concentrated in mountain belts are the source rather than the product of volcanism.    
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IS THERE ANY EVIDENCE THAT THE MID-ATLANTIC RIDGE MOVES APART?  
 
 


A cometary mountain belt is essentially a static body, its motions, if any, would be 


vertical, creating earthquakes and volcanic activity in its settling.    


 


Evidence of horizontal movement at the Mid-Oceanic Ridge, on the other hand is 


tenuous at best. Drilling programs in the two decades have found contradictory physical 


motions and radiometric dating, and report that forces expected to be found at parting 


crust are missing.   Such forces as can be measured are not extensional but compressive. 


 


“In Iceland, the largest landmass astride the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, the predominant 


stresses in the axial zone are compressive rather than extensional.  Furthermore, the rift 


valley floor in Iceland is sinking and the bordering plateau is also sinking, at rates that 


increase toward the axis, and this is difficult to reconcile with the PT [plate-tectonic] 


hypothesis of axial upwelling, single-stage accretion, and spreading (Keith, 1993).” [48] 


 


These data, however, are consistent with the exogenetic hypothesis, which holds that 


cometary debris of sufficient mass will sink, compressing the bedrock sufficiently to 


cause local shearing and subsequent volcanic activity.    


 


Compounding the problem is the measurement made at Iceland and other locations 


suggesting that there is little consistent spreading at the Mid-Oceanic Ridge:  “Geodetic 


surveys across "rift" zones in Iceland and East Africa have failed to detect any consistent 


and systematic widening as postulated by plate tectonics.  After finding no tensile 


motions associated with the East African rift, the investigators felt forced to postulate 


that plate motions there must be episodic (Asia et al., 1992).” [48] 


 
 


ESCAPING MAGMA  
 
 
The plate-tectonic paradigm suggests wide plumes of magma, parting from a dome of 


hardening rock into two even plates.   In a cometary mountain belt, on the other hand, 


escaping magma would not extrude evenly but escape from local shearing zones 
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spasmodically, and flow along the channels created by the recently formed ridge 


systems.   They would continue the parallel motion until a gap in the ridge system would 


provide an outlet, allowing the magma to flow outward from the ridge axis.   The 


following report from a recent oceanographic expedition confirms this postulate:  


 


 “Side-scanning radar images show that the mid-ocean ridges are cut by thousands of 


long, linear, ridge-parallel fissures, fractures, and faults.  This strongly suggests that the 


ridges are underlain at shallow depth by interconnected magma channels, in which 


semi-fluid lava moves horizontally and parallel with the ridges rather than at right angles 


to them.  The fault pattern observed is therefore totally different from that predicted by 


plate tectonics, and it cannot be explained by upwelling mantle diapirs as some plate 


tectonicists have proposed (Meyerhoff et al., 1992a).” [48]     


 
 


ZONES OF REVERSED POLARITY  
 
 


The phenomenon that helped convince geologists initially sceptical of Plate-tectonics 


were zones of reversed polarity concentrated along the axis of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge.  A 


United States Government periodical states the case: 


 


“As more and more of the seafloor was mapped during the 1950s, the magnetic 


variations turned out not to be random or isolated occurrences, but instead revealed 


recognizable patterns.  When these magnetic patterns were mapped over a wide region, 


the ocean floor showed a zebra-like pattern.  Alternating stripes of magnetically 


different rock were laid out in rows on either side of the mid-ocean ridge: one stripe 


with normal polarity and the adjoining stripe with reversed polarity. The overall pattern, 


defined by these alternating bands of normally polarized rock became known as 


magnetic striping.  


 


The discovery of magnetic striping naturally prompted more questions: How does the 


magnetic striping pattern form? And why are the stripes symmetrical around the crests 


of the Mid-ocean ridges? These questions could not be answered without also knowing 


the significance of these ridges.  In 1961, scientists began to theorize that mid-ocean 


ridges mark structurally weak zones where the ocean floor was being ripped in two 


lengthwise along the ridge crest.  New magma from deep within the Earth rises easily 


through these weak zones and eventually erupts along the crest of the ridges to create 
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new oceanic crust.  This process, later called seafloor spreading, operating over many 


millions of years has built the 50,000 Km-long system of mid-ocean ridges.  This 


hypothesis was supported by several lines of evidence: (1) at or near the crest of the 


ridge, the rocks are very young, and they become progressively older away from the 


ridge crest; (2) the youngest rocks at the ridge crest always have present-day (normal) 


polarity; and (3) stripes of rock parallel to the ridge crest alternated in magnetic polarity 


(normal-reversed-normal, etc.), suggesting that the Earth's magnetic field has flip-


flopped many times.  By explaining both the zebralike magnetic striping and the 


construction of the mid-ocean ridge system, the seafloor spreading hypothesis quickly 


gained converts and represented another major advance in the development of the 


plate-tectonics theory.  Furthermore, the oceanic crust now came to be appreciated as a 


natural "tape recording" of the history of the reversals in the Earth's magnetic field.” 


[50] 


 


This writer, like many other geologists, believes the Mid-Ocean Ridge to be one 


continuous, minutely moving entity, “torn apart” along its entire length.    The problems 


associated with this image have already been addressed, except for the matter of the 


famous parallel bands of reversed magnetism.    


 


Moreover the “zebra patterns” referred to by the writer relates to the illustrations 


shown in many textbooks.   These drawings have been challenged as being no more 


than hopeful schematics.    


 


 


ACQUIRING REVERSED POLARITY  
 


 


There are a number of methods for inducing a magnetic field in ferrous materials, but 


the most common industrial technique is the method of manufacturing permanent 


magnets.    


 


This is achieved by heating and then cooling the material whilst in a steady magnetic 


field.  Here the thermal energy agitates the grains and domains so that they can be 


easily rotated by even a modest magnetic field; when the temperature is reduced, the 


magnetic domains remain "frozen" in their new positions.  
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If the extrusion of magma from lithospheric shearing is a local event, its final pooling 


dependent on the structure of the confining ridge structure, and the freezing dependant 


on local passage of the cooling magma, then a the less uniform pattern of reversed 


magnetism is more coherent.   This pattern is also consistent with a single spasmodic 


event, rather than the imperceptible even spreading of the ocean floor projected by 


plate-tectonic theory.    


 


As for the repetition of alternating bands of reversed polarity as they spread from the 


ridge axis, they are possibly a reflection   of a number of discrete cometary encounters.   


In the first, which presumably was the most traumatic, the lavas spread furthest.   The 


subsequent lesser events, each with its own new electromagnetic environment, created 


zones of discrete reversed polarity.    


 


 
 


THE MOUNTAIN BELT: ITS SOURCE, STRUCTURE AND CENTRALITY TO 


EXOGENY 
 
 
Since mountain belts contain virtually all the earth’s topography, it follows that orogeny, 


or mountain building is determined by the source and structure of mountain belts.    


 


Endogenists believe mountain belts to be a stage of the ‘Rock Cycle’, derived from rising 


molten rock, formed and elevated by energies deep within the earth and fated, in the 


progress of deep time, to be eroded and recycled.   


 


The exogenist model, on the other hand, sees the mountain belt as a permanent, 


independent feature of the earth’s crust.   This accretionary phenomenon ignores the 


distinctions of land and sea, spreading its unique features in earth-circling belts.     


Moreover, mountain belts are a permanent crustal feature.  Aside from the eroded 


materials mainly found in the earth’s estuaries, mountain belts have suffered little from 


denudation, showing no evidence of cycling back into the earth’s interior.    


 


Most importantly, the cometary hypothesis presents a single uniform model for 


mountain building, whether continental or beneath the sea.     Because plate-tectonics 


began as a method of understanding the origin of continents, mountain building tends 
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to be a by-product of the art, one that admittedly finds the process somewhat obscure.  


As a result of this uncertainty, orogeny still holds on to a variety of 19th century ideas.    


 


For example geologists still refer to the Rockies of the United States west coast as a 


“folded” feature, while the Appalachians are no longer so.    Investigation having shown 


them to be a superficial formation, they are now believed, by necessity, to have been 


transported from other locations. 


 


When mountain belts descend into the ocean depths, their origins, in conventional 


terms, become even more obscure.   Earth’s greatest mountain belt, according to plate-


tectonics, sits upon a slowly dividing plume of magma.   A mountain belt requires 


elevation, and so we are, perforce, transported back in time to Lyell, who believed that 


mountains were created by raising magma. [14] 


 


How mountain belts, which primarily consist of an enormous accumulation of non-


igneous matter, could be sitting on a slowly parting “tear” in earth’s crust, seems to be 


opposed to both logic and evidence.   If the materials closest to the diverging plates are 


supposedly the youngest, what is a great mountain belt, made up primarily of non-


igneous and layered sedimentary rock, sitting upon a diverging set of plates?   


 


The lack of a coherent theory of orogeny leads to a haphazard approach to explication.   


Continental mountain belts are the product of compressive forces on one coast, and 


complex gravitational forces conveying ready-made mountain ranges, on the other.   At 


Mid-Ocean, mountain belts are considered the product of diverging plates.    


 
 


ENERGY REQUIREMENTS  
 
 
The cometary hypothesis is particularly useful when it comes to the prickly question of 


energy requirements.  For centuries geologists have struggled to conjure with the 


question of the enormous energy necessary to elevate mountain belts.    


 


Early natural philosophers resorted to great underground burning caverns.  Post-


renaissance thinkers assumed the earth’s original molten condition would suffice.   This 


logical hypothesis faltered, however, when the cooling appeared too rapid to match the 


much slower rate of topographical growth demanded by Uniformitarian doctrine.    
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Present thought assumes the energy to come from decaying radioactive materials.   But 


even this source is essentially a declining and non-renewable resource.    


 


A captured segment of a comet’s tail, on the other hand, relies only on the earth’s mass 


as its energy source.  Gravity captures the tail segment, guides its spiral descent, and 


shapes the triangular profile of ridges.   The lighter elements are transported by the 


same energy source down to the sea, leaving the great fossil-filled layers of sediments   


behind, stacked up in kilometre deep strata.      


 
 


CONCLUSION: BACK TO THE “PENULTIMATE SILICATE FROTH”  
 
 
Ultimately, the Uniformitarian view of the earth’s surface is that of a parent looking at 


the vestiges of a birthday cake.  The parent is trying to bring back the image of the 


pristine condition of the layered confection before it was ravaged by the children.    


 


The exogenist takes the cake’s remains as the principal evidence available to understand 


the narrative of the earth’s geological history.    


 


Sir Henry Howorth, in his 1905 work, ‘Ice or Water’, found the absence of significant 


erosion in the earth’s sedimentary strata fatal to the conventional idea of an upwardly 


generated planetary crust.  This was his challenge: 


 


“ .  .  .  [What] we want to see is a plain instance of valleys excavated and mountains 


formed in the ancient strata of the earth as we find them existing in the present 


day…until then we take leave to reject the theory .  .  .  the parallelisms of the beds over 


large regions of the earth stand in complete opposition (to the notion that the under 


strata have ever been the surface of the earth for indefinite periods.)” [51] 


 


In reporting on the results of the Glomar Challenger drilling program, Skinner made a 


telling remark on the nature of mountain belts: 


 


"Crustal rocks appear literally to be a penultimate silicate froth of the most uncommon 


terrestrial elements..." The writer concludes, "Because the earth and oceans and air are 


extreme distillates and fractionates of the average original earth and very unlike it in 
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composition and origin, it is obviously risky, if not misleading, to infer that superficial 


studies tell much of what we must know of time in the earth." [19] 


 


We could not agree more with Skinner’s statement, and go one step further and declare 


that the “penultimate silicate froth” tells us little of “time in the earth”, precisely 


because it does not originally belong to the earth, and is therefore necessarily “very 


unlike it in composition and origin”.    


 


Both Skinner, a believer in plate-tectonics, and Howorth, who believed the earth’s 


topography the product of great floods, would have been offended by the use made of 


their statements, for they were both essentially endogenists. But if we wish to go with 


the principle of always looking at the empirical evidence, it should allow us to regard 


this “penultimate silicate froth” as the key to understanding our geological past.    
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